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Two Guys Sunday Sales
Lead to Police Crackdown
NEWARK A temporary, injunction granted to a
Gloucester County discount house led to 62 arrests in six
counties Sunday as Two Guys From Harrison, Inc., and
other stores went on a pre-Christmas spree of unrestricted
selling.
The temporary injunction
against enforcement of the
state county-option Sunday sales
law in Gloucester was granted to
Bargain City USA of Deptford
Township by Judge Thomas Mad-
den of the Federal District Court
in Camden.
BARGAIN CITY gained the in-
junction pending a hearing for a
permanent injunction to be in
force until determination of its
*uit challcging the law on the
grounds it violates the First and
14th Amendments of the federal
constitution. A three-judge panel
composed of two district judges
and one from the U. S. Circuit
Court of Appeals in Philadelphia
will hear the case.
Named as defendants are the
state attorney general, the
Gloucester County prosecutor
and the Deptford Township po-
lice chief. These are the offi-
cials enjoined from enforcing
the law.
Announcement of the injunc-
tion led Two Guys to map plans
for a return to unrestricted Sun
day selling in the face of state
law prohibiting the sale of items
in five categories. However, since
they were not named as defend-
ants in the action, the prosecutors
in Bergen, Hudson, Passaic, Mid-
dlesex, Morris and Somerset
quickly stepped in to arrest
clerks selling forbidden items.
EIGHT OF the chain's 12
atorcs were hit by police. A num-
ber of the stores, however, con-
tinued to sell restricted articles
even after the initial arrests. One
store continued the expanded
sales right up to closing.
This marked the second time
police acted against Two Guys
In the face of an injunction.
On the first occasion, shortly
after the law went into effect
In 12 counties as a result of
popular rrtrrrndunu held a
year aw, Two fluyi ItieIf had
obtained the injunction.
Two Guys, however, had not
named county prosecutors as de-
fendants and those officials en-
forced the law as expressed by
the people One, Bergen Prose ]
cutor Guy W. Calissl, made morel
than 10 arrests and was brought
Into court by the Two Guys chain.
Eventually the courts held that
Calissi was within his rights and
It was that precedent which en-
abled the prosecutors to act
against Two Guys on Sunday.
Police acted against the chain's
outlets in North Bergen, Kearny,
East Brunswick, Garfield, Wood
bridge, Totowa, Watchung and
East Hanover.
Other stores hit were Rockaway
Sales Cos. in Rockaway, and
Hardware World, Rockaway
Township.
TWO GUYS has fought Sunday
sales legislation more vigorously
than probably any other concern
in the country, challenging these
laws wherever they have
interfered with the store's seven-
days-a-wcek operation in New
Jersey, Pennsylvania and Mary-
land. Its challenges to Maryland,
Pennsylvania laws are among the
Sunday law cases, now before the
U. S. Supreme Court.
With Channel Lumber Cos.,
Two Guys initiated the first ac-
tion against the New Jer-
sey county-option law, attack-
ing it on constitutional grounds.
That case went to the State
Supreme Court, which upheld
the law but ruled that the
plaintiffs were entitled to a
trial on their contention that
the law was arbitrary and un-
reasonable in establishing for-
bidden categories.
Even though the Supreme Court
said that contention would be dif-
ficult to prove. Two Guys and
Channel Lumber went back into
Superior Court in their continu-
ing battle for unlimited sales
Qnly preliminary hearings have
been held in the case so far.
THE SUIT inaugurated by Bar
gain City is the sixth aimed at
the law. passed by the Legisla-
ture when a 1958 law was inval-
idated because it arbitrarily ex-
empted three counties from en-
forcement. The other three suits
are still pending.
Two of them' are before the
Federal District tourc In New-
-1 arlc. They were hrnuchl hv
Jewish merchants, one of
whom is being backed by the
American Jewish Congress. The
merchants contend the law In-
fringe* their religious freedom
by forcing them to observe a
Sabbath they do not recognize.
The Newark court has delayed
hearings pending the outcome of
the cases now before the U S.
Supreme Court and the legal test
inaugurated by Two Guys in the
state courts The Newark court,
however, has refused all requests
for an injunction against enforce-
ment of the law.
The other case still pending is
1n Hudson County Court. This one
involves an appeal from a con-
viction in Magistrate's Court in
West New York. It was brought
by the two plaintiffs in a case
before Newark Federal Court.
MEANWHILE, the Supreme
Court in Washington listened
to two days of arguments re-
garding the four Sunday sales
cases before it. Under attack
arc the Sunday laws in Massa-
chusetts, Pennsylvania and
Maryland.
In the Massachusetts case
and one of the two cases from
Pennsylvania, the plaintiffs are
Jewish merchants who brought
suit on religious discrimination
grounds. The other Pennsylvan-
ia case ns well as that from
Maryland was instituted by Two
Guys.
Two other cases are pending
before the Supreme Court, one
from Pennsylvania and one from
South Carolina, but the court has
not yet accepted or rejected
them for review. Of the cases it
has accepted, ffnly one— that
from Massachusetts involves
an appeal from a lower court de-
cision invalidating a state law.
in the other instances state Sun-
day laws were upheld in previ-
ous court tests.
FRIEND of the court briefs at-
tacking the Sunday laws have
been filed by the American Civil
. Liberties Union and various Jew-
ish organizations. A brief favor-
ing the laws was submitted by
the National Retail Merchants
Association.
Two Guys attacked the law*
on religious grounds during the
hearings. Attorneys, however,
admitted that the stores stay
open aeven days a week when-
ever possible, and this led to
some rather sharp questioning
by the justices.
Having heard the oral argu-
I merits tn the ease*, the court's
procedure now will ho to take
them under advisement and hand!
down a decision. |
Archbishop to See Collection
Of Christmas Gifts for Poor
NEWARK Once upon a time a Bishop went about giving
gifts to the poor and laic: became St. Nicholas, the popular
symbol of Christmas giving.
Next week another Bishop Archbishop Boland of Newark
will play a similar role to that of St. Nicholas, Bishop of
Myra, when he views and thereby sends on their way to needy
children a huge collection of toys and gift clothing which have
been collected by his social service organization, the archdi-
cccsan Mt. Carmel Guild.
On Dec. 19, after luncheon at the guild's headquarters, 99
Central Avc., Archbishop Boland will inspect: 5,200 toys. 2,500
Christmas stockings, 1,000 pieces of clothing and 500 dolls as
(enabled at the headquarters and at centers in Bergen, Hudson
and Union Counties by Ibe guild's volunteers. The stockings
were filled by the Rosary Societies of the Archdiocese, the
dolls were dressed by the guild's sewing department, which
also made Sop pieces of clothing - dresses, sweaters and
mitlcns.
Lou
\* Mllford ls erchdiocesan chairman of theChristmas project. County chairmen are: Mrs Kathleen Soule,
Horten Mdthew llruby, Essex, Mrs William Strenkert,
Hudson, and Mrs. Ihomas Mohan, Union,
Dr. Mulligan Heads
Physicians Guild
NEWARK. — Over 100 doctors attended the recent
organizational meeting of the Catholic Physicians Guild
of the Newark Archdiocese at which officers were elected
for the guild's four county chapters. Dr. Luke A. Mulligan
was named archdioceson chairman of the guild at the mcct-
ing which was held at St. Mi-
chael's Hospital.
County officers are: Bergen,
Dr. Donald J. Kissinger, presi-
dent, with a vice president still
lo be named; Essex, Dr. James
Elanagan, president, and Dr.
Kranklyn Mascia, vice president;
Hudson, Dr.-Vincent Butler, pres-
ident, and Dr. John Madaras,
vice president; Union, Dr. Paul
Krcutz, president, and Dr. Wil-
iam Finnegan vice president.
A TALK BY Dr. Eusebius J
Murphy, president of tho National
Federation of Catholic Physicians
Guilds, explained the organiza-
tion's purpose and growth, and
gave practical advice for the
unit.
I The meeting was opened by
iMsgr. Thomas J. Conroy, arch-
diocesan director of hospitals and
| moderator of the guild, who in
troduced Rev. Harrold A. Mur-
lay, nssistan'. moderator, and the
I county moderators: Rev. Joseph
P. Laing, Bergen; Rev. Arthur
N. Hcimbold, Essex; Rev. Ed
ward D. Hennessey. Hudson, and
Eathcr Murray, Union.
Meetings will be called shortly
by county officers.
MERRY CHRISTMAS: Best wishes for the holiday season are extended to two
deaf youngsters, Kathleen and Carrol Wieczerak, by Msgr Joseph A Dooling, direc-
tor of the Mt. Carmel Guild, at the guild’s annual party for deaf children The party
was held Dec. 11 at St. Francis Xavier, Newark
Late Vocation
Seminary Set
In Boston
BOSTON (RNS) A na-
tional seminary for older
men wishing to enter the
priesthood—the first in the
United States—will be con-
structed here in Boston next
summer.
Cardinal Cushing told a conven-
tion of some 3,000 Holy Name
Society members that present
seminaries, with the exception of
one in Rome, are not equipped
to meet the educational needs of
older men who have successfully
] pursued lay careers.
lie said the new seminary will
accept applicants from all over
the country. They will "bring to
Ihe priesthood maturity, experi
ence, confidence, leadership, new
ideas and new methods," he ex-
plained.
Plan Seminary
For Missions
OTTAWA. Ont. (NO The
Canadian hierarchy will build,
staff and maintain an inter
diocesan major seminary at Tegu-
cigalpa, Honduras.
Four Canadian priests are there
inaugurating the work. Msgr. Gcr
ard Cambron, former head of
the Sherbrooke mission in Brazil,
will be rector of the seminary-
Construction of the seminary
will begin in February. Plans call
for classes to begin in February.
1962, according to Rev. Francis
T. O'Grady, S.F.M., director of
the Canadian Catholic Office for
Latin America.
Home for Homeless
KOTHAMANGALAM. India
(NC) The Diocese of Kotha
mangalam has started a pro
gram to build 300 houses for the
homeless poor.
MOMENT OF HISTORY: These pictures ere taken Dec. 6 (lower) and Dec. 8 at Villa Walsh, Morristown, as Arch-
bishop Boland and Bishop McNulty helped the Religious Teachers Filippini mark the 50th anniversary of their ar-
rtval in the U.S. In the top photo, after a Mass of Thanksgiving celebrated by Archbishop Boland, are from the
left: Rev. Amadeo L. Morello, Msgr. John E. McHenry, Mother Carolina Ionata, M.P.F. (the general), the Archbishop, Aux-
iliary Bishop Stanton., Msgr. William F. Furlong and Msgr. Emilio A. Cardolia. In the lower picture are Abbot
Patrick O'Brien, O.S.B., of St. Mary's Abbey, Morristown; Auxlliary Bishop Curtis; Bishop McNulty, who also of-
fered a Mass of Thanksgiving; the Archbishop, who presided; Bishop James E. Kearney of Rochester; Mother Ni-
netta and Mother Carolina.
DECENCY HOLY HOUR: These are the participants in the annual Holy Hour
sponsored by the Archdiocesan Legion of Decency in Sacred Heart Cathedral on
Decency Sunday Dec 11 From left are Rev Paul .1. Hayes, assistant Legion direc-
tor; Rev. Joseph M Doyle, area director, the Archbishop; Rev. Vincent Quinn, also
an area director, and Msgr. Aloysios S. Carney, archdiocesan director.
Italy Bans
Indecent
Advertising
HOME (NC) The Italian
Senate has overridden com
munist and other left wing
opposition to pass into a law
a bill banning indecent ads.
The law forbids posters, adver-
tisements or other public dis-
play* that offend modesty, par-
ticularly of tho young. It also
outlaws any public display de-
picting acts of violence that of
fend morality.
Offenders arc liable to jail
terms of three months to three
years and fines up to $l3O.
THE NEW LAW was previously
approved by the lower house of
the legislature, the Chamber of
Deputies.
Passage In the Senate was
marked by lengthy debate and
strong opposition, from commu-
nists and extreme left wing so
cialists. Debate followed a month
long argument over a general
tightening of censorship of mov-
ies and plays in Italy. The ccn
sorshlp was designed to check an
upsurge of portrayals of violence
and sexual abnormality.
Cardinal to Give
Inaugural Invocation
BOSTON i\C) Cardinal
Cushing said here he has accept
rd an Invitation to give the in
vocation at the inauguration of
Sen John F Kennedy as Presi
dent on Jan 20
Pope's Holiday
Schedule Set
VATICAN CITY (NC) - Pope
John XXIII will offer Christmas
Midnight Mass in the Pauline
Chapel at the Vatican for diplo
mats accredited to the Holy Sec.
At noon on Christinas Eve the
Pope will receive the College of
Cardinals to accept their Christ
mas greetings
On New Year s Day lie will
offer Mass in SI Peter's Basilica
lor choir boys from -to countries
attending the international meet-
ing in Rome The boys will sing
hymns during the Mass and la
ler in the week will gne a con
rc-rt in Home.
Archbishop Defends
Decency Program
NEWARK Even in a free country there must be lim-
its on freedom, Archbishop Boland said here.
The Archbishop spoke during a Holy Hour sponsored
by the archdiocesan Legion of Decency at Sacred Heart
Cathedral on Decency Sunday, Dec 11 A feature of the
religious ceremony was the tak-
ing of tho annual decency pledge,
which those in attendance had
taken earlier in company with
others in parish churches.
WHILE AMERICA is a free
country, the Archbishop said In
defense of the programs of the
Legion of Decency and the Na-
tional Office of Decent Litera-
ture, “we do give up certain ele-
ments of freedom. Wc have laws
that certainly restrain our liber
t> Wc have laws in foods and
drugs ami no one says they arc
handicaps."
In mailer* of morality, too,
he said, "we have to think of
others, and in thinking of others
we know that we are acting
in charily" in campaigning for
decent movies and literature.
Discussing 'he decency pledge,
the Archbishop said that Cath
oiics should he faithful to the
pledge because "they are not
only pledging something for their
own benefit but are pledging
something in charity to safeguard
the morals of others."
If the pledges are not kept, the
Archbishop asserted, the nation
will not be able to “withstand
the onslaught of »ln and vice
tlut will result
“
DEFENDING the I-cgion of De-
cency anJ the NODI, against the
charge that they arc censors, the
Archbishop said they are simply
' evaluating agencies." There Is
a great deal of difference be
tween censorship and evaluation,
hr said
An evaluation, he explained,
is a guide you accept . . . In
following a particular norm," In
this ease "the norm of the Church
and of Almighty God as found In
the Ten Commandments
”
Archbishop Asks
Day of Prayer
For Persecuted
NEWARK The Bishops of the United States hav*
set Sunday, Dec. 18, as a “special day of union in prayer
and sacrifice” for persecuted peoples under communism. In
a letter to be read at all Masses this Sunday, Archbishop
Boland asked'for solemn exposition of the Most Blessed
Sacrament from the last Mass
till 4 p m. that day.
The text of the letter follows:
• SUNDAY, DEC. 18, has t>ccn
designated hy the Bishops of the
| country a* a special clay of union
in prayer ami aacrifica
for the
i persecuted Christians under the
domination of atheistic commu-
nism.
"While hundreds of millions of
human beings, fellow member*
of the Mystical Body of Christ,
live in terrier and hitler oppres-
sion. it is imperative for us to
recall that, in the arsenal of
,Christianity, within reach of all
[men of good will, there is the in-
vincible weapon of prayer. As it
has prevailed against apparently
hopeless odds in ages past, it i*
unthinkable that we should in our
day neglect to petition the Al-
mighty and Merciful God to re-
strain the enemies who lyive so
long crushed His children and to
console with abiding strength the
heroic souls who have endured
so much for their holy faith.
"For this purpose, therefore, I
request that you arrange to have
solemn exposition of the Most
Blessed Sacrament from the last
Mass, Sunday, Dec. 18, until four
o'clock in the afternoon. The ex-
position should conclude with the
recitation of the Bosary, the Act
of Reparation to the Sacred Heart
and Benediction.”
Pre-Christmas
Fast and
Abstinence
In virtue of the decree of the
Sacred Congregation of the
Council of Dec. 3, 1959, every
( atholic Is permitted to decide
for himself whether to observe
the pre-Christmas fast and ab-
stinence (complete) on Friday,
Dec. 23, or on Saturday, Dec.
24, of this year. Kvery one over
seven years old L* bound to fast
and/or abstain, according to hla
at e; he Is allowed to determine
on which of the two days to do
so. If he elect* Saturday. Dec.
24, he Is still bound by (he
normal complete abstinence of
Friday, Dec. 2J.
Cautions Mothers on Working
VATICAN CITY - Mothers who
!take jobs outside the home run into
| trouble in fulfilling their haste duties
'even though they gam economic ad
vantages, Pope John Will told Italian
| women.
"THU FAMILY is a gilt of (..k1 and
it! implies a vocation which comes from
m high," he told represenlativ es of
'ltalian women's centers In an audience
To St Peter's liastllca He spoke of their
;organization's conference theme for this
year "Problems of Women in the Kami
ly and on the Job
Pope John said "It Is necessary to
face up to the reality of facts that show
|there will be an ever larger movement
■women toward Jobs and employment
. which can make them economically
independent and free of need
"Hut if the economic independence
"( women has advantages, how many
I problems arise to confront womans
' basic mission, which is the molding of
new creatures'"
THE POPE declared that despite
advantages offered by economic securi
tv. a woman must not neglect "fulfilling
those religious duties which alone rend
r fruitful the educational role of a
mother
"
lie stressed woman s role as wife,
and the need for her In the home when
the husband returns from "long liuurs
of absence" seeking "recompense fir
Tie barrenness and monotony surround
mg him
"
Women have a "voice in the house
t i which all listen when it makes itself
in aid smd always respected," the Pope
i iiitmued
"It is the watchful and prudent von e
of the woman, wife and mother . . oh,
only tiod knows the good brought about
by this voice and the usefulness it has
bad for the Church and human society'”
"Woman is called," he stated, "to
a greater task than man, if one con
sidris under several aspects her na-
tural fragility and the fart that more
i» asked of her. It is she who in every
a£e ami in all circumstance* mutl
know how to find resources to con-
front with serene wisdom the duties
o| mother and wile, how to make her
house a place of welcome and tran-
quility alter the fatigues of dally la
bor. She must not abdicate her posl
tlun In (hr face of the responsibili-
ties which the rearing of children en-
tails.”
I‘ope John urged the women to be
on guard against the assaults continual
ly being made on the sanctity of the
family
'Hie family," he said, "is the gift
of (iod It implies a vocation which comes
from on high It Is the source of a true
and good education
"
Tin; lIOLY FATIIKK met with the
women a day after helping Homans to
celebrate the Feast of the Immaculate
Conception. The Hope drove through
duwntown Rome to pray at the base of
the pillar topped by the statue of the
Immaculate Conception In the Spanish
Square.
Hope John knelt in prayer before the
flower bedecked column, incensed the
statue and placed more flowers at lta
base From there he went to St. Mary
Major Itasilica, where he assisted at
Benediction and delivered a hotnily In
honor of liie Blessed Virgin.
APPLAKINO ON the basilica bal-
cony. Pope John led thousands of Ro-
mans gathered outside In giving three
deers for Our Lady, lie had given the
crowd his blessing when he startled
them by calling uut: "Viva Maria, Viva
Marta. Viva Marta!" the Italian
equivalent of ' l<ong Live Mary."
Faria-r that day he dosed his bless-
ing of the crowd in St. Peter's Square
with another hearty "Viva Marla!"
Among the Pope's visitors this week
was the retiring American Ambassador
t> Italy, James I). Zellerbach. who
came to say good by before returning
to the U. S.
Deplore ‘Standardization’ in
Modern Communications Media
GUANAJUATO, Mexico (RNS)
Two speakers at the Fifth In-
ter-American Catholic Action
Week here deplored “an atmos-
phere of standardization “which
they said was evident in modern
communications media.
They were Cesar Luis Aguilar
of Uruguay and Andres Rouzkow-
sky of Peru who discussed the
use of the press, motion pictures,
radio and television for Christian
evangelism.
Both stressed the importance of
the media in their “noble mis-
sion of informing and orienting
the public.” But’ they felt that
current programming and edi-
torial policies which give similar
treatment to widely divergent
spheres of activity were destroy-
ing the "rational and Christian
hierarchy of values."
The speakers recommended
that Catholic Action units work
to maximize the effectiveness of
communications media both in-
side and outside the Church.
Within the Church, they urged
that Catholic Action take steps
to aid Catholic newspapers, ra-
dio, motion pictures and televi-
sion programs to "convert these
into adequate instruments for
the formation of Christian prin-
ciples in the double sphere of
religion and the social com-
munity.”
They also suggested that Catho-
lic workers in the independent
communications media be spe-
cially trained to cope with the
problems in their respective
areas.
In another address, Cardinal
Caggiano of Buenos Aires called
for “coordinated action” by Cath-
olic Action units in a continental
plan of action at the parish level.
Noting that communists in La-
tin .America had exhibited
thorough preparation and strong
organization, the Cardinal added
that “we, too, must be perfectly
organized throughout the con-
tinent.”
Delegates to the conference con-
cluded that the substandard de-
velopment in Latin America in
religious, cultural, moral, econo-
mic and social areas was the
major problem that must be “de-
cisively confronted" by Catholic
Action throughout the Continent.
Only a "Christian vision” of ac-
tual conditions and concentrated
action can correct the situation,
they said, by restoring dignity to
human persons and by strength
ening the temporal order to
permit “a true humane and Chris-
tian existence” not only in Latin
America but throughout the
I world.
FOR new SCHOOL: Bishop McNulty and Msgr. Cyril
Anid, pastor at St. Ann’s, Clifton, break ground for the
parish's new eight-classroom school that will be ready
for occupancy in September, 1962. At the left is the
architect, M. George Vuinovich.
Places in the News
Some $lBO,OOO has been col-
lected so far in Muenster, Ger-
many, in a fund drive to aid
mission schools in a South Afri-
can diocese.
Sunday movies and sports re-
ceived strong support at the polls
in municipal elections in Ontario
despite objections of Protestant
and Catholic leaders.
Catholic Action membership in
Italy increased by 30,934 this
year
Eighteen bills aimed at curbing
juvenile delinquency in Michigan
will come before the Legislature
! when it convenes in January.
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish
leaders participated in inter re-
ligious discussions at St. Mary's
College, California, on religious
education in public schools and
oiio-r 10p,,s
The los Angeles Si \ inrent dr
Paul Society will open an
Ozanam School (if Charity in Jan
iUary to train new members.
The California Pharmaceutical
Association has opened a drive
to promote decent publications
in drugstore racks.
A Federal loan of $3,392,000 for
Loyola University of the South,
New Orleans, has been granted
by the Housing and Homo Fi-
nance Agency
Dayton's Jewish Community
Council has adopted a formal pol
icy statement opposing "the ob-
servance of religious festivals in
the public elementary and high
schools"
A Vatican letter has congrat-
ulated the secular institute of the
Prado in Lyons, France, on the
tooth anniversary of its founding
Six thousand students of the
l
nivcrsity of Paris are spending
Friday evening at prayer in
Notre Dame Cathedral for the
peace of the world
The Austrian Catholic Welfare
organization is trying to arouse
public interest in the country's
30,000 to 40,000 mentally and phy-
sically handicapped children,
with the hope of establishing spe
1 cia 1 villages where they may be
given attention and training.
Catholic leaders in France and
Algeria have appealed for Chris-
tian calm in the dispute over
Algeria's future.
German and Protestant news-
men in Germany will meet Apr.
29-30 to discuss major religious
issues and controversies in the
news, the sixth time they have
met since 1957.
Austria's hierarchy has estab-
lished a fund for Greek Orthodox
theologians in Vienna who plan
advanced study of Catholic the-
clogy.
"The Word," a pictorial maga
zinc published by Divine Word
Missionaries, is opening its first
African office in Accra, Ghana.
People in the News
Cardinal Santos of Manila has
been awarded the Order of the
Golden Heart, First Degree, by
the Philippine government in rec-
ognition of his service “in the
improvement of the moral, social
and economic conditions of the
people.”
Rev. Francois Russo, S.J., has
been named ecclesiastical ad
visor to the International Cath-
olic Center for Coordination with
UNESCO.
Rev. Robert R. Kline has been
named president of Mt. St.
Mary’s College and Seminary,
Emmitsburg, Md.
Rev. Theodore M. Hosburgh,
C.S.C., Notre Dame presi-
dent, has been elected to the
board of the Carnegie Founda-
tion for the Advancement of
Teaching.
President Eisenhower has I
asked churches and religious
groups to participate in the ob-
servance marking the centennial
of the Civil War from 19fil
through 1965.
Journalism as practiced by
Catholics must "not only be a
daily task but an apostleship,"
said Bishop Alonso Escalante,
M.M., in Mexico City.
Archbishop Louis Mathias of
Madras and Mylapore has asked
| his archdiocese to join in nine
days of prayer for Ceylon Chris-
tians whose schools have been
! nationalized.
A religious pageant in Cape-
town, South Africa, on Dec. 18
will honor Archbishop Owen Mc-
Cann on the 25th anniversary of
his ordination.
Schools to Carol
In Bus Terminal
NEW YORK Four choral
groups from the Archdiocese of
Newark will sing Christmas car-
ols and other holiday songs at
the Port Authority Bus Terml
nal during the next two weeks
The groups and their scheduled
dates of appearance are:
| St. Dominic’s Academy, Jer-
sey City, Dec. 19 at 4 p.m.;
Holy Family Academy, Bayonne,
Dec 20, 4:30 p.m.; St. Michael’s,
Union City, Dec. 21, 4 p.m.; and
Holy Rosary Academy, Union
City, Dec. 22, 4:30 p.m.
Third Order Plans
Member Profession
NEWARK The St. Antoninus
Chapter, Third Order of St. Dorn
inic, will hold a reception and
profession for new members in
St. Antoninus Church Dec. 18.
The annual Christmas party
will be held in the Dominican
Committee rooms afler the
church services. Mrs. William
Peterson is chairman.
Unique Collection
Listed in Germany
ESSEN, Germany (RNS)
Leaders of the Essen Diocese
have thought up anew way of
financing costly medical treat-
ment for physically handicapped.
They have urged Catholics who
spent this year's holidays in for-
eign countries to donate the "odd
amounts of foreign exchange
brought back from their trips."
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for GIFT
GIVING...
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A Gentleman’s Waistcoat
The vest has been revised
to a position of prominence
in a gentleman's wardrobe.
This and other distinctive
Christmas Gifts are avail-
able from Peter Anthony's.
PETEK
ANTHONY
LTD.
(Parmtrly Park Styls Clothst)
lams Owntr; Anthony Prsitsra
1978 SPRINGFIELD AVE.
MAPLEWOOD SO 3-3737
pen Mon. thru Fri. 10-9 P.M
Sat. 10-6 P.M.
(Parkway Exit 143-A South)
FOR YOUR
FAVORITE
PRIEST o'
NUN
BULOVA
For Christmas!
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twwty. 7 >■!». 17»iaib»
ahoct-raalataat. Dainty cord band.
MtnicM curat*
T*a watch that tautaorthlnct 17 law**,
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JEWELERS L SILVERSMIIHS
Since 1908
NEWARK
189 91 Market Street
MIIIftURN
265 67 Millburn Avenue
Open Every Evening Until 9 P M.
You haven’t heard STEREO I
’till you’ve heard it on a
fruih f~r«h M Uumtmk w^,
ki|k W*nry wyneicUML 0»»y V*4<w Ms
Mmifwk rwltM Wffc ■ mw U*t U p«r>«kl« Uftta^
W1»CO« t«*«M
A*•• Pr
$59.90
FREE!
90 Dor
Author
S #nr
Phone for If ehior ( j/j/wj, jnJ \ t jreti Hcjler
Exclusive New Jersoy Wholesale Distributor
ALL-STATE Distributors: WAverly 3-4900
ST. JOSEPH
SAINT JOSKHI DAILY MISSAL By
Rev. H. Hoever. Truly the flneet. most
up-to-dAte Dally Missal. With extra Urge
type. simplified arraosfncnent. Official
Confraternity Vervhm. color iltartrationa.
OoUt U.H Laethee. gold edeoe VU*|
Free ?;
23rd Anniversary Present
free Missal Cover, trans-
parent plastic with purchase of
each St. Joseph Daily Missal . . .
Religious Articles missais. suits iosasiii siaiuis
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LARGEST AND FINEST RELIGIOUS
ARTICLE STORE IN SUBURBAN N. J.
14 Washington St., East Orange Est. 1937
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DIAMOND RINGS
the oust heavenly
thii| that's ever
happened tea
diamond
\
SPECIAL
$ 139.
In a “Celestial" setting your
diamond is secure yet
seems to “float” in space.
Your precious diamond is
not only more brilliant but
appears larger.
t tnor
*ii • • I
901 BEROIN AVI.
JItJIY CITY. N. L
Ring and Diamond an
to ahnw detail
ilarged
CONFIDENCE
An auuranct that comta with
rtp**t Krvkt* rendtrtd effi-
ciently and cooacitntiomly.
/
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Borgos & Borges
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of all kinds
ItS KIARNY AVINUI
KIARNY, N. J.
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Easy way to
Save
anytime
any day...
r
<j
Bank-by-
Mail
at
Emigrantl
Morning, noon or night
. . . Banking-by-
Mail is fast, dependable, convenient
. ,
.
Emigrant supplies special, easy-to-use en-
velopes for deposits and withdrawals
, . .
and pays thepostage both ways. Openyour ac-
count today with the handy coupon below!
For the latest quarter, a special dividend
ol y>% per annum was paid on
balances continuously on deposit 2 yeifl
or moie—total
33/4%
pif annum
lalej! regular dividend, compounded and Oi
aedited quarterly from day ol deposit |3/2
per annum
EMIGRANT
Industrial SAVINGS BANK
St Chambers SI., ».T. S 5 East 42nd SI., «.T. 17
WOrth 2-1000 MUrr.y Hill 3-o*oo
7th Av*. t 31st 5».,N.Y.1
OXtord 3-1316
□ Without obligation tend ktoroh*# on how I con ilorl bwM«g
a good coih r«t«rv« by **oil in on EmsgroM Sovmgi Account.I•• kw
le/silsd in on □ Individual Account Q Jo«nl Account Q Tfw*J Account
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For a Delicious,
Nutritious Brood
Strr* ...
L&S.
KS
Your tnliro fomily will lov*
tfii* wondorful brood.
II WOii H)1 i Million Dollm
You Could" I Bin Btllti Bull
This is from the
Bank That’s
Strong for You!
FIDELITY UNION
EVERYBODY NEEDS
a CHECKING
ACCOUNT
Pay bills the easy way with a "TC" Spacial
Checking Account. Open yours with $l.
Pay only 10< a check, plus a small monthly
account maintenance (ee. No charge tor
deposits. Your nameprintedonevery check
free. We ll be happy to servo you. All 12
offices are open Monday evenings.
&
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Company
of New Jersey
City . s 4 .
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Migai
FREE PARKING
All CONOITIONID
(p.o.l.iixp lx HOMI MADI
Ravioli Cavatalli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Side Ave.
Under Penonol lwpe»
MTU lIVINTO
Jersey City. HE 3-8945
*
KOHLER’S
Suing Chalet
BANQUET FACILITIES FOR
PARTIES TO 1000
LUNCMION >nd OINNIIS
Diamond 2-2711
120 W. PASSAIC ROCHELLE PARK
As You'll Like
*
It For
Your Pleasure
JOHN J MUMMY, He.t
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Roomi Available for
All Occasion! • Open Daily
Ck«..y A W Grorrif Lit tlu«W*k.K.J-
AULISES
ONI Ot Nt WASH'S IISTAUIANTS
SIS VINO IHI ULTIMATI lx llolkxx
t**V« All fooHt par orHar.
• aiso piimiA •
Located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Aves., Newark
On# lies* t, 9m fe<r«-d Heart Cathedral
THI OtlOlNAt • Hf |f|g « OMN DAILY
SWISS CHALET Banquet and
restaurant
,
Wedding
ramsey, n. j. cwd. Facilities
DAe.» 7-0400
COCKTAIL LOUNOI
Wk.x Moio,.„g Vim rt.. "Si M./lll." Sparto. NJ
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
Orotolal Covxlry Dlnlrrg ol Modoralo IrUo,
FULL COURSE
DINNERS
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LUNCHEON
American • German • Swiis Cuitlne
ON TMt PLATA
LAKE MOHAWK
SPARTA, N J.
1 Doji JvIr A Auy trorx II rv
CLOMD TMUISOATS
till (toeing
Chaplains' Addresses
//err is a current address list of North Jersey's priests serving as chaplains with the V■ S.
rme ctrets for the convenience of former parish oners who will trish to send Christmas
greetings.
ARCHDIOCESE OF NEWARK
Rev. John X. Bergcur, Chaplain Destroyer
Flotilla 6, U. S. Atlantic Fleet, c/o FPO
New York, N. Y.
Rev. James T. Callahan. Division Chap-
lain’s Office, 2nd Marine Div. FMF, Camp
Lejeune, N. C.
Rev. David J. CasaZza, Station Catholic
Chaplain, MCAS, Cherry Point, N. C.
Rev. Charles J. Covert, Base Chapel,
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Rev. James J. Driscoll, Tuslog Deb. 10,
APO 289, New York, N. Y.
Rev. Peter J. Fcrreri, Catholic Chaplain’s
Office, Building 1111, U.S.N.T.C., Great Lakes
111.
Rev. Patrick Fitzpatrick, Veterans Admini-
stration Hospital, Lebanon, Pa.
Rev. Joseph A. Frank, U S. Naval Hospital,
Camp Pendleton, Calif.
Rev. Thomas A. Kenny, Chaplain's Office,
U. S. Naval Receiving Station, Brooklyn 1,
N. Y.
Rev. William J. Ludlum, 4126th Combat
Support Group, Beale AFB, Calif.
Rev. William J. Madigan, U. S. Naval Am-
phibious Base, Little Creek, Norfolk, Va.
Rev. Daniel F. Mahoney, sth Marine Regi-
ment, Ist Marine Div. (RHINE) FMF, Camp
Pcndelton, Calif.
Rev. Eugene C. McGuire, Hq. 48th Air
Base Group, USAFE, APO 179,New York, N Y.
Rev. Frederick J. McTernan, Office of the
Catholic Chaplain, 52 F.A. Group, Box 1317,
Fort Sill, Okla. t
Rev. Daniel F. Meehan, Staff Headquarters,
U. S. Marine Corps, Washington 25, DC.
Rev. Thomas H. Reilly, Building 117
Naval Station, Newport, R. 1.
Rev. Peter S. Rush, Office of the Post Chap-
lain, Fort Ord, Calif.
Rev. Edward A. Slattery, Staff Amphibious
Force, U. S. Pacific Fleet San Diego, Calif.
Rev. Joseph P. Trodd, U. S. Naval Air Sta-
tion, Glynco, Brunswick, Ga.
DIOCESE OF PATERSON
Rev. Charles F. Powers, U. S. Army Per-
sonnel Center, Fort Dix, N. J.
Rev. Francis X. McCarthy, Office of the
Catholic Chaplaiq, Ist Battalion Gr. llth Inf ,
2nd Inf. Div., Fort Benning, Ga.
Blind to Have
Braille Cards,
Holiday Party
NEWARK Christmas spirit
will cnmc to the blind of the
Newark Archdiocese via a
Christmas party, caroling sor-
ties, and special braille greet-
ing cards and New Year pocket
calendars. All these projects
are under the auspices of the
Mt. Carmel Guild Department
for the Blind.
The Christmas party the
21st suen annual fete will be
held Dec. 18 at 4 p m. in the
center for the blind, 99 Central
Ave., after devotions in St Pat-
rick's Pro-Cathedral Children
of blind members will entertain
at the party. Refreshments will
be served by Sodalists of Mt.
Carmel, Bayonne.
The caroling will be done by
blind members at .various
hospitals during the two week
period before Christmas.
Till: BRAILLE Christmas
cards are designed to be at-
tractive to the sense of touch,
feature Christmas designs in'
plastic bas relief and greetings
in braille. They arc produced
at the center by blind mem-
bers, including Brother Barna-
bas, M.SSS.T., and Ann Russ
of Newark, under direction of
Rev. Richard M. McGuinncss,
of the Guild's department for
Ibe blind Tin cards arc print
ed on the new vacuum press
designed and built by Rev.
James McFarland, director of
the center.
The pocket calendar, an inno-
vation for braille calendars
which are usually too bulky for
daily carrying, has been design-
ed by Mike and Lucy Sofka,
two blind members of the cen-
ter. It is produced on the
Guild's braille press and will be
mailed free to all blind mem-
bers this month
Annual Concert
At St. Henry's
BAYONNE St Henry's
Choristers of St. Henry's Church
will
present their 12th annual
Christmas concert, "Carols by
Candlelight,' in the church on
Dec. 19 at 8 p.m.
Some 18 carols will be sung
by the 50 voice, all male group
and an organ recital will he given
by Edward H Morand of St Mi-
chael's, Jersey City
A highlight of the concert will
he the narration of the Christmas
Gospel and a procession of the
Nativity pageant Carl William
l.csch. director of music at St
Henry's, will conduct the pro-
gram assisted by Richard Josefo-
wicz. choir accompanist Msgr
Michael J Mulligan, pastor, will
preside.
provincial, and Mother
Mary Helen, Western Pro-
vincial, aid patient Harry
Nolan of Newark while Sis-
ter M. Felicitas, hospital
administrator, helps Pas-
cjuale Grasso. The Western
Provincial officials were
visiting St. Michael’s for the
departure of five Sisters of
the order who will found
a new mission in Brazil.
ALL HANDS ON DECK: St. Michael's Hospital, Newark, felt the effects of the
weekend blizzard just as other institutions did and met the emergency by pressing
all hands into service When regular staff members were unable to report Not even
the administrator, Slster M Felicitas and two officials of the Western Province of
the Franciscan Sisters of the Poor were exempt. All three are registered nurses
and spent Monday as “assistants" to the regular staff bathing patients, making beds
serv ng meals, etc. Here two of them. Sister M. Margucrita. assistant to the Western
Institute Grant Given to Setonia
WASHINGTON
_ Seton Hall
University has been granted $34,-
HX) by the National Science Foun-
dation to conduct summer insti-
tutes for teachers.
Seton Hall was among 13 Cath-
olic institutions receiving $978,100
of the $22.7 million granted for
the purpose. An estimated 20,000
high school and college science
teachers will attend the institutes.
The Catholi* university receiv-
ing the largest grant ($178,400)
was NotVc Dame. Locally, the
only other institution receiving a
grant was Fordham, which was
awarded $97,100.
To Discuss Youth
PARIS (NC) France's 48th
Social Week will meet in Rheims
July 11-16 on the subject, •'The
Rise of Youth in the Community."
Archbishop Rummel
Said to Re Improved
BATON ROUGE, La. (NC) -
Archbishop Joseph F. Rummel of
New Orleans, confined since Oct.
9 to Our Lady of the Lake hos-
pital here after a fall, is report-
ed by physicians to be improv-
ing. He is taking liquid nourish-
ment. and a gall bladder infec-
tion is clearing up.
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Friar Tuck Inn
Routt 23 (Newark Pornpton Turnpike) Cedar Grove, N. J.
For Reservation! CEnter 9-4500
and Rohm Hood Inn
1129 VALLEY ROAD, CLIFTON, N.J.
For Reservations Pilgrim 4-4510
COMPLETE PRIVATE BANQUET FACILITIES
ACCOMMODATIONS FROM 15 TO 500
Specializing in
• WEDDINGS • SOCIAL & FRATERNAL
• SHOWERS FUNCTIONS
PUBLIC DINING ROOM AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
OPEN DAILY (Closed Mondays)
Serving
Family Style Dinners Businessmen's Luncheons
WINTER WONDERLAND
N. J.’s Largest Stock of Ice Skates and
Winter Sports Equipment
COMPARE OUR PRICES REAL VALUES ! !
*
PRE-CHRISTMAS SPECIALS *
SKIS and SKIING EQUIPMENT
Save up to 20% on all Skiing Equipment
World Famous Kastle • Metal & Wood Skis
Complete Line of Dartmouth, Hart Metal
and Childrens’ Sets and Arreasoriri
COMPLETE SKI
SHOP FACILITIES
Skis Rented by day, week-end or week
Skis edged, Leather Bindings Installed
CLOTHING FOR MEN AND WOMEN
★25% off on Bass, Soudler, Europa
Service Ski Boots (stock limited)
TOBOGGANS SLEDS
SNO COASTERS
SAVE UP TO 20%
Generous, Trade In Allowance
On Your Old Skates And Ski Shoes
On Purchase Of New Equipment
ICE SKATES
Men's Hockey $7.95
Women's Figuro $8.95
Plus a complete selection
of quality skates thru $67.50
Boys' and Girls' Shoe Skates from $3.95
liorkry Equipment .. . Sticks, Pucks, 1
Bodyguards etc.
ICE SKATES SHARPENED
DENVILLE BOAT &
SPORT CENTER
Route 46 DENVILLE OA 7-3030
Open Monday thru Saturday till 9:00 P.M.
GIVE A MODERN HAT OR A
MODERN HAT GUT CERTIFICATE
HOME OF A MILLION
Hats
MODERN HATTERS
(A.B.C. HAT CENTERS)
Manufai turer of hunt Afrn'i,
LjJtts* and (. hilJren't Han
• BRIDAL HEAD WEAR
• HATS FOR CLERGY
Goroeous deiluneri umplit In tl
world's most finest beavor, valour, •
AT RIDUCKD PRICKS
Mon's Homo Brand
GENUINE
FUR FELT *|
Values $7.50 to $2O
RETAIL AT LOW
WHOLESALE PRICESI
FACTORY OUTLET
313 3rd Street, Jersey City
(1 Block off Newark Avo.)
CALL OL 9-9300
•RANCH OUTIITSi
3
48
<1
7
490 Communipaw Ave.
(St tho Junction)
525 Jersey Ave.
•Opp AAP Market)
MOVING?
/» FLORIDA
CALIFORNIA
f >i < <<n PARIS
I lit 11 it I lion mu, foil
ENGEL BROTHERS
MOVING and STORAGE
PHOM Vt ? . H ii*>«il ll* |itM Mti
SIND lON lim lilt lid tin. till
M 901 Him Ll'ttl li*4*lli N '
Ufit
CLOTHES FOR
THE CLERGY
In Rogers Pcet's Specialized
Department, exclusively for
tLc Clergy and Seminarians,
you will find a comprehen-
sive selection of quality
Clothing and Accessories.
Member! ol the Clerir*
are
* *°* d‘^un . on ~fl
•Sale
merchandne excenled
To those who may wish to
offer gifts to the Clergy or
Seminarians may we sug-
gest a Gift Order. Just
phone the Clergy Depart-
ment.
MAIL OIIIIKHS INVITKI)
Personal Shopper
479 Fifth Avenue
New York 17, N. Y.
ML’rray Hill 2-8170, Ext. 56
cRotJCW tike
company
""
«Acfxj 4 affoMantl &r4ft
FIFTH AVE., at 41st St.
NEW YORK 17, N Y.
TK
Ideal
me
ue
CKil P
Investment
■ *• *
fr"V
'idinOiuh
""i
Marsh never, NO NEVER compromises
with quality to give you the lowest prices
on fine, gem quality diamonds.
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS SINCE 1908
NEWARK MILLBURN
189-91 Morkst Stresf 265-67 Millburn Avsnus
OMN IVIIY IVINtNO UNTIL ♦ f M.
m
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"" with an
all-new selection of
BULOVA
Watches!
• A,
\ 1 /DIAMOND PRISCILLA
Two fk«ry dlamonda In
a beautifully faahioned
watch 17 |ewela.
./1 \>
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Wt ILINCTON
H |fi lain.on aimpiicity
SIA AIMS
A ahadow »iim water-
proof. 17 )cwell, ahock-
FIRST LADT
In a burniahad taar
aheped blaze 23 jawala
unbreakabla mamaprinj
In yellow or white
ti 21 jewel* Shock
11ant
J. c Jerries
NEWARK
189 91 Market Street
Open Mon thru Set 9 30 to 6
Wed. until 9
MILLBURN
26b 67 Millburn Avenue
Open Mon. thru Set. 9 30 to S 30
Thurt. until 9 • Ample Perking
Include Federal Ta
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Choose shifts
with religious
significanee
from our
wide selection
:\\
.V'
LD*
■
i j :LA.^
(A) MARYKNOLL DAILY MISSAL. Larfjc
bold type Special prayer section Handsomi
cover in simulated black leather 4 9*
Zippered simulated leather cover 6 9*
Genuine leather, gold edges
ST. JOSEPH DAILY MISSAL. Incorporate
ail recent Feast Day changes, bnef explana
tion notes in Latin-English. Large, casy-to
read type. Beautifully illustrated. Black sim
ulated leather
51
With gold edge, $7, In genuine leather wit!
gold edge, $8.50. Clear, plastic cover, 50<
-
(B) AURORA BOREALIS ROSARY. Ster-
ling silver crucifix and chain and genuine
Austrian aurora beads, gift-boxed Regular-
ly $lO . S8
Silver stamped mesh case 50c
OUp OWN IMPORTED NATIVITY SET. The
work of skilled craftsmen Eleven figure's,
scaled to 5" high, reproduced in realistic col-
or and detail Complete with wooden stable.
5.98
CATHOLIC BIBLE Confraternity version, ov-
er 1,500 pages Large, easy-to-read type Beau-
tiful color illustrations New Atlas biblical
maps in full color Complete family record
Simulated black leather, gold edge Ideal
Catholic family gift 9.50
Same with genuine leather binding, gold
edge. U.50
12" INFANT OF PRAGUE STATUE. Fully
lined red satin cape $8
Plastic protective cover, 1.50
T• r vic« arm mall «n 1 •! •< m+f
lccl*»i«»tu«l C*nt«f 0«» t tli
• o«pt tti lamNftif 1 Ntairk «i>d finmut,
Itmbiriir'i NiMdk and *A«ni« Park and Manmaviri
In Lithuania
Admit Atheistic Drive Was Real Flop
BERLIN (NC) The Soviet
press in Lithuania has virtually
admitted that a year of intensi-
fied anti-religious propaganda
in that predominantly Catholic
country has failed.
It was learned that the com-
munist press ir. Lithuania is now
blaming the government's paid
propagandists and teachers for
the fact that Lithuanians are still
practicing their religion.
The Red press, the only pressl
in Lithuania since the nation was
seized by the Soviet Union and
annexed in World War 11, has
printed articles almost daily for
the past year castigating the
clergy and religious practices of
the people.
Paid propagators of atheism
outnumber priests by four to one.
Priests arc strictly forbidden to
teach religion to children or
youth. Earlier this year, several
iay men and women were sen-
tenced to prison terms of four
years or more for teaching reli-
gion to Lithuanian children pri-
vately.
EXPANSION: This is how the new rectory (upper photo) and new convent in St.
John's parish, Leonia, will look according to the designer M. George Vuinovich Rev.
Timothy E. Moote, O. Carm , pastor, this week announced that construction will
start in January.
Our Lady of Lake
To Stage Plays
LAKE MOHAWK Three onc-
act Christmas plays will be
staged by Our Lady of the Lake
Players at Our Lady of the Lake
High School Dec. 18 A matinee
will be presented at 2 30 p m. and
an evening performance will have
an 8 p m curtain
Hogan Is Elected
By Catholic Club
UNION CITY - James Hogan
has been elected president of the
St. Joseph's Catholic Club here
Also elected were James Rienzo
William F. Schreck (serving his
42nd term as treasurer), Ralph
Fauciano, Robert McAdam. Rob
ert Leahy and Peter Laufenber
The club held its annual Christ
mas party Dec. 10. Proceeds
from refreshments will provide
Christmas baskets for the needy
Cash and food contributions were
also accepted for the Christmas
basket project.
St. Vincent De Paul Group
Opening New Showroom
JERSEY CITY The Society
of St. Vincent De Paul has ac
quired and is remodeling a three-
story furniture warehouse at 388
390 Jackson Ave. as headquar-
ters for its salvage bureau. The
building will be opened to the
public on Dec. 15.
Announcement of the purchase
and plans for the building was
made at a meeting at which an
auxiliary to the society was or
ganized. Purpose of the auxiliary
will be to alert the public to needs
of the salvage bureau.
first activity of the auxiliary
"ill be a Christmas party and
supper for 250 underprivileged
children at St. Acdan's auditori
urn here Dec 21 at 4
p.m. Chair-
man John J. Hamaid said that ex-
cess funds will be used for rede
velopmcnt of the salvage bureau
operation.
The bureau’s plant on State St.
has been renovated but newer
anymore modern equipment is
now needed. Funds realized from
operation of the salvage bureau
are used to operate Camp But-
ler, a summer camp for under-
privileged girls Annual cost of
operating the camp is $15,000.
New Rectory, Convent
For Leonia Parish
LEONIA The forthcoming erection of anew rectorv
and anew convent in St. John’s parish here was announced
this week by Rev. Timothy Moore, 0. Carm, pastor.
Roth buildings were desigied by M. George Vuinovieh
of Englewood Cliffs, and construction will start in January
n.lfh nrn nnnlnw .... ,1
~ : I j'Both are of contemporary design
with exterior of brick and block.
The rectory will be "U"-shaped
with the three wings enclosing a
patio. On the left of the main
floor will be the parish offices,!
pastor's suite, accommodations
for two assistants, a chapel and
large recreation room. The right
wing will contain the housekeep-
ers suite, kitchen, dining room
and two guest bedrooms. In the
batement there will be a large 1
meeting room, boiler, laundry
and other utility rooms.
The convent will be a two-1
story and basement structure.
The basement will contain a
laundry room, boiler room and
recreation room in addition to
other utility rooms. On the first
floor will be located a large
foyer, two parlors for visitors,
a chapel and sacristy, commun-
ity room, an office for the sup-
erior, Sisters' work room and re-
i fectory and kitchen. The second
floor will provide accommoda-
tions for 11 Sisters including the
superior.
Holy Name
St. John's, Leonia—Detective
Arthur M.ignusson, who is di
rccting the campaign against in-
decent literature being conduct
ed by the Essex County sheriff’s
office spoke at fhe Dec. 11
meeting. A Day of Recollection
will he held at Carmel Retreat
House, Oakland, on next Jan.
I 8- Chairman Victor Gonzales has
announced buses will leave the
church at 8 a m. that day.
St. Luke's, Hohokus—Rev. Jo-
seph Brannigan, M.M., an edu-
cation official at Shinyanga, Tan-
ganyika, was the speaker at the
December breakfast-meeting He
told society members that more
than 400 students from Tangan-
yika are currently being trained
in communist-ruled countries. An
I other Communion breakfast will
be held Jan 8 when the speaker
will be Dr. Joan Thellusson
Nourse, drama critic for The
Advocate.
St. Paul's, Clifton Edward
Walsh is the new president. Other
officers are Francis X. Gcnthon,
Raymond Wynne, Gary Scarpn
and Reginald Volker. They will
be installed next month. Speaker
at the election meeting was
Msgr Joseph II llewetson, pas-
tor. who discussed the history of
Catholicism in England.
St. Paul's, Greenville, Jersey
City—Rev. Mark Tsai, who for-
merly served in the Newark
Archdiocese and is now stationed
in Formosa, and Martin J Mc-
Veigh. a Treasury Department
customs officer, were speakers at
the December breakfast meeting.
Father Tsai revealed that be-
cause of the help given him by
St. Paul's parish and its pastor,
Msgr. Leo L Mahoney, anew
mission he is opening will be
named for St. Paul's
Honor Holy Constable
LUANDA, Angola (NO
Two weeks of ceremonies are be-
ing held in Portuguese West
Africa to mark the sixth centen
ary of the birth of Blessed Nuno
Alves Pereira, lloly Constable
of Portugal, who drove the Span-
ish out of his country and later
became a Carmelite Brother.
Msgr. Oesterreicher
To Give Lecture
JAMAICA, N.Y. - Msgr. John
M. Oesterreicher, director of
Seton Hall University’s Institute
of Judaeo-Christian Studies, will
deliver the second guest lecture
of the Fall term at the St. John’s
University Institute in Compara-
tive Religions on Dec. 15 here.
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Dignity, beauty,
and plainly marked prices
At Leber
you may be rare to find exactly
the funeral icnrice tosuit your detire*. Your
choice o( casket it your* to make— our coo-
tribution it our ability to your
burdent in time of need.
RHONE UN,on 3*lloo, lid/ **
_[EBER
'
ttmJxZiAMJuL
FUNERAL
HOME
CORNER 20th STREET & BOdI£VM)D * UNtOM CITY
Our service it tmailabU to emery
regardlea of
*
INSURANCE
in all itw branches
rilt • CASUALTY
MARINE - LIFE
JOS. nl BYRNE CO.
*hm fStbl.tS.»r*
•it mis n. imui 2 ■ j
MArtrt 11/tt
euteJEmL
5 W. SO. ORANGE AVE.
"Where Elegance
need not be costly"
SOUTH ORANGE. N. J
ADJ. LACKAWANNA R R.
SO 3-4168
FINAL CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
Our entire collection of Jeu elry,
including Cultural Pearl*
and exquisite genuine Antique piece*
REDUCED
up to
50%
Come in and be contimrd
EXPERT UAH H AN|) JKUELKV REPAIRS
OLD GOLD BOUGHT e APPRAISALS
FREE PARKING for our customers
; \
&
*
vj
Ydm
*
\
a
wondert ul
clothing gifts for Christmas
DRESSES
P#rfo<! for the Holidays
Volvot*, Poliihod Cotton», Nylon*
FOR FOR
GIRLS TEENS
*3.98 *9.98 •-
C. Boys Bulky Knit Sweaters
Pullover 6. Cardigan Slyl.i In N.w Faihlon Color
SIZES 4-16
$4.98 ‘;
and
B. SKATING SKIRTS
Foil*, Cordwroyi, Full Swing Skin
SIZES 7-14
$5.98
BOYS ROBES
•l». Corduroy* Todorod Juil like Dud i
SIZES 4-16
*3.98 *;
D
and
EAST PATERSON HACKENSACK
Rt. 4 of the Elmwood Shopping Center 162 Main Street
PARAMUS
‘
WEST NEW YORK
Bergen Mall Shopping Center Bergenlino Ave & 59th St.
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 'TIL CHRISTMAS
ADD ST. JUDE TO YOUR
CHRISTMAS LIST
Send a Donation To:
Rev. Leonidas Oandasan
Parish of St. Jude Thaddeus
c o Financial Secretary
Archbishop's Residence
Vigan, lllocos Sur Philippines
80 Park Avenue, Newark, New Jersey
( formerly the Sorrento Restaurant)
"Gracious Dining in a Continental Atmosphere
"
4 Banquet Rooms
Church Functions Home and Office Parties
Communion Breakfasts Wedding Receptions
Home of our Suburban and Metropolitan
Catering Service
HU < 7200 B | 3.7000
A THOMAS ORGAN
is a Christmas Gift for all
THE ALL NEW TRANSITORIZED
THOMAS SERENADE
with Color Ton* Percutnon, 18 Voices. 18 Not*, Two Vo»ce, Radial
Radiol Arc Pedal Ban, and Cane*! Tabil
Th* ••niofional n*w Color-Ton* Ptxuiiion Syitem with Voriabl*
Percussion R*p«at makes every organ vote* a percussion «o>c*. Color-
Ton* lets you r*oliiticolly reproduce th* tound of o pxsno. guitor,
mandolin, marimba, vibrophone, chim*. banjo and countless other
mutual effects. And Color-Ton* p«rmitt you to p*rcutt orv* group of
vote* 1, whil* th* remaining voi<*t com* through unaffected. You have
p*rcu 11
ion and th* effect of tuttainl
Other escilmg effecti include Tilted Opper Manual. Continuously Vori-
obi* Vibrato, both rote and depth. Continuously Voriabl* Monuol
Balance, Continuously Variable Pedal Ban Volume. Headiet Outlet for
Meat* Proctk*. 40 Wott Peok Power Amplifier ond Two 12 ' Speaker
System. Th* new trantiitonied Thomot Serenade it exquisitely detlgned
in o vonaty of hondiom* wood finlthet to harmonise with every home
FIVE YEAR WARRANTY:
Tha Tranilitorliad Ton# Gana-yto' loa-d Aitamblai iKa haorl
ol tha Thomot Saianoda o-a ioiioiy -oi-oniad to- »IVJ rfAISI
from $995
LORD PIANO CO.
650 Kayle Rock Ave , West Orange UK 1 -3310
Open Daily OAM - 0 1* M
ONE TRAFFIC LIGHT W EST OF I’ALS CABIN
SPANISH LESSONS
Correct hiiponoomtr icon pronuncio
lion phonici in tat/ mtthod. Argtn
tin# lad/, normal Catholic teach#
p'oftitor in liberol Artt.
SO 2-0474 - MAPLEWOOD
BONDS
Insurance
i▲ o
£li
*2
• MOTOR TUNE-UP
• COMPLETE
LUBRICATION
• ADJUST STEERING
and BRAKES
• SAFETY CHECK
• COOLING SYSTEM
Inetali antifreeze, check
hoaea
and thermostat.
Oil, antifreeze. parte, I# needed—-
axtra.
FINEST
PAINT and BODY SHOP
SPEEDY end EFFICIENT
TRUCK SERVICE
Now It th# time . . • and A. C.
la tha place to have your car ax*
partly aarvlcad by factary tralnad
tachnlclana at blf aavlnoa to youl
1495
9*
\1
ci'
JET Parti Delivery Service for Garages
Gat Stations and Body Shoptl
Budget your repairs the A. C. way!
I▲
H
i>». mi
L. Ambrosino, President
3085 HUDSON BLVD.
JERSEY CITY
4 Slecki North el Journal Square
Service entrance on Sklllmen Ave.
OL 6-8000 Oeon Dally 7:IS AM. le 7:l# PM.
Wad. III! * P-M. • sat. till l P.M.
laiiai
of Essex Countv’s
economy
since 1812
National State Bank
was established by
Essex County civic and
business leaders to meet
the banking and growth
needs of Essex County
industry. For the past 148
years the bank has served
many thousands of
businessmen, who have
found that National State
knows and con serve their
requirements beat.
22 banking offices serving
Essex County communities
jH
t)?A|ll}HtO l|l
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
Irvington • Orange . MUlburn Short Hills
West Essex-Caldwell
tokr t flvrl Lkj***M It
Current Plays in Brief
By Joan Thellusson Nourse Ph.D.
Camclot Splendid pageantry,
captivating tunes and a likeably
Idealistic book make this Lerncr-
Locwc Arthurian musical a brave
and joysomc geste.
The Plough and the Stars
Frantic, not always audible ver-
sion of O’Casey’s tragicomedy
about the Irish Troubles of 1915.
Send Me No Flowers—Amusing
light comedy about the absurd
woes of a suburban hypochron-
driac under the delusion he is
dying.
Advise and Consent
Complex. aome-
what disturbing political drama abouthigh-
level bribery and blackmail used to force
Senate confirmation of a questionable Cabi-
net appointee.
All the Way Home Absorbing, compas-
sionate study of the effects of a sudden
death upon a close-knit middle-class Amer-
ican family.
Btkti
Interesting and colorful. If
somewhat cynical, drama of the contest
between Britain's Henry II and St. Thomas,
a Becket.
Th# Best Man— Fast
paced, adroit
political satire, whose Presidential choice
is a high-minded liberal intellectual of no
religion and pretty flexible domestic
morals
Bye Bya Birdia Clever, brisk, light-
hearted musical take-off on teenager rock
n roll fads.
Drums Under the Window - Stirring
episodes with a lyric lilt from O'Casey's
•arly Dublin days. Includes his usual Jibes
at Catholicism in Ireland.
Emmanuel Reverently beautiful re-
telling of the story of Bethlehem, with ad-
mirable
portrayals of Our Lady and St.
Joseph.
Aa Evening with Mike Nichols and
■ lame May Light, sophisticated satiric
■kß*
Panting up our current national foi-
bles. One sketch on amorous youngsters In
dubious taste.
Floretlol
_ Brisk, sparkling musical
humorously charting the political rise
ef an explosive young LaGuardia.
The 4tm Cousin Amiable Jewrlsh-
American comedy about an irascible 1900
I ana who scares off his daughters' suitors.!
Gypsy _ The sorry spectacle of first- 1
ra « stage talent wasted on the negllf!
ible memoirs of a burlesque queen.
Some highly suggestive numbers
The Hostage Brendan Behan's mad
brouhaha of ribald
quips, tavern ballads
and sentimental
philosophising. Heavy on
off-color Jokes, some treating holy things
with offensive
flippancy.
Invitation to a March Dreary social
comedy blandly endorsing illicit love as
protest against conformism
Irma la Douce Parts atmosphere.
Kweet songs and a charming new star
squandered on the sordid history of a
French
prostitute.
Little Moon of Albsn Poignantly re-
vealing drama of an Irish girl drafted Into
God s service as a Daughter of Charity by
personal tragedy
Miracle Worker— Tense, moving dramaI
as mettlesome Annie Sullivan tames a
small but ferocious Helen Keller to teachI
her the wonders of words.
The Music Man Fresh, exhilaratingI
mutual
romance of 1912 lows set to a
snappy Souza march beat. Fine for theI
family.
. Lady Brilliant melodic adap-
I tation of Shaw’s comedy about the Cockney
! flower-girl transformed hy the proud pro-
fessor of
speech. .Some low, broad humor
in scenes featuring her raffish father,
i Period of Adjustment Rueful Williams:
comedy about the personality rlashes of
. ° couples. Its humor harpe pretty
steadily on Intimate marital problems.
Rosemary, The Alligators - Tw-o well-
acted short plays. Second and better
has gangster's widow out to dissuade psy-
chology-loaded film writer from whitewash-
ing a ruthless murderer.
The Sound of Music - Enchanting
song-feat with winsome Mary Martin as,
the lively convent girl who launchedi
the Trapp children's choral career.
Family entertainment.
Take Me Along— Melodic O'Neill mu-1
sical. setting the amall town love prob-*cma of convivial Uncle Sid (Jackie
Gleason) and his bookish teenaged
nephew One dubious dance, but general-1
ly agreeable.
A Taste of Honey-Naturalistic Britishl
Play about a shiftless aging trollop and,
her bitter wayward daughter. Objectionable I
for underlying cynlclam. seamy situations!
arrl coarse dialogue.
Tenderloin Engagingly nostalgic mu-i
sical about a plucky minister out to eloae
up Manhattan ain spots st the century's
turn. Some rtsque bits, but values general-j
ly good.
The Tenth Man— Pleasant romantic!
parable In synagogue setting enlivened
with wTy Jewish humor. Opposing today's
skepticism, sentimentally lauds all faiths,
regardless of basis for belief
Toys In the AMIc - Caustic study of a
***■• amiable Southerner, wrecked by
selfish, meddling womenfolk Some raw
lines *nd generally cynical outlook
Under the Yum Yum Tree Shallow,
suggestive light comedy about a youngI
girl a allly plan for a platonic trial mar-
riage
The Untinkable Molly Brown-
Buoyant
family-style mujlcal .bout
> nlh.rmln,
Cinderella Jauntily crashing Denver's stuffyhigh society
The Well Sobering dramatic account
of the nari
persecution of Polish Jews Inl
the early 40's.
Films on TV
Following is a list of films on TV
Dec 17-23 There may be changes in
aome due to cuts for TV use, but gen-
erally the original Legion of Decency
ratings may be accepted as correct.
FOR THE FAMILY
Animal Farm J
Bermuda Mystery J
Buy Me That Town
Cherokee Strip I
Crime School
Cynthia J
Drums Along Mo-
hawk J
Emperor's N'tghUng-
gale ?
Falcon's Adventure(
Falcon'* Brother
Florian I
4 Feathers
God Is My PartnerT
Heidi 3
Holiday Affair
It Happened in 1
Flatbush \
ohn & Julie
ohnny Comes Fly
| lag Home
I>ove Find* Andy
Hardy
Meet Me In St.
Mr Bug Goes to
Mystery Sea Raider
Our Vines Have
Tender Grapes
Postman Didn't
Ring
Remarkable Andrew
Little Girls in
Blue
Thunder in Valley
Wreck of Hesperus
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
|Apartment for (
Peggy <
Berlin Correspond
dent I
Black Friday
Brasher Doubloon 1
Cadet Girl *
Circumstantial Evl- !
dence *
Cowboy At Blond
Dead Reckoning
Falcon In San Fran-1
cisco (
Falcon Strikes Back
Falcon Takes Over?
4 Jills In Jeep *
Four Way* Out
Foxes of Harrow I
Gentle Annie
Gentleman at Heart
Girl in 313
Golden Mask
Holly A Ivy
Hudson’s Bay
I Married an Ansel
I-ady Vanishes
Lea Miserable*
Marsin for Error
Moon Over Her
Shoulder
My Reputation
-Private Nurse
Quiet Please. Mur-
t der
rShop AroundCorner
So Evil My Love
That Haacn Girl
Undyina Monster
Winter Wonderland
OBJECTIONABLE
Blackboard Pirate J
Christmas in Con- 1
necticut 1
Daisy Kenyon ]
Halfbreed
Man Who Came to
Dinner
Singapore
That Lady in Ermine
Whirlpool
Wicked Lady
Yellow Sky
>
Film Reviews
By William H. Mooring
Villaueof Damned
(Fair) Adults and Adolescents
Highly contrived British sci-
ence-fiction, this version of John
Wyndham's "The Midwich
Cuckoos" launches its sensational
theme when after mysterious
sleep some British villagers give
birth to blond haired, telepathic
babies.
They become very cruel “su-
per-beings." George Sanders, as
an English physicist whose wife
(Barbara Shelley) is the mother
of one of these monsters, cventu-
lly finds a remedy for the evil
visitation: the remedy is a bomb,
of course.
On the lurid side, although fair-
ly well done, this will not advance
films as an art form, nor perhaps
lead anyone into sin, although it
nay keep some imaginative
youngsters awake nights. Not for
young children, mothers!
Herod the Great
(Weak) Objectionable in part
Here is another of those as-
sembly-line, Italian, sex-
spectacles, based lightly upon
scriptural history, and aimed at
the popular-priced places cater-
ing to youths and "family” folk.
The ads conform in trashiness to
the film which is morally objec-
tionable by reason of suggestive
costuming and situations. Brutali-
ty Is played up
MOVIES
Meral rating by the New York efffe# of
the
National Legion of Decency with coopera-
tion of Motion Plcttyo Department# inter-
national Federation of Catholic Alumnae.
For further information calls MA 1-8700
Morally Unobjectionablefor Everyone
Adventure* of
Huckleberry Finn
Alamo
Battle of
Coral Sea
Battle in
Outer Space
Ben Hur
Behind Great Wall
Big Jceter
Big Night
Blood & Steel
Boy & Pirate.
Boy Who Stole
Million
Cinerama
Circua Star.
Comanche Station
Conspiracy of
Heart.
( os.acki
Day They Robbed
Bank of England
Dino.auru.
Dog of Flander.
Edge of Eternity
Flame Over India
Gallant Hour.
Great Day
Gunfightcr. of
Abilene
Gun. of Timber-
land
Hand in Hand
Heaven on Earth
High Time
Hound Dog Man
Hound That
Thought He Wa.
A Raccoon
In Wake of
Stranger
Israel
Journey to Center
of Earth
Jungle Cat
Kidnapped
Killer, of
Kilimanjaro
Last Angry Man
Last Days of
Pompeii
Voyage
Libel
World
Master, of
Congo Jungle
Man on String
Michael Strogoff
Mouse That Roared
Noose for
Gunman
Oklahoma Terri-
tory
Operation
Amsterdam
Pollyanna
Raymie
Silent Enemy
Sink the Bismarck
Snow Queen
Stop. Look.
A Laugh
Story of Ruth
Swan Lake
Sword A Dragon
10 Commandment*
Tarun. ApeMan
—’’3o"
3rd Man on Mt.
14 Fighting Men
13 Gho.ta
30-Foot Bride of
Candy Rock
39 Step.
*
1.001 Arabian NU.
3 World, of
Gulliver
Timbuktu
Toby Tyler
12 Hour, to Kill
12 to Moon
I'nder 10 Flag.
Walk Tall
Warrior A Slave
Girl
When Comedy
Was King
Would B#
Gentlemen
Wreck of Mary
Deare
Unobjectionable for Adults
,
Adolescents
All Young Men
Angry Red Planet
A. Sea Ragea
Atomic Submarine
Bahette Goea to
War
Battle of Sexea
Became They’re
Young
Bellboy
Bell. Are Ringing
Bride, of Dracula
Cage of Evil
Craxy for Love
Enemy General
4-D Man
Gaxcbo
General
Della Rovere
Giant of Marathon
Hannibal
Hell
Bent for
Leather
High Powered Rifle
House of Uaher
House of 7 Hawk.
Ice Palace
I Aim at Star.
Jallbrcakers
Journey to
Loit City
Magnificent 7
Man in Cocked Hat
Man Who Died
Twice
Marie
Octobre
Mating Time
Midnight Lace
Mountain Road
Night Fighter.
Othello
Please Don’t Eat
the Daisies
Prisoner, of Volga
Porgy and Be..
S O S. Pacific
Scent of Mystery
School for
Scoundrels
Sergeant Rutledge
7 Wayg From
Sundown
Song Without End
Sundowners
Sunrtae at
Campobcllo
Surrender Hell
Tarzan. the
Magnificent
10 Second* to Hell
Thunder in Sun
Time Machine
Trapped
in
Tangier.
Unforgiven
Valley of Redwood.
Verboten
Village ofDamned
Virtuous Bigamist
Visit to Small
Planet
Wake Me Whan
If. Over
Walk Like Dragon
Walking Target
Warlock
Wild and the
Innocent
Woman Eater
Woman Obae.sed
World. Flesh and
the Devil
World of Apu
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
All the Fine
Young Cannibals
An*ol Wore Red
Apartment
Back to Wall
Beit of Everythin#
Black Orpheua
Captain's Table
Career
Cash McCall
Chance Meeting
College
Confidential
Cranes Are Flying
Crimson Kimono
Crowded
Sky
Dark at Top of
Stain
End of Innocence
Fait A Sexy
4 Fast Gun*
400 Blow.
Hell la City
Heller in Pink
Tight.
Home From
the Hill
House of Intrtgu*
Hypnotic Eye
I Passed for
White
Ikiru
I’m AU Right.
Jack
Inherit the Wind
It Started in Naples
Jayhawker*
Key Witness
Let No man Write
My Epttah
Magician
Man Who Could
Cheat Death
Mirror Has 2 Faces
Murder. Inc
Music Box Kid
North to Alaska
Nude In White Car
Ocean's 11
Odds Against
Tomorrow
On the Beach
One Foot in Hell
Once More
With
Feeling
Operation Petticoat
One Foot In Hell
Pillow Talk
Plunderers
Portrait In Black
Purple Gang
SevenThieve*
Sound A Fury
South Pacific
Spartacus
Rachel Cod*
Sapphire
Subterranean*
Third Voice
Touch of Larceny
Upstairs A
Downstairs
Virgin Island
Virgin Spring
Why Must 1 Die
Wild Strawberries
Wind Cannot Read
Wonderful Country
Young Have
No Time
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Alaaka Passage
And Quiet Flow*
the Don
Beat Generation
Beloved Infidel
Between Time and
Eternity
Blue Angel
Bluebeard's 10
Honcymoone
Born Reckleae
Bramble Rush
Breath ofScandal
Bucket of Blood
Butterfield 8
Can Can
Carry on. Nurse
Clrcua of Horrors
Crack In Mirror
Cry Tough
Daddy-O \
Desire In Dust
Electronic Monster
Elmer Gantry
Entertainer
Esther A King
Female A Tlesh
3 Branded Women
Last Mile
I-a Strada
3 Gales to Hell
Foolish Virgin
Forbidden Fruit
From lie LI to
Eternity
From the Terrace
G. I Blues
Girls Town
Goddess of Love
H Man
Happy Anniver-
sary
Head of Tyrant
Hercules
Unchained
Hiroshima.
Mon Amour
Inside the Mafia
It Started With a
Kim*
Young Jesse James
Leech Women
Let*. Make Love
Macumba Love
Missle to Moon
Never So Few
Night, of Lucretia
Borgia
Platinum High
School
Pretty Boy Floyd
Private Lives of
AdamA Ev«
Psycho
Pusher
Rat Race
Rebel Breed
Riot In Juvenile
Prison
Rise A Fall of
I*ega Diamond
Rookie
Room at the Top
Room 43
Rosemary
SeptemberStorm
Sex Kittens Go
to College
Sign of Gladiator
Some Like It Hot
Sona A I»vcrs
Squad Car
Strangers When
We Meet
Studs Lonlgan
Squad Car
Subway In the Sky
Summer Place
Surprise Package
Tall Story
3 Murdcrc.sc.
Too Soon to Love
Virgin Sacrifice
Where Hot Wind
Blow.
Who Wa* That
I-ady'
Wicked Goto Hell
Wild River
World of
Suxi* Wong
Young Captive*
Separate Classification
C /°n n T* ixp«rlence Thlt message film which presents the program of
Moral Re-Armament, a quasl-rellglous movement, should be viewed by a
Catholic audience with certain reservations because the film relies too
heavily upon emotional argument and because the religious expression which
1 to Personal reform is theologically ambiguous.
4 . , Presented In the form of a serious quasi-documentary
this film, because of its subject matter (the analytical study of the rehabill-
tation of a prostitute), is questionable entertainmentfor the motion picture
medium. For this reason tt is Intended for a specialized and mature audi-
ence and Its exhibition should therefore be restricted.
Condemned
Come Dance With
Me
Ecstasy
Espresso Bongo
Flesh is Weak
Garden of Eden
Green Carnation
Heron A. s.tinrn
I-a Rondo
Lady Chatterley's
Lover
Liane.
Jungle
Goddess
Ixive Game
Love Is My
Profession
Lover*
Mating Urge
Never on Sunday
Night Heaven Fell
Oscar Wilde
Pan* Night*
Pnvate LDes of
Adam and Fve
Pnv «t«* Properly
Port of Deaire
Third Sex
Savage Eye
Trtala of
Oscar WUd#
Wasted Uvea and
Blrih of Twin*
Woman of flome
Television
SUNDAY. DIC. II
*g4j™ ,4> ~
~
V,V* T * u‘
10 « m («) -Inquiry/* p.ullat fith.r.
10 am il3) M.ryknoll Report.
10:30 ..m. CD—-Look Up A U»l."
Chrt.tm.. .lory by children.
10:30 « ID. CD)—"A Stir Shall Rlm."
1:30
pm t4) CathoUc Hour.
WIDNISDAY. DIC. 11
8 .10 p m <4> "Coming of Christ."
art maaterpiecee.
TMUkIOAY, DIC. 11
2_30 p m <D> "Special Chrtatmaa
Report, t olumblettr.
FRIDAY, DIC 11
pm
..
A? 1. ~ "Special Chrt.tm.*
Report. 00lumbiette.
SATURDAY, DIC. 14
12:30 p.m. (ll>—ChrUtopher*. "El-
fectlv. Letter.," Patricia Mort»on.
12 mid IT) _ Mldnliht M.u from
National Shrln*. W.ihlnalon. I) C.
12 mid. 14)—Mldnlaht Mail from St.
Patrick*. Cathedral. New York
Radio
. SUNDAY, DIC. 11
•:ll IM W NIW -4t<r*4 IMH
7 am. WNIW Ho«u o 4 CruciAad
71f a m WICA gear W St Frwveae
TiM
a
m WIOM lawad Raan Biw
730 a m WOK Mirtu Th*«t«r
B
a m WPAT <AM KM>—Sacred Heart
Program
BJO a m VV MCA Ave Marta Hour
10 10 am. WntA-rM—
M
Our Spiritual
Mother" dr»nu Mary Productions
1 pm WTt'V KM—Avi Marta
130 pm WrUV-m-llour of Cm-
clfled
230 pm. VVRCA Catholic Hour.
"Llvlnj Muate of Church.** C. Alai-
andcr Peloquln
130 pm "VNJ living Roaery.
Hrv Eugene A Grlgrr
10 pm WABC Christian tn Action.
**Laymen Diaruaa Scriptures.
**
II 30 pm. U NBC An American
Dialogue." Rev Gustave Weijel. SJ
and !>• Robert McAfee Brown of
t'nion TTteologlcal Seminary
MONDAY, DIC. It
2pm WSOU <KM>—Sacred Heart
10 00 pm WSOU (FM> - Roeary
TUISDAY, DIC. 10
2pm WSOU (FM>—Sacred Heart.
10 00 pm WSOI) <FM> Raasrr
WIDNIIDAY, DIC. 11
1 pm WSOU <KM> Aacred Heart
Program
• M pm WBNX - Pi BsAMii
Church Novena
10 00 pm WSOL <FM> - lUean
THURSDAY. DIC. 21
2 pm WSOU «KM> Sacred Heart.
130 pm WIOU iFM) - Ave Italk
10 00 pm WSOU TU _ Roaary
IRIOAY, DIC 11
1 pm WSOU iKlfi Haired Heart
*l3 pm. WSOU (KM*—Hour of St.
Krancle
WINI - Facpatmai He*
•30 a m w sou cna - row w
( ruclfied "Judatim A Catholic
( hurch.'* He* Victor J Donovan.
( P
10 00 pm WSOU (TU) ■“IT
SATURDAY. DIC. 14
700 p m WOR Family Theater
13 mid WNB< - Midnight Mas*. St
Patricks Cathedral. New York
Plan Christmas thirty
For Aged and Lonely
VIKNNA iNC) Christmas
Kve celebrations (or aged and
lonely persons here are attain be
mu planned by Young Catholic
Workers' organizations
Christmas parcels containing
(ood, clothing, candy and cigaret-
tes are being collected at 15
centers They will be placed un
tier Christmas trees and on
t hristmas Kve the aged and
lonely will be invited to Join In
a Catholic Christmas celebration
Special efforts will Ire made to
invite persons who have at
tempted suicide.
TV TABLEAU: In a scene from the TV series “Children and Christmas” being
presented on ‘‘Look Up and Live” Sundays at 10:30 a.m., Channel 2, by the National
Council of Catholic Men, youngsters act out Nativity scene in tableau.
Rook Review
Church Year Calendar
CHRISTIAN LIFE CALEN-
DAR, 1960-61, by Rev. George
Kolanda and Rev. John F. Mur-
phy. Bruce. $l.
This is an excellent calendar
of the Church year, "in com-
plete accord with the decree of
July 26, 1960, in arrangement,
titles and classifications of the
days of the year, and in di-
rections for use of the Bre-
viary and Missal," the publish-
er states. A note apologizes for
its lateness the marvel is
that the changes were made at
all. This may be the only
1961 calendar in such "com-
plete accord.”
It opens up to display the
days each week, the Mass, etc.,
together with highly readable
little comments on each, like:
“They say St. Francis de
Sales was canonized because he
was willing to listen endlessly
to bores. . . Too many feast
days have a way of rounding
into reality, as any scale will
quickly reveal. . . St. Ircnacus
lived at a time when it was
customary to remove a bishop’s
head along with his miter."
These serve to bring alive the
period and person, and to make
one stop to think about his
Faith. P’ine for the office, the
home, or anywhere. F. A.
Library Addition
PITTSBURGH(NC)—Duqucsne
University will construct a 600,•
000, three-story library addition.
December 15, 1960 THE ADVOCATE 5
WATCH IT GROW!
A YEAR
ON INSURED SAVINGS
“iSt IS OVER 550.000.000 00
6 CONVENIENT OFFICES
HACKENSACK
Main and ■•rry Straata
Opan 9 to 4 dally • *uil 8 on Monday
T E AN ECK
Cadar Lana at Larch Avanua
Opan 9to4 dally 6toB on Friday
CLIFFSIDB PARK
740 Andaraon Avanua
Opan 9 to 4 dally • 0 to 8 on Friday
PALISADES PARK
153 Broad Avanua
Opan 9 to 4 dally - 6 to 8 on Monday
PARAMUS
Oardan ftata Plata, Rta. 4 and 17
Opan 8 to 4 dally • 0 to 8 on Friday
RIDOIPIILD
401 Broad Avanua
Opan • to 4 dally • 3 to 8 on Monday
BAKINGS INVESTED
BEFORE THE 10th OF
EVERY MONTH
EARN DIVIDENDS
FROM THE FIRST
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN
ACCORDIONIST
FOR ALL OCCASIONS
RONNY OWENS
621 VALLEY ROAD
UPPER MONTCLAIR
PI 6-6734
M TE
beyond
MERE
WORDS'
Completely Air
Cond./Heeled
Vincent D«mb
Meneelne Dl
e 500' PRIVATE BEACH e~i7AU.
_
TlfUl SWIMMING POOI e SUN
DECK e COEPEE SHOP e COCK-
TAII 10UN0E e ENTERTAINMENT
• PRIV. DEEP SEA •
PISHINO BOATS Q Twit
Cbntlmst
7»
D
*'*^n,
snd .Nru* l esr'i Dec. It to Jan. 4
Psrhft ItltCfWUft—
Wr:.
r
. . fltfhtly Ht«h«r
writ* for BrocKurti Now to o*c. It
•J Por Poroon
MAGICIAN
For any occasion
808 OWENS
621 Valley Rd.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Phone Pilgrim 6-6734
m
Giftour•••
counselor\W
JjpjWp mill help
SEE PAGE 19
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The Christian Brothers table wines
sleep in the bottle as well as in the cask
Bottling is n mild shock to a good table wine. The
Brothers give their wines ample time to recover and
Improve in the bottle before they are shipped.
There are easier ways of making wine. The Brothers
chose their way long ago.They labor in an ancient tra-
dition of excellence, and see no reason at all to change.
Jkrut
nipth
;-l|
Cpiitofnti Bu'|u*4j
h*dK*4 »*4 *eUi»4 TM Cfu\%Vm
Brcmtt of C4lifo/«l#. ■**•«% of f*M • met tf4'tiiA| «i«ei
•‘'U
rf S ;MI. IftC Hrw Mil.
N T . CKUO4O. 11l Hen OntftM l« fi#AOHO. C«Df
AN IDEAL
GIFT FOR...
PRIESTS
MANHATTAN
CLERGY SHIRTS
SUITS - TOPCOATS
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
TO THE CLERGY
Suits Mad* To Order
EXPERT FITTING
MANZI'S
404 SO. ORANGE AVE.
NEWARK, N.J.
MA 3-2100
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Open Evenings Until Christmas
State-Supported Schools
For Unbelievers Only?
News items from missionary countries con-
firm our belief that government-controlled educa-
tion is harmful to Catholic youth. When Sudan
achieved political independence a few years ago,
it suppressed Catholic schools. Though all the
northern part of the country was Moslem, the
Moslem government was soon introducing the
teaching of the Koran into all schools, even those
in the south where the population was either
Christian or pagan.
A Catholic missionary priest was recently ar-
rested, imprisoned and then expelled from Sudan
on charges of violating a sacred place and dis-
turbing consciences. All he had done was to visit
a public school and ask permission to teach
catechism to the Catholic children who were be-
ing taught the Koran. Another missionary priest
was convicted of treason because he allegedly
helped 400 Christian students of a school, which
had only one or two Moslem students, mimeo-
graph a circular protesting against the substitu-
tion of Friday for the Sunday holiday.
In Formosa, which is generally favorable to
Catholics, 99% of the Catholic children attend
public schools. Unfortunately most of the children
are unable to hear Mass and receive religious in-
struction on Sunday because they must attend
special cram classes, athletic meets or other ex-
tracurricular activities. A missionary has said
that if the schools are not completely closed on
Sundays to allow the children to attend to their
spiritual development, "the conversion of For-
mosa will have to begin all over again in 20
years."
In the Union of South Africa, the apartheid
program has deprived the Catholic Church of the
financial support which it formerly received
from the government for its schools for the edu-
cation of Negroes. Thousands of these have to
attend public schools where they receive no re-
ligious insiruction and an inferior education be-
cause of racial bias.
Prof. J. C. Coetzec, rector of Potchcfstroom
University in South Africa, has proposed the es-
tablishment of separate state-supported schools
for non-believers and the Christian believers of
various denominations. Archbishop Hurley, chair-
man of the education department of South African
Catholic Bishops Conference, has welcomed this
proposal. "Like-minded parents," he has said,
"should be provided with state-aided schools re-
flecting the atmosphere of the homes.” The Arch-
bishop thinks that Professor Coctzee’s ideas will
not please the secularists who "believe that all
government school education should be neutral
in religious matters, that is, Godless." These
separate schools would not be church schools in
the strict sense of the word. They would he so-
ciety schools, each school for a community of
like minded parents.
Would not the South African professor's
proposal be ideal for the United States? Because
our society is pluralistic in religion, our public
schools teach no religion They are secularistic—-
"that is, Godless.” Godless schools may be suit
able for unbelievers. For that reason they are
not suitable for children who believe in God. Why
should students professing religious faith have to
attend schools intended for those of no faith, th*
alternative being attendcnce at privately sup-
ported schools? There is no justice in this. Let
the state support a sufficient number of schools
for unbelievers and allocate other schools to like-
minded religious groups In these schools all
groups can maintain their cultural heritage while
giving full loyalty to the United States of America.
Stay Vigilant
Decency, like liberty, has its price in vigi-
lance. Catholics in renewing their pledges of the
Legion of Decency and of the National Office
of Decent Literature renewed this pledge of vig-
ilance over their personal conduct and the con-
duct of their children in the matter of moving
pictures and printed matter. Fidelity through
vigilance is the only antidote to the drive for
profits at decency’s expense of an increasing num-
ber in the moving picture and printing fields.
Underlying the Legion pledge is the acknowl-
edgment that that one has a moral obligation
to form a right conscience about pictures that
arc dangerous to one’s moral life. Accenting the
renewal this year is the fact that unacceptable
pictures increased to a notable and therefore
alarming extent last year. New and firm fulfil-
ment of the Legion pledge for oneself and one's
family is imperative.
The very heart of effective action against
improper moving pictures was set forth by Arch-
bishop Boland in his letter to the faithful of New-
ark.
Parents were given a simple program of vig-
ilance for the protection of their children in the
reminder that pictures classed as "suitable for
adults” are not approved for children. A parent's
task thus is simplified: Check the list and permit
the child to attend if the picture is approved
for all but not otherwise.
For themselves adults were given a sim-
ilarly simple program of vigilance: Check the
list and attend only those either approved for all
or for adults.
Center of the program of vigilance against
the indecencies in print which fairly deluge our
newsstands is the N.O.D.L. pledge not to patron-
ize vendors (newsstands, corner stores and the
like) that sell or. display for sale indecent publi-
cations.
You need no list to test these magazines. De-
cent people recognize indecency. Just look over
the magazines and you can know by their covers
and their pictures the kind to which decent people
object.
Neighnorhood stores depend upon neighbor-
hood business, and should be willing to avoid
offense to the decency of the neighborhood. In-
form your dealer of your wishes and let him de-
cide if he wants your business.
Decency hJs its price. Is It worth the price
of vigilance to you?
Giving
The Christmas season is traditionally the time
of giving. This is so perhaps because our giving
extends to more persons. But to the one who
recognizes his obligation of sharing what he has
with others in need, the whole year becomes a
time of giving.
In addition to remembering the birthdays and
other special occasions of our friends and rela-
tives, there are the ever-present fund-raising
drives that make a particular appeal to our gen-
erosity.
Asa group, the people in this country can
b« called generous. In no other nation is there
such a denapd on the pocketbook of the citizens.
The taxes are high, and a good portion of this
money is sent to less fortunate countries. Whilo
the percentage of the tax may not be as high as
in countries where the wages are lower, the ad-
ditional drain on the family exchequer with free-
will offerings is great.
While most give from their surplus, there are
those whose giving is a real sacrifice. Mostly
unheralded, this group is more numerous than we
might imsglne. Very few of these givers have
their generosity publicized. Too bad, because then
we'd realize hnw little ue do give.
A case in point is Nora O'.Mahoney, a stage,
screen and television performer, currently ap-
pearing in the Broadway hit, "Little Moon of
Alban.”
Nora has pledged her salary, except for
living expenses, to the Catholic missions in
Kenya, Airica. Her giving apiounts to about 45%
of her salary. And she gives more than money.
While in Hollywood she volunteered to serve
three years in the missions of Kenya with the
Consolata Catholic Society for Foreign Missions
as a teacher of English. She received permis
sion to return to Broadway. When the show closes
she will go back to Africa for two more years.
While all of us may not be able to make
such a generous contribution, we could do so
much more. However, the opportunity is always
with us. It is never too late to resolve to do more
In addition to the friends who will be the
recipients of our generosity at Christmas and all
year long, we can extend the area of our giving
to others who are In need.
It will all come back to us. God will not let
us outdo Him in generosity.
CultureExplosion Uncontrolled?
In tin years between the two world wars,
Americans beheld the exodus of much of their
finest literary, musical and artistic talent to
Europe Intellectuals, regarding their fellow
countrymen as concerned solely with the search
for the almighty dollar, fled what they could not
but visualize as a culture wasteland for greener
pastures elsewhere
Whether or not the expatriates of the '2os
found the cultural roots they sought outside their
native laul. it is becoming gratifymgly evident
that the tide has turned the other way in the
'6os. We are now the witnesses of what Father
C. J. McNaspy, S.J., has described in an America
article as a great "culture explosion."
The Jesuit scholar cites facts and figures
which tellingly demonstrate that Americans, in
increasingly larger numbers and proportions, do
appreciate what their great museums have to
offer, are developing more cultivated musical
tastes, ara supporting the legitimate stage, are
reading more hooks than ever before. Father .Mc-
Naspy alsj makes the interesting point that our
culture, whatever its faults, is a "mass culture,"
reaching all or almost all the people, and is
therefore a more vital force than were the re-
stricted ' das* cultures" of Athens and Florence.
While all Americans can rejoice that wo have
struck sohd culture roots, our enthusiasm must
at limes he tempered by some of the fruits of
this modern Renaissance. A stimulating demon
stration by important figure* in the literary And
publishing field on the TV program "Open
Mind recently revealed some of the dangers we
face. The participants freely admitted that aside
from paperback editions of current movies, the
works of Or. Spock and dictionaries, smut was
easily money-maker No. 1.
In comparing the traditional hardback book
with the rapidly mushrooming paperback, the
fact was brought to light that the paperback
publisher, slso often the direct successor of the
unprincipled old-time pulp publisher, cannot af
ford a loser and hence tends all too frequently
to please the lowest common denominator of the
reading public.
Whatever the means of communication.
American Catholics are formally in favor of
deepening and spreading our culture like roots
As far as possible, we wish to avoid such negu
live pressures as ultimatums, prohibitions or
boycotts, knowing that auch measures often
boomerang by attracting a minority indifferent
to what we seek to discourage and by repelling
well-meaning liberals who would otherwise give
us their backing. Yet we must unceasingly pro
claim, as essential to our positive support of to-
day's cultu-al expansion, that the explosion can
not remain chaotic and uncontrolled - that the
lime has now come to consolidate our gams by
responsibility and the rule of moral values'
Peter Speaks
The Businessman
Nowada> s, as m every period of history the
businessman exercises a specific function in so
iiely li would be 4 mistake to see in him only
a middleman helween the producer ami the con
turner. Of course he Is this, and as such he pos
sesses a valuable experience which he has gain
ed not without painful risks Put he is also and
in the first place, a stimulating force in the econ
°mynot only Is he able to assure an oppor
tune distribution of goods and sen Ices, but he
likewise gives effective encouragement to the
manufacturer to provide merchandise of higher
quality and lower cost. Besides this, he has it in
his power to afford the consumer, in the fullest
measure, a free access to the market Pope
Piua XII to members of the Italian federation
of Commerce, Feb. 17, 1856.
The Census
Immaculate Conception
Was a Gift From God
By Frank J. Sheed
We have considered one re-
sult of Our Lady’s being the Moth-
er of God—all sons want to give
their mothers gifts, this Son could
give without any limit save her
power to receive; and what in
supreme meas-
ure He gave
was sanctifying
grace. But there
is one special
element in His
power to give
that we might
easily overlook.
Because He was
God, He could
give His motherl
rtf*. __a _ i .
gifts not only before He was born
of her, but before she was born
herself! This Is the meaning of
the doctrine of the Immaculate
Conception.
IT IS SI R PRISING how this
Phrase has caught the non Catho
iic imagination, but more surpris
ing how for the non Catholic who
uses it, it has no trace of its true
meaning. Ninety-nine times out
of 100 it is used as if it meant
the Virgin birth of Christ. But it
refers not to Christ's conception
in Our Lady's womb, but to her
conception in the womh of her
own mother. And it means that
her Son's care for her gifts to
her began from the first moment
of her existence.
lor all of us. conception
come* when God creates a soul
and unites it with the bodily
element formed In the mother's
womb. But from the very first
moment of her soul’s creation,
It had, by God's gift, not natur-
al life only but supernatural life.
What this means quite simply
is that she whom God chose
to be His mother never existed
for an Instant without sanctify-
ing grace in her soul.
A century ago the Church made
till* doctrine the subject of an
infallible definition For century
upon century before that ( atho
lies had held It for certain truth
Once the Church had formulated
with all possible clearness the
doctrines of the Trinity and In
carnation, so that Catholics
could live day in and day out in
the full awareness of Who and
What Christ Is, they began to
see it as unthinkable that He
should have allowed Ills mother
to exist for so much as an instant
without sanctifying grace.
Yet, for many, devoted lovers
of the Blessed Virgin, a troubling
question remains. Our l.ady had
said in the Magnificat, "My spirit
doth rejoice in God my Savior
How could God be her Savior,
what was there to save her from,
if she had had grace always?
GRADUALLY they camf to ace
the answer, or rather the two-
fold answer. To save men from
their sins is a great mercy o(
God; but to save this one woman
from ever sinning was a greater
mercy, hut still a mercy
Not only that. Sinless as she
was, possessed of grace at
every instant. She was still
member of a fallen race, a race
to which heaven was closed.
The Savior's redeeming ait
opened heaven to her as to all
iiirmbeis of the race.
Roughly 100 years after the
definition of the Immaculate Con
ceptmn came that of the Assump
Hon of Our Hlessed I.ady In the
dogma, the word Assumption has
no relation to its ordinary Kng
lish meaning of something one
assumes because one cannot
prove it It means the taking of
•*ur I.ady, body and soul, into
heaven It
is, if anything, earlier
than the belief that she was con
ccived immaculate; and it is not
too much to say that it never
raised any serious doubt, or evenl
problem, in the minds of Catho-
lics,
IT WAS AN almost inevitable
icsult of living with the full truth'
about her Son. For the ordinary!
man, there was the simple feel-
ing that Christ would want His
mother with Him in heaven, not,
her soul only but herself, body
and soul. Any son would want
that, and this was the one Son
who could have what He wanted!
For the more Instructed, I
probably, there was another 1
element. It is a doctrine of the
Church that all men would re-
ceive back the bodies from j
which their soul had been
separated at death. The gap
between was a result of sin,
and Our Lady was sinless.
Men, of course, cannot pretend
to know what God will or will
not do. For all of us the tempta-
tion occasionally arises to decide
some question with the confidence
that the decision is God's, when
all that we have done is to de-
cide what we would do if we
were God. But when the vast
mass of Catholics see a conclu-
sion as certain over a space of
some 1,500 years, the risk is not
great. It vanishes altogether when
the Church gives its infallible def
lnition.
Reds Fooling Press
On Alleged ‘Split’
By Louis F. Budenz
It was Anthony Trollope who
wrote in "Orley Farm"; "It is
not true that a rose by any other
name will smell as sweet." The
Victorian novelist thus tells us
that some words can be given
a "double-
tongued'' con-
tent.
This exercise
in semantics
has been con-
verted by the
communists in-
to a deadly sci-
ence which is
likely to rout us
in 1961 in a
many pronged Soviet assault un-
less we are awake to this chi
canery
We can cite at once the words
"dogmatism" or "sectarianism"
and their alleged opposites, "re
visionism" or "opportunism
"
They are the occasion for con-
founding us in relationship to Red
China. I cannot in this space pre
sent a treatise on the Kremlin's
connotation of these words, but
can give for the time being in
stances only of their serious mis
interpretation by Western Jour
nalists
ON NOV. 23 THLKK appeared
across the front page of one of
our leading New York newspa
pers this sensational headline:
"Soviet Raps Red China
"
The
story could not cite one word of
condemnation for Red China by
the quoted Communist I’arty
newspaper, Pravda.
The side reference to such a
"rapping" was the editorial In-
terpretation of the wire service
correspondent himself. The
Pravda article, to which he re-
ferred, had quite a different
connotation, condemning "dog-
matism" but declaring that
"revisionism" is the "main
danger." And that was Inter-
preted as a harsh criticism of
Peking!
Six days later, another leading
evening New York newspaper
quoted the exact words, this time
uttered by Red China s leaders
in a message to Albania And now
the headline said that these words
were an attack by Peking on
Moscow'
Willi. I! JOIKNAIJ.STS were
straining at the leash to find a
"split" between Soviet Russia
and Red China, what were the
lealities'.’ In my hands 1 have
tile Nov 8 Peking Review, re
ceived by air mail.
This Issue Is dedicated to a
laudation of "the great October
Socialist Revolution In Russia"
and contains a message of
giretlng to "Comrade N. 8.
Khrushchev." This message ap-
plauds "the great Soviet people,
under the leadership of the
glorious Communist Party of
the Soviet Union" for their ex-
tensive "communist building"
and "striving for peaceful co-
existence." The message ac-
claims "The unity of the social-
ist camp headed by the Soviet
Union."
Who composed that message?
None other than Mao Tsc-tung.
Chairman of the Central Com
mittee of the Chinese Communist
Party, and the party's three oth
er leaders.
On the next page we read the
speech given at the Moscow air
port In honor of Comrade Khrush-
chev, which concludes: "Long
live the unity of the Soviet camp
headed by the Soviet Union."
Who uttered these words? Chief
of State of Red China, Liu Shao-
chi
IN I.IKK MANNKK I could
quote from this Peking Review
the speech by Premier Chou En-
Ui on Nov. 7, in which he winds
up with the same exclamation
that has rung through his talk,
hailing again "the solid unity of
the Soviet camp headed by the
Soviet Union."
Further on we have the ad-
dress of Chen Yl for the Politi-
cal Bureau of the Chinese
Communist Parly uttering the
same fervid espresslons In the
same words.
I could quote the published In-
terview given by Premier Chou
En-lai to the British correspond
ent, Felix Green, the whole theme
of which Is summed up In these
words "The socialist camp head
ed by the Soviet Union Is tpday
more powerful than ever before."
IN HOW MANY cases did you
ever see any pf these incidents
recorded, wph these expressions,
in our general press? The occa
sums have been few and far be-
tween, in contrast to the con-
stant statements without serious
foundations about the mythical
"split 1 between the two great
Soviet powers Such suppression
of tlie facts i» most serious at
the moment when a serious push
Is on to make us recognize Red
China
Ibis journalistic floundering
arises because of a lack of
knowledge ol Marxism Lenin-
ism and of the real definition
of "revisionism," which Is pro
claimed the "main danger” in
the communist movement.
We can play our part m rein
edying this deficiency by pulling
into the liands of every teacher
aml
_
parent Cardinal Cushing's
"Questions and Answers on Com
munism
"
That will begin to ere
ate sanity on this subiect, which
Is so interwoven with our na
I (tonal late
THE QUESTION BOX
Mo,l Re . Walter W. Curtis, 76 Broad St., Bloomfield, N. /.,
i, editor of lhe Question Box. Questions may he submitted to him
for answer in this column.
l}. Please explain the obliga-
tion of fast and abstinence as
It applies this year to the Vigil
of Christmas.
A There' is an unusual priv-
ilege now given tn each Catholic
in connection with the fast and
abstinence of the Vigil of Christ-
mas. First, let me explain this
briefly, and then to those who
may wish to accept it, a simple
recommendation.
Until last year the Vigil of
Christmas, Dec. 24, was a day of
complete abstinence and of fast
for all Catholics. Last year a
change, or perhaps better, two
changes, came into the law of,
the Church by a decree of the
Sacred Congregation of the Coun-
cil dated Dec. 3, 1959.
The first, which granted the
privilege of observing the fast
and abstinence of the Vigil of
Christmas on Dec. 23 instead
Dec. 24.
The second, which permitted
each individual Catholic to decide
for himself whether he would ob-
serve the fast and abstinence of
the Vigil of Christmas on Dec.
23 or Dec. 24.
This year, therefore, each
Cutholic may decide for himself
whether he will observe the fast
and abstinence of the Vigil of
Christmas on Friday, Dec. 23, or
Saturday, Dec. 24.
Let mepoint out how this works
out in practice. If you choose Dec.
24, then you arc permitted no
meat at all on that day and arc
obliged to fast (everyone subject
to these laws). In this case Fri-
day. Dec. 23, remains a regular
Friday on which no meat is per-
mitted.
Hut if you choose to transfer
the fast and abstinence to Dee.
23, then nn that day (a Friday)
you are permitted no meat at all
and if subject to the l*w of fast
are permitted one full meal. In
this case Dec. 24 for you is not
a day of fast nor of abstinence
and you may eat meat if you
wish.
This is the present law. If it
seems somewhat complicated to
you, you might wish to follow
our simple recommendation.
Most Catholics, we think, will
find it easier and less compli-
cated to observe on Friday, Dec.
23, the obligations of fast and ab-
stinence of ’he Christmas Vigil.
If you follow this recommenda-
tion, your obligation will be as
follows:
On Friday, Dee. 23, no meat
will be permitted to you if you
are over seven years old. Be
sides, if you are between the
ages of 21 and 59, you will be
permitted only one full meal.
Saturday, Dec. 24, for you will
then be a day when there Is no
fast and abstinence and you may
cat meat and eat as often as
you wish.
t). What Is the profession of
faith frequently referred to in
our Catholic papers and by„
whom Is it made?
A. The profession of faith re-
ferred to is a formal statement
of the principal beliefs of the
Catholic religion. It was formu-
lated by the Council of Trent in'
the 16th century. It is similar to
but more detailed than the Apos-
tles Creed or the Nicenc Creed,
which is recited after the Gospel
at Mass on Sundays and on cer-,
tain other days.
The Code of Canon Law in
Canon 1406 lists the persons who
I must make this profession of
\ faith. They are mostly men who
are to undertake some office or
receive some order in the Church.
Among them we find the Bishop-
elect before his consecration, 4
priest before he assumes charge
of a parish as pastor, a priest
appointed to a seminary faculty,
a priest accepting faculties tq
hear confessions, a seminarian
before he receives the subdeacon*
ate.
In Your Prayers
remember these your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of Newark
Rev. James J. Smith, Dec. 17,
1920
Rev. Robert A. Brennan, Dec.
17, 1940
Rev. Thomas A. Wallace, Dec.
18, 1908
Rev. (Iconic J. Buttner, Dec.
18, 1949
: Rev. Walter Rolbiecki, 0.F.M.,
Dec. 19, 1957
Rev. Camillus Mondorf, Dec.
21, 1914
Rev. Charles A. McCarthy,
Dec 21, 1920
Rev. William A. Brothers, Dec
22, 1913
Rev. Peter Kramer, O.Carm.,
Dec. 23, 1951
Diocese of Paterson
Rev. George J. Crone, Dec. 19
1957
Rev. Francis X. Dalsey, Dec
21, 1943
December Intentions
The Holy Father's general in-vl
tention for December is: •
That the meekness and the
humility of Catholics may con-,
tribute to woild peace.
The mission Intention sug-
gested for the Apostleship ofi
Prayer by the Pope Is:
That the Catholics in India*
may fully realize their personal*
responsibility in the social apo*-'
tolatc.
Cana Calendar
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Forty Hours
Archdiocese of Newark
Dec. 11. 1940
Fourth Sunday of Advent
St Mary'a HmplUl. 4lh St. A Willow
Ave.. Hoboken
Diocete of Paterson
Dac. 11. 1940
Faurth Sunday of Advant
Convent of the Immaculate Concep-
tion. New St.. Pateraon
Mass Calendar
Dec 18 Sunday. Fourth Sunday
of Advent. Double of let Claes Violet.
No Gl. There is e Cr. Pref. of Trinity.
Dec. 19 Monday. Maw of previous
Sunday Forte! Violet No Gl or Cr.
2nd Coil. A IN); C <P>; 3 B <N>. Common
Pref.
Dec. 20 Tuesday. Maas of previous
Sunday. Ferial. Violet No Gl or Cr.
2nd Coll. A <N>. C <P>; 3 B <N>. Common
Pref.
Dec 21 Wednesday St Thomas.
Apostle Double of 2nd Claee Bed Gl.
2nd Coll of 4lh Sunday of Advent; 2
A (N). C <P>. Cr. Pref. of Apostles.
Dec 2 2 Thursday St. France#
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of Advent: 3 A fN». C »P> Common Pref.
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j
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I Dec 23 Sunday Nativity of Our
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municante.of Christmas 2nd Maas Gl
2nd Coll St Anastasia. Cr Pref and
Communicants*, of Christina. 3rd Mass
|GI Cr Pref and Communicantes of
Chrtatmaa. I-a«t Gospel of Epiphany
KEY Gl Gloria; Cr Creed. A for
Peace B for th. Pope; C from the Vo-
tive Mas. of Holy Ghost; N Archdioce*.
| of Newark; P Diocese of Paterson; Coll.
Collect; Pref Preface.
AROUND THE PARISH
"But Mom,” cry the O’Brien children, “you’re spoiling
the ice for sliding!”
6
Official Publication of the Archldocee of
Newark ami of the Diocese of Paterson.
Moat Kev Thomas A. Poland. S.T.D., Arch
bishop of Newark.
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‘How Could the Priest Allow
The Bride to Wear a Veil?’’
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Louis University
How can girls who “have” to be married do so at a
Nupital Mass in beautiful white veils and gowns, have a big
reception, and a bigger write-up in the papers? I)o they
really have the priest’s permission for this? I’m not throw-
ing stones; I know girls are weak, and if God forgives us,
we should forgive them. But Father, a veil—and a white
veil at that—is hard for me to forgive.
I’m afraid you’re confused on
■everal rather basic points. The
misconceptions your letter re-
veals seem all too common, par
ticularly among older women.
One of your basic misconcep-
tions stems from the failure to
distinguish be-
tween the es-
sential religious
elements of the
marriage cere
mony and
the accidental,
changing so-
cial customs
that arc asso-
ciated with it
The laws regu-
lating Catholic marriage are
found in the canon law of the
Church. These laws clearly speci-
fy the conditions under which the
parties arc capable of marriage
According to the legislation of
the Council of Trent (1563) the
form of celebration requires that
the marriage be contracted be-
fore an appropriate priest and at
least two witnesses. Most Catho-
lic couples now marry at a Nup
tial Mass.
SINCE MARRIAGE is also a
social event, society has sur-
rounded it with customs differing
from region to region and ac-
cording to the circumstances of
of the couple's social class and
standing in the community. These
customs are not the direct con
corn of the Church. Throughout
her history she has accepted or
tolerated them as long as they
were not in conflict with moral
law and the dignity of the sacra-
ment.
With these considerations in
mind, let us look at your prob-
lem. You protest that you and
others arc scandalized because
brides who are pregnant have a
big wedding. You must admit
that the size and quality of the
wedding are social matters,
not directly related to the re-
ligious essentials of the cere-
mony.
Further, since the couple are
entering a valid, sacramental un-
ion, they obviously have the right
to celebrate their marriage at a
Nuptial Mass. Their marriage
differs in no essential respect
from that of any other couple.
The fact that the bride may be
pregnant in no way affects the
marriage. It is valid, sacrament-
al, blessed by God. and confers
the graces needed by the couple
for their state of life.
I THINK what you’re trying to
say is that the bride should be
ashamed to have a big wedding
because she is pregnant. Docs
this conclusion follow?
We presume that the couple
are sorry for their sin and have
made their peace with God. As
two Christians they arc now
contracting a sacramental
marriage and have a right to
share in the full religious cere-
mony of the Nuptial Mass. The
type of social event they wish
to make of it is up to them
it’s their marriage.
But, you say, they’re making a
mockery of premarital chastity!
Are they really? We show our
regard for premarital chastity by
the way we instruct, train, and
guide our youth, as well as in the
dating patterns we promote or
tolerate. Unless we are willing to
be perennially duped, we cannot
make the marriage celebration a
public criterion of premarital be-
havior.
HOW CAN the priest allow
them to wear a white veil? You
have two questions here.
First, it is not the function of
the priest to tell brides what to
wear, beyond specifying that they
should dress modestly.
Second, although at some
time in the past the custom of
wearing a white bridal veil
came to be used as a sign of
the bride's virginity, this was
obviously a social rather than
religious symbol. It probably
served a useful purpose in dis-
distinguishing first-marriage
brides from those married
again or from public offenders.
At present, white bridal veils
and gowns appear to be a matter
of choice. Nobody assumes if
they ever did that a white veil
proves the bride’s virginity.
Neither brides nor older wom-
en are forced to make a public
confession of their past.
Finally, you say you find this
wearing of white veils hard to
forgive. Have you been personal-
ly offended? Whom arc you for-
giving for what? Arc you sorry
primarily because it appears that
Hod has been offended, or are
you displeased because somebody
isn’t being punished?
STRANGEBUT TRUE
Little-Known Facts for Catholics
By M. J. MURRAY
ewrniM. mo,kcwc im>wm
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Dec. 18 _ Fourth Sun-
day in Advent. Generally this
date is the Feast of SS. Rufus
and Zosimus, Martyrs, suffering
' about 109 at Philippi in Maccdon-
I
Monday, Dec. 19 St. Timo-:
thy, Deacon-Martyr. It is believed
they suffered martyrdom in the
Last. Their relics arc venerated
in Rome.
Wednesday, Dec. 21—St. Thom-
as, Apostle, one of the Sea of
Galilee fishermen, called by Our
Lord to be one of His Apostles.
After the Resurrection he would
not believe the report that Christ
had arisen. At the actual sight of
the pierced hands, feet and side
and the gentle rebuke of the Sav-
ior, he uttered the joyous words:
"My Lord and My God.” After
the Ascension, he preached in,
Parthia and it is generally ac-
cepted tradition that he preached
in India, where he suffered mar-
tyrdom.
Thursday, Dec. 22 St. Fran-
ces Xavier Cabrini, first U. S
citizen-saint. Born in Lodi, Italy,
July IS, 1850, she founded the
Missionary Sisters of the Sacred
Heart in 1880 and came to the
U. S. in 1889. Before her death on
Dec. 22, 1917, in Chicago, the
work of her community in
schools, hospitals and orphan-
ages had spread all over the na-
tion. She became a U. S. citizen
Oct. 13, 1909. Pope Pius XI grant-
ed a special dispensation allowing
consideration of her canonization
cause before the canonically re-
jquired 50 years after her death.
| She was canonized July 7, 1946,
Friday, Dec. 23 St. Victoria,
Virgin-Martyr. She lived in the
third century and refused to sac-
rifice to idols or accept a heathen
as a husband. She was stabbed to
death in the persecution under
Decius in 250.
Saturday, Dec. 24 Vigil of
Christmas. Generally this is the
Feast of St. Gregory of Spolcto,
Martyr, who lived in the fourth
century in Spolcto, Umbria. He
was tortured and beheaded under
Maximilian Hcrculeus and his
body thrown to wild beasts. j
Cabrini Book Chosen
NEW YORK The January
selection of the Catholic Book
Club is "Immigrant Saint: The
Life of Mother Cabrini,” by
Pietro Di Donato.
Vocation Indulgence
Members of tbe Apostolate
for Vocations can gain a plen-
ary indulgence under the ordi-
nary conditions on:
One of the Ember Days, Dec
14, 16 or 17.
Dec. 21, Feast of St. Thomas,
Apostle.
A partial indulgence of 100
days may be gained for each
act of charity or piety perform-
ed for the intention of fostering
vocations to the priesthood.
Letters to the Editor
i {The Advocate welcomes Utters to the Editor, for publication
in tbit column. They should be timely, signed by the writer, and
brief wherever possible.)
Heartening News
Of New Orleans
Jane Landis,
Union City.
Editor:
After reading your Dec. 1 front
page story on the Catholic par-
ents who were planning to fight
integration of Catholic schools in
New Orleans, I wrote to this col-
umn expressing my prayerful
hope that those New Orleans
Catholics who are as heartsick
as we over racial prejudice would
come forth in a newsmaking way
to
express their views.
In the very same Issue in which
you printed my letter, Dec. 8,
there appeared another front
page story on New Orleans—this
one about Catholic appeals for
chanty in the integration turmoil,
among them the appeal from the
Josephite Fathers asking Cath-
olics to have “the courage to
practise love and tolerance’’ and
thereby obliterate the city’s new-
ly won reputation as a "city of
violence, hatred and disobedi-
ence.”
It was heartening and hope-
giving.
God Love You
What Will You Do?
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
To whom does humanity be-
long? Is there a common bond
between races and people so di-
verse in manners and so divided
in interests?
The answer
to this is to be
found in the
encyclical letter
of Pope Leo
XIII, May 26,
1899, in which
he consecrated
the entire hu-
man race to the
Sacred Heart.
But, you ask,
how could this be? The Moslems
do not believe in the Divinity of
Christ; the Hindus refuse to ad-
mit that among the millions of
gods one is Sacred; the pagan
cults based on fear never think of
religion as having a heart.
THE ANSWER is: mankind
docs not actually belong to the
Sacred Heart, but potentially it
docs. Although not every one ac-
cepted the Redemption of Our
Lord, that Redemption is avail-
able to everyone. The waters of
life arc more abundant than the
cups that are brought to the well,
but its refreshment is open to all.
This is the basis of our love
of the missions. We should not
think of non-Christians as “pa-
gans”; rather they are ante-
Chrlstians.
Pope Leo XIII said of his act of
consecrating all mankind to the
Sacred Heart: "It is the greatest
act of my pontificate and it will
hasten the arrival of those mer-
cies for the wofld which we all
await.”
READERS! Do not allow your
outlook on the world to be defined
by the newspapers. Most news
today concerns the breaking of
one or Uie other of the Ten Com-
mandments. The world of the fu-
ture can be peaceful and beauti-
ful, for it is not determined by
politics, but by God.
Christ Is the Lord of history,
not Marx. For 10 years we
have been urging In this col-
umn a greater spirit of sacri-
fice to bring the Sacred Heart
to the potential Catholics of
Asia and Africa. And all the
Vicar of Christ gets from us
Catholics in the United States is
27 cents per year the'price
of one package of cigarettes!
Really! Do you think we can
bring the love of the Sacred
Heart to the world through our
missionaries for 27 cents a year?
Now! What are you going to do’
For the love of the Sacred Heart
or His Vicar on earth can you
consider one of these:
• Be one of a thousand who
has enough of the world's goods
to give to Africa or Asia, in honor
of the Sacred Heart, a chapel
costing a minimum of $2,500
Only let the Holy Father deter
mine the site.
• Be one of a million who will
give 10 cents a day for one month
in honor of the Sacred Heart.
Cut out this column, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, National
Director, Society for the Propa-
gation of the Faith, 366 Fifth
Ave., New York, or to your dio-
cesan director: Bishop Martin W.
Stanton, 31 Mulberry St., Newark
or Rt. Rev. Msgr.’ William F.
Louis, 24 DeGrasse St., Paterson.
Christmas Party
Dec. 18 in Orange
ORANGE Our Lady of Ml.
Carmel Fraternity, Third Order
of St. Francis, will hold its an-
nual Christmas party at Mt.
Carmel School here Dec. 18 after
the solemn profession of nov-
ices in the church at 3:30.
The order has organized a
"Franciscan Hand" group to as-
sist the missions.
For the Carpenter
With Everything
James McGraw,
Newark.
Editor:
Christmas is a wonderful time
for all of us. Most important,
naturally, is the religious signif-
icance of the season, which
should highlight our every ac-
tion.
Contrast that thought, however,
with some of the advertisements
in our daily papers, and one
finds gratis a display of humor
that would be most hilarious if
it were not so disturbing. These
advertise items offered as your
Christmas gifts—and some of
them arc shockingly inappropri-
ate.
But perhaps the mote is in my
eye. I have in mind the sterling-
silver handled screwdrivers re-
cently advertised in a New York
paper—hut perhaps they arc for
the carpenter who has every-
thing—like St. Joseph?
What You See
On Mulberry St.
T. J. L.,
New York.
Editor:
I)r Scuss has written a wonder-
ful book for children entitled,
"And to Think That I Saw it on
Mulberry Street." I wonder what
kind of a hook he could write for
adults, if he should sec Mulberry
St. in Newark, with cars and
trucks double and tripled parked
in front of the markets as you
approach Market St. Is a special
dispensation granted to mer-
chants and their customers on
Mulberry St.?
You may think this letter might
better go to the Newark News
than to The Advocate: and I
thought so too, till I saw their
delivery trucks double-parked on
Market St.
Toys of Our Time
John Dawe,
Paterson.
Editor:
In a year when one of the
headliner toys is a scale model
of a woman's body with inter-
changeable parts for pregnancy
such a book as you reviewed
last week, "How God Made
You," by Robert P. Odcnwald,
M.D., is not only an appropriate,
but in some circumstances a nec-
essary, teaching aid for parents.
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FIRST NATIONAL’S
1961 CHRISTMAS CLUB!
Time now to rrtart saving on schedule with First National’s Christmas
Club, and be ready for the gift-buying season when December, 1961
rolls around! Stop in at any one ofour ten convenientoflioes throughout
Hudson County. It takes just a few minutes to join, and you'll find
it’s one of the easiest ways to save. Ask any of our regular Christmas
Club member*. Most of them come back year after year!
...
and when you open a regular savings account, remember:
First National pays the highest rate of interest that any
commercial bank may pay... on accounts from $lO to $25,000.
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National Essay Test
Announced by CCD
NEWARK A three-division essay contest to mark
the 75th 'anniversary of the publication of the Baltimore
Catechism has been announced by the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine of the Newark Archdiocese.
Rev. Roger A. Reynolds, executive secretary, said there
would be categories for adults
studying or discussing religion,
for senior high school (grades 10,
11 and 12) and junior high school
(grades 7, 8 and 9) students.
COMPETITION will be held on
the parish level and will close
Jan 8. Winning essays from each
parish are to be submitted to the
confraternity office in the Chan-
cery Building here.
Adults are to write between
1,000 and 1,200 words on the
topic "The Baltimore Cate-
chism and Catholic Life in the
U.S.A.” Five national prizes
will be awarded ranging from
a free trip to the national CCD
congress in Dallas (or $400) for
first to a $lO edition of the
“Life of Christ” for fifth.
Senior students are to write a
1,000-word essay on “Helps for
Living from the Baltimore Cate-
chism.” Junior students will write
on the same topic as seniors with
word limit of 400.
CONTINUING SUPPORT: Dr. Karl K. Friedland, rep-
resenting the Morris County Heart Association,’ pre-
sents a respirometer to St. Clare’s Hospital, Denville.
The gift is accepted by Sister Kunnigunda, acting ad-
ministrator. The respirometer, purchased with funds
contributed in memory of heart victims, is the fourth
piece of equipment given to St. Clare’s by the Morris
County Heart Association in the past five years.
Hudson Ponders Smut Moves
As New York City Gets Tough
JERSEY ClTY—Assistant Pros-
ecutor Harold J. Ruvolt of Hud
son County has been placed in
charge of obscenity investigations
there by Prosecutor Lawrence
Whipple.
In Hackensack, meanwhile, the
president of an engineering con-
sulting firm was arrested and
charged with showing obscene
pictures and in New York, gen-
erally regarded with Los Angeles
as the center of obscenity trade,
police began cracking down on
the sale of 50 magazines.
RUVOLT’S appointment in Hud
son County followed an order for
a crackdown issued by the prose-
cutor a month ago. The order was
given to local police chiefs after
the Hudson Dispatch revealed
that no concerted action had been
taken by enforcement agencies
despite a 1959 presentment on ob-
scenity handed down by the grand
jury.
Since Whlpple'f order no ar-
rests have been made except
in Bayonne and the convictions
obtained there are now before
Hudson County Court on ap-
peal.
This is in sharp contrast to ac-
tivity in Essex County, where
more than 20 arrests have been
made by the sheriff’s office in
cooperation with local police. Be-
cause of the questionable status
of municipal laws, the arrests
have been made for alleged vio-
lation of the state law, which car-
ries stiffer penalties and brings
the cases before the grand jury.
All alleged offenders in Essex
have been indicted and two con-
victions have been returned thus
far
Ruvolt's first act was to call a
conference of police chiefs at
■which Detective Arthur Magnus-
son, who is in charge of the Es-
- sex anti-obscenity campaign, out-
lined procedures followed by his
office in efforts to obtain iron-clad
cases.
ARRESTED in Hackensack
was John Scilleri, 46, of 23 War-
ren St., president of Smyth, Crou
thers and Mcßain, technical en-
gineers and consultants. He was
held in $l,OOO bond and will be
given a hearing in Magistrate’s
Court.
Police raided his place of busi-
ness at 65 Hudson St. and confis
cated pictures and film. The
prosecutor's office cooperated in
the raid.
IN NEW YORK, the city ob-
tained a temporary show cause
order in the State Supreme Court
against 140 dealers in allegedly
obscene literature and then as-
signed 150 policemen to serve the
order on defendants.
Affected by the move were
six distributors, 10 publishers
and 124 newsstands, lunch coun-
ters, cigar couhters and randy
stores.
Mayor Robert F. Wagner said
the stay "restrains the defendants
from selling, publishing or dis-
tributing or acquiring for auch
purposes these obscene maga
zincs and permits the corpora
tion counsel to make an inventory
of such magazines in the posses-
sion of the defendants
so as to
prevent their distribution."
The crackdown was described
as an outgrowth of conferences
held by the mayor with religious
and community leaders "to de-
vise ways and means of suppress-
ing the sale of pornographic lit-
erature to the young.”
THE ORDER forces the 140
dealers to hold thousands of
copies of the banned magazines,
pending further court action. Any
oealer found later not to have in
his possession the exact number
of copies of the publication tallied
in the Dec. 5 inventory will be
presumed to have sold the miss-
ing copies in violation of the
order.
If the offending magazines
are found to be obscene as a
matter of law, their continued
sale would result in criminal
prosecution of the seller! and
distributors.
Mayor Wagner explained that
he is trying "to rid our city of
those publications which in my
opinion have contributed signifi-
cantly toward juvenile delinquen-
cy and have played a major part
in encouraging criminal acts and
the increase of crime."
Fund to Honor
Dr. Cosgrove
JERSEY CITY Colleagues
and friends of the late Dr Sam
uel A. dosgrove are establishing
a privately administered fund to
bring an outstanding medical scl
entist In the field of gynecology
and obstetrics to the Seton Hall
University College of Medicine in
his honor.
The memorial will be called the
Samuel A. Cosgrove Chair of
Obstetrics and Gynecology at the
Seton Hall Medical School Dr
Cosgrove organized and served
as chairman of the department
of obstetrics and gynecology at
Seton Hall before he died last
February
Chairman of the fund is Dr
Edward G. Waters of Seton Hall
Also serving on the committee
are Dr John E. Annitto Dr
John N Connell, Dr Joseph I’
Donnelly and Dr. Perry O Hall
Dr Cosgrove had been as
sociated with Margaret Hague
Maternity Hospital here for
23 years up to 1954.
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General Insurance
Executive Vice President
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ALTENBIIRG piano house . ELIZABETH’’“’""I
For
f-
Throughout the Years
...
SIIOWPEACE
OF NEW
JERSEY
A Hammond Organ will open up an
entirely new world of music for you
and your family to enjoy for years
and years.
(hi a Hammond Organ, music takes
on a completely new meaning. A
single nota is something to hear
.
. .
every chord fa memorable
. . . your
simplest tune sounds astonishingly
rich and beautiful. Even your young*
sters can swiftly capture the beauty
of music, build a foundation for a
lifetime career, and attain the poise
that comes from such accomplish*
ment.
w-
You’ll find Just the Hammond Organ
to fit your need and your budget
from Altrnburg’s large selection of
new or used Hammond Organs. There
is no Installation expense no up*
keep to speak of, for a Hammond
Organ can never get out of tune. And
remember, you can rely on Allen*
burg’s 113-year reputation for com-
plete satisfaction and finest service.
• BUDGET TERMS
AVAILABLE
wz
llammond Home Model Organ
The Home Model Organ is designed for chil-
dren and adult s U’ho show a talent beyond
the average home organiit. Available in a
graceful contole to fit most kinds of home
decor.
ALTENBURG
PIANO HOUSE, INC
5 1150 E. JERSEY STREET,
Loren daily till 9 p. m.
«
Hammond Spinet Organ
The Hammond Spinet Organ it the mntt
popular and largrtt telling home organ in
the ti'orld. .Vo other organ offers so much
in tremendous range of tones, beauty, and
styling for tuch a low price.
llammond Concert Model Organ
Here is an exceptional instrument capable of
executing all of the great organ literature
• . . designed to spur a fine organist to his
greatest efforts.
Featuring One ot .America's
Largest Selections ol
\cir and t’sed
Pianos and Organs
pi,... . , 12-13
lonipt.yini ,„„„| ,tlr )|. mm..ml
>KW
n 1 SCO
[ SPINET ORGAN HOME MODEL
C CHORD ORGAN
CONCERT ORGAN
Cl.,
ELIZABETH . FL 1-2000
• SATURDAYS TILL 6 P. M.
CLASSIFIED
NOTICES
AMERICA'S FORGOTTEN
CHILDREN
are out on the wlndtwept plalm of tha
Oflala Sioux
Indian Reaervatlon. You
r *P. 2 1® p *hem by Bending your can-
called atampa
(any kind EXCEPT the
arnall. prealdentlal 1. 2. 3. and 4c
aerica) to- Father Edwarda. Holy Roaary
Mlaaion. Pine
Ridie. S Dak. DO IT
RIGHT NOW SO YOU WONT FORGET'
TELLYOUR FRIENDS!
HELP WANTED FEMALE
Housekeeper cook for Rectory In Weit
Ease, area 1 Prle.t Writa Box A The
Advocate 1 Clinton St. Newark 2. N J
Experienced houaekeepercook for Our
Lady of The
Rleesed Sacrament reetory
In Rowland. One prieat. Live in. Call
CA 6-728A.
Woman wanted to cook for 7 Slatera.
pleaaant aurroundlnfa. Call WH 5-470A
after 3 P M
FOR SALE
NYLONS FOR CHRISTMAS. Good lon*
wearing nylona. aheer or aervlce. me*h
ot plain, aeamleaa or w aeama. 814-11-
Ll l2 «*tra lon* II pr
SL PHOSE S3, pair.
__
Call Mlaa Daly GR 2 1757
Electric Ironer. full alze. dual heat con-
trol!. »ood condition. 123 00. Call
FA 1 9633
For Sale
dnka of
of Peace
aecond-hand grade achool
varloua aizca. Apply Queen
School. WYman A-A222
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
HEIGHTS RADIO -TV SERVICE
>M Summit *v«„ Jericy City 7, N J
RADIO. TELEVISION. HI-FI. STEREO.
TAPE
RECORDER,
PHONOGRAPH. and AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANGER SERVICE.
FREE
• MO SERVICE ON ANY NEW
MOTOROLA TV
PURCHASED FROM US.
I R NOWICKI PROP,
CALI. SW 3-2414
AUTO SERVICE t REPAIRS
G.M. Tranimiuion Service
Plymouth. Ford. Chevrolet. Bulck. Old*-
*uto; we
Hill install a rebuilt tranimiuion. iua
rantred fl month*. 1 price quoted, no
V,P V T J term* 1 day .ervice. 331
Halaev St Newark For price* call Ml
2 J.VI4 8 A M a V M
INSURANCE AGENTS
The Monsanto Agoncy
60 Water St.
Newton FUJ 310.V)
PILLOWS - QUIITS
PILLOWS
. QUIITS
Mad* to Order and Renovated. Pillow*
returned ««m« day Feathera and Oowu by
PENNER BROS.
B'nay Bayonne FE 9 0905
Sine# mo
PLUMBING & HEATING
Michael T. Baudermann, Inc.
PLUMBING AND
lIEATINO
l«l WILLIAM ST. NEWARK 3
MA 3 7407
RELIGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
TIIE MIRACLE SHOP
314 Hull* Road, Lvndhural
•opp Rlti Theatre)
Dally 1 to 5 0 to 0
WKbater 3 4545
NURSING HOMES
AB3EY NURSING HOME
COMPLETE SERVICE
A«ad Con.al.ar.nl
ChronlrallE 111
86 Von Ne»j Place
Bl 3 0303
N.-ark. N J.
HAZEICREST
NURSING HOME
coiii-ims sr.n\ux
tttiS. con. llimil. chronically lU.
60 HAZELWOOD ROAD
PI 3-2366
Bloomfield. N J
UPHOLSTERY-SUP COVERS
KITCHEN CHAIRS
EXI-EHTt.Y MEiovEHEI) 12 US and UT
DISCOUNT CITY
MJ Moniiomirr si . Jaiacr City. N. J.
telephone nt 2««oo
o|Min 0 am 10 pm. tto.nd Sun.
WASHING MACH. SERVICE
ALL MAKES
1« HotTl NRIIVICE
ItEA •.UNABLE MCMVICK LHAlttiC*
roll THE n.NMT SEHVIUE
CALL ul.lfi.Ll 3 soya
REALTORS
JNION COUNTY
lM*r ««Kfi»tKt u your j»iutrvlion Let ua
help >ou ai »• hair ao many other hap
py o»ncra in l moo ( ounly ami Ihe
aorr«njadlnf area
To
Buy o* Sell Call on
JOHN P McMAHON
l>« Uaaru A... Union HU »-34M
E*ea and Vkeekanda
NUTLEY
IN
VS«
IU Y NOW - hUJ. OH I HADE
Sk-NriCIATE OCR IRA OK IN PI.AN
t -ill lial *uur liuum for aalc. or
naidcr buytni It if you purchase an
her liuum through our office, l.el
know your rcqulrarnenta Evening!
and Holiday a call Mia Kelly WE ftJUU
STANLEY JOHNSON
LOTS FOR SALE
TAYtfcl.N I.AKt-S
YEAH Rot Nf) VACATION LIVING
HI 11.1H.N0 LOT
110allS'
EM ELI.ENT UVC ATION
• *.OOO
Piwe include! public water auppl/
Ycaittuund Hornaa Available
> rom IlSuuO to 140 (XX)
FAYSON LAKE
COMMUNITY, Inc.
Rounioo Ave. >ayaon Lake Rd
kmneloo Morris County. N. J.
’I Erinitial 0 4040
PRINTING
HARRY F MURPHY
7» CLINTON ST., NEWARK J
PSona, MArkat 3-2131
CLASSIFIED
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BERGEN^COUNTY
AT
North Arlington
Heighti on Schuylar Ave.
CAPES • RANCHES •
FROM
$17,990
SPLITS
MODELS OPEN DAILY WY 1-T3JO
BERGEN COUNTY
SEE ANY OF A FINE
SELECTION OF HOMES THRU
SMITH & MOONEY
REALTORS
111 Kind'km'k lid.. Montval*. N. J.
PArk Ridld 6-3400
HOWSE REALTY INC.
84.1 Palliadaa Avt., Taaneck. N. J
TE 6 1010
TE 6-2221
DEN VI LIE
GRIFFI1 H PRIDEAUX, INC
_
RF.MIORS - INSURERS
58 Indian Rd . D.nvtllt. N. i
OAkwood 7-4300
"Serving th. Hub of Morrla County"
IRVINGTON
ONLY $1,500 DOWN
WEST SIDE PARK AREA: 2 f.mlly, B.
6. 2 rooms: economical oil heat; rent
from 2nd floor alone will nay your
mortgage. Low taxes; full price only
813.300. Phone Mr. Kith.
LARSEN 8. FISH, INC,
Realtors
1243 Springfield Ave.. Irvington. N. J.
KS 3 1122
ISELIN
IS.BB OAK TREK RD IBEI.IN Ll «-7f
LAKE HOPATCONG
LAKEFOREST RESERVATION
At L'pper llopatcong
Water front lot 73 foot front 23300.
Another with 02 foot water frontage,
only 24.730.
Practically new three bedroom home,
a buy at 218,000.
*4 acre homeslte. paved road. 81393.
W acre 233 foot paved road. 81.993.
Fully insulated 3-bedroom cottage.
89.000.
For best buye on New Jersey's largest
lake, stop at the Lakcfront Reservation
Office Club plan.
Lakefront Office
ARTHUR D. CRANE CO.
Route 13—0 miles north of Dover. N.J.
LAKE MOHAWK
Exceptional value! Four bedroomttwo
and a half hatha, livlnf room with
fireplace, dlninf area, full cellar, oil
heat and iff LAKEFRONT.
1)6400
EMMA B. LAPOINTE
Route 13 Kparta. N. J.
Open Hally and Sunday
Parkway B 3730
MAHWAH
MAHWAH N W. BERGEN
TO SETTLE ESTATE 4 bedroom
home in food residential section near
new Parochial school. 11.000 down—
FJIA flnanctnf available to qualified
buyer Occupancy first week In January
Asklnf 1111.230 For appointment to
Inspect please call
THE DATOR AGENCY
6 E. Kamapo Av#.. .Mahwah. N. J.
I.Afavette • jOOO
MOUNTAIN LAKES
FRAME CENTER HALL
~
COLONIAL
In a perfect community for children,
has a center hall, livlnf room with fire-
place. kitchen, study, powder room,
screened
porch. 3 bedrooms, bath and
•un deck, larfe basement; paneled rec
reation room and workshop. 140x223. op
a quiet street, close to the lake, un
crowded schools and e\ery recreational
facility 530.H00
Sanders & Bracken, Realtors
One Boulevard Mountain I.akes.
DEERFIELD 4 1311
SPAClots HILI'tOP HOME completely
modern livlnf with larfe llviftf room
includinf fireplace and builtin 111 FI
svatein. Beautiful dlnlnf room with
binit in cablnata and mural wall paper.
New kitchen has 2 work centers, dish-
washer. birch cabinets, pantry. Powder
room, panelled den Ist floor carpeted
Larfe play room 6 larfe bedrooms. 3
baths, enclosed porch, complete outside
rrfinlshlnf done this summer.
3 car unattached garafe w/unflnlshed
apt upstairs Property considerably over
an acre is fully landecaped. includes
circular driveway and ample parkins
area §42.300 JOHN A DOREML'fi
HE 4 3331
RITA B. MURPHY
~
XJ7 W Main SI. Ilwmlon, N. J.
DC 4- 174s
MOUNTAIN LAKES & VIC.
N*w
■n.tlnji" cofnpl.l* with photo..
KLINTRUP. INC., Realtor
110 Bird. (011 Rt. 40) Dr 4-0400
Meal SUt.U ll "ISO" line. ISIS
MORRIS PLAINS
New 7 room split, lit baths, garage,
large lot. near Rt 10 §20.000
MARY A. BERNHARDT
33b HI. 10. Whippany TU 7 3070
1ini*“»nn•“'•'■•"aot
"•'YBOMIAVS
MVHOW
•4o\oauo«r>tn*odnqpoo
|urvxx>otIVAn©X
Dn«ujn>«jiqpinnp»n(
TOIYWOt)DO«|IO|«OlOtUK>If
ooooit01aiansNisoniavs
lpo»li»ui|)fp»pun«dujo>
p«»vt*ia
S|D“]
U %£
Uo«qioq
IcxS
n«oyo)(to
poaiqlIDInoiMl|a
mim
33»J
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
*
Residential Roofing
*
Leaders & Gutters
*
Siding
EL 3-1700
445 N'W POINT ROAD
ELIZABETH, N.J.
ESTAILISHED IPI3
CLASSIFIED
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
NEWARK
“ -
3 bedroom 1 family on 6th Ave. a
block* from Roieville Ave. Handy to
Lackawanna & aubway 4 4 but line*.
Call eves. After 6 or all day Sat. 4
Sun. HU 48654.
PASSAIC COUNTY
JOHN WEISS & CO., Realtor
1207 Pater.on Hamburg Tpk. Warn*
Open to 7:3o—Sun. 1 to S OX 4-3300
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD A VICINITY
GILSENAN & COMPANY
REALTORS APPRAISORS INSIRORb
OCR REPUTATION IS YOUR
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
344 E. Rkiacwood Ave. Ridgewood
C.I 51600
RIDGEWOOD AND VICINITY
WE CODDI-E OUT-OF-TOWN ERS
OVER 500 MULTIPLE LISTINGS
SITHENS REAL ESTATE GI 5-8000
156 Franklin Ave.. Ridgewood
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
SPARTA
WE'VE SPLIT A RANCH AT
FOX HOLLOW
FARMS. SPARTA
Open for your admiration la the newest
concept in apace convenience and com-
fort. Nettling perfectly Into the con-
tours of It* plus acre of gentle land
la a da luxe quality 36 foot long. 3
bedroom. 314 bath spill level home.
Finished recreation room plus rear
porch compliment the beautiful colo-
nial styling of this newest addition to
Suaaex County's finest year round lake
community, located on the Sparta-New.
ton Road Just west of Our Lady of the
Lake Church and School Center in
Sparta.
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
SERVING L. MOHAWK SPARTA. VlC*_
Office Rt. 13. Sparta
PA ®-6I!V
FARMS - HOMES - ESTATES
MORRIS HUNTERDON. WARREN «
counties
JAMES V DUFFY Agency
Main St Cheater.
N. J. Til-® Sino
Evenings Ml'rray 6-lJfiC *
Juliet R. McWllTiomi, Realtor $
Main St.. Che.ler N J. Tit MIM"
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
AT THE BORDER Of
BEAUTIFUL DISTINCTIVE
SOUTH ORANGE AND MAPLEWOOD
IVY HILL
has Ua First In Naw Jersey
First for Convanlance
FEATURING First for
Value
• New 1060 General Electric
Giant Refrlgerator-Freeser
• Naw School. Parka and
•hopping. Ona Block
• TV Matter Antenna
• Automatic Laundries
•
All Outatda Picture
Window Rooms
• Full Ceramic TUa Baths
• Parquet Floors
• Landscaped Ggxdans
e Fireproof li-Btory buildings
run
• Gaa. Electricity
• Parking
• Decorating
• Recreation Rooms
3 Rooms <1
bedrooms) MS 30 to K>o 00
4 Rooms <2 bedrooms) 1106 00 to
tUO.OO
A FEW CHOICE YEAR END
OPENINGS NOW RENTING
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
lit. 3. 21% AND 3 ROOMS
WHEN AVAILABLE
Phone or Writ# for Free
Brochure and Literature
JOHN D. DALY. Res Mgr
3 MANOR DRIVE
i NEWARK 6. N J.
ESSEX 3-1424
DAILY TO 7;30 P M
| WEEKEND! TO •JO P M
SPECIAL TOR COMMUTERS ! t
Public Service Ivy Hill Hus
No. 107
(EXPRESS) runs direct from our prop-
erty to New York Port Authority Ter-
minal. 41st K| . and Bth Ave in 40 min-
utes; 10minute rush hour headway.
HY CAR Five minutes from Garden
State Parkway. Exit 143A. right on
Madison Ave. In endi Muyvesant ave. #
short right to first Isft turn (Ml. Ver-
nonPU. direct to property
EAST ORANGE
APARTMENTS TO LET
A FEW CHOICE
APARTMENTS LEFT
FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY
A PRESTIGE LOCATION
COMBINING SUBURBAN CHARM
AND CITY CONVENIENCES
COMPLETELY AIB CONDITIONED
AII electric kitchen with colored built-
In oven, counter lop range. II cu. ft.
refrigerator with too frectcr. dish-
washer all In color Doorman service#
100 PER CENT FREE PARKING
4 ROOMS (ONE HEItIt(K)M) 81BS
3 ROOMS (two txlrms. 2 baths) 124!
AIJO PROFESSIONAL
apartments available
APPLICATIONS BEING At e EUTED
AT RENTAL OFFICE
Open 11 to 7 Including Sundays
44 SOUTH MUNN AVE.
EAST ORANGE. NEW JERSEY
OKangr 4 7244
See Our Furnished Model Apt
DIRECTIONS FROM NEWARK
■Y CARi Straight out Central Ave to
Munn. turn right on Munn Ate half
block
BY BUli Take No 21 to M unn Ave«
walk south 1W blocks to property or
lake No 24 or 44 bus to Central and
Munn Avea.. walk half block north to
property
ELIZABETH Modern Elevator Apts.
Pierce Manor
4 Rmj. (1 bedrm.) from $123
5 Rrm. (2 bedrrm.) from $139
6 Rm«. (3 bedrmi, 2 bath.)
from >169
One block to Immaculate Conception
Church 4 School
Open dally I to I P M
Tussday and Friday unit] • P. M.
Sunday 1 I P M
Piesidentlal Management EL 4 0441
MOVE
U
P
TO LUXURIOUS LIVING
A
T
WYCHWOOD GARDENS
in Westfield
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY— 4W, 6ROOM APTS.
. A1»4:0NI>. BUII.T IN OVEN. HANGK. DISHWASHEB. HU HIGEM VIOB
F
I>IHE(-riJ'XOK' SWI ,U^ IN<; «*««»•• I'HIVATE HI « sekvu'e.J* H l,prm *«t«ld Avt n,ulh on Silling-
art*? Si.vujSi' iijr?.nssi.i a.r,rul <*• **-
«HEN DAILY AND SUNDAY 0 A. M. TO » J*. U
Essex Catholic Nears Completion
AT PRAYER: Soon-to-be dedicated Essex Catholic
High, Newark, boasts facilities of imposing dimensions,
as is evident from the size of this chapel which takes up
nearly a quarter of the first-floor space. Students
stream in and out of the chapel before and after school
and between classes.
GUIDANCE: The Irish Christian Brothers place greatstress in their education on instructor-pupil contact
and guidance, as senior William Bocchini knows from
his talks with Brother O’Brien.
ADDED BENEFIT: Location of the Arch diocesan Audio-Visual Library in the Es-sex Catholic building is an added benefit to the school and its students. Here seniorsRobert Hunger, Ronald Niemas, Donald Niemas. Salvatore Pepe and StanleyKasyan
huddle over a movie projector which they have learned to operate '
SOUP D'JOUR: An efficient, modern cafeteria provides a happy but orderly the
Brothers see to that - meal-time scene at Essex Catholic.
HALLOWED HALLS: Here again the spaciousness which is characteristic of Essex Catholic is evident as Robert
Cocca, Nelson McGrath and Leonard Minichino walk down one of the wide, locker-lined halls Each of four floors
in the building is almost a school in itself, with 23 classrooms and accommodations for 800 boys. The building
once housed Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.
NEW WORLD: Freshmen James Hearne, left, (with
books) and Joseph Maguire, mount steps of Essex
Catholic and are greeted by Brother Offer, principal
of the regional school conducted by the Christian
Brothers of Ireland.
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CUT KITCHEN CLEAN-UP TIME
with an
AUTOMATIC
DISHWASHER
& i 1' .r ~
a
ret
t
- -J;
\
! r
Simply attach to faucet. Waih and
dry up to 12 place lotting!. Cut
kitchen clean-up time and gat
iparkling glasses and dithei.
Buy aDishwasher at yourfavarite store
PUBLIC SERVICE
DON*! BE A DISHWASHER-BUY ONE!
Don’t be a
DISHWASHER,
'Sou <MC(
And Before You Buy Any
Dishwasher At Any Price
See Waste Kin<* Universal
Compare. Only VLaste king Universal offers you thr push-buttoi
•aae of MAGI MATIC CYCLE SELECTION: 3 simple buttona
tbit (1) Pre-Wash a few breakfast dishes, 12l do the Pols & Pans
aa they come from the range, and (3) full Cycle. ..prflhnsa,
•erub and scour with detergent-activated water, flush auda
WASTE KING
away k double-rinse and air condition dry a full load of 12
place settings. Plus a good 15 other
features that make it the best auto-
marie dishwasher yoa can buy.
r
UNIVERSALj
rr— W— —u— • 1
Mi
sr S
v
fi
ran
<B*BM
ts:rs
PARKER HOUSE
1)40 ROUTE 46, CLIFTON GR 1-3700
SCOTT KITCHENS
537 BROADWAY, BAYONNE HE 7-1460
TANKE CUSTOM TOPS
1039 CLINTON AVE., IRVINGTON ES 5-3019
ALLIED CRAFTSMEN, INC.
601 CHESTNUT AVE , TEANECK TE 6-1720
The Snow Came and Brought Surprises
By June Dwyer
It mowed and snowed and
some of the nicest things hap-
pened. The man next door
shoveled Mrs. Casey's walk
because he knew her husband
wasn’t feeling well. Diane had
to walk a couple of miles to
work, but some man who lived
around the corner picked her
up. They had never met be-
fore but he picked her up any-
way.
Most of the mail didn't get
through but the mailman on
our block did. He was very
late; late because of the snow
and late because every hour or
so he would say yes when
someone offered him a hot cup
of coffee or some tea to warm
him up.
Mrs. Warr is over 75 but she
was out sweeping her stoop.
She met the rest of the neigh-
bors and they talked and
laughed and got together for
tea and sandwiches in the af-
ternoon—it was the first time
they had gotten together since
the last snow storm.
THERE ARE probably a mil-
lion other talcs of the snow too.
Mary who just didn't get her
homework done and now will
have another day to do it;
Miss Denney had a sore th'roat
hut she was going to teach on
Monday anyway but then the
snow came and she stayed
home.
Of course Mr. Jones caught
a cold trying to get to work
and some people had to leave
their cars and walk long dis-
tances. The trains weren't run-
ning and some businesses lost
a great deal of money but
somehow they all got out
of their troubles—and Mrs.
Casey’s walk got shoveled and
her neighbor felt good for hav-
ing helped. Diane met anew
neighbor and they knew right
away that they would be
friends.
The mailman knows now that
his people really care about
him and his job seems a lot
easier—he is a lot happier.
Mrs. Warr has lots to think
and talk about since she has
seen the neighbors again;
Mary got her homework done
and Miss Denney is feeling
much better.
THERE IS no snow, no mat-
ter how deep, there is no trou-
ble no matter how serious
that does not bring good to
someone
Mr. Jones’ cold is going to
be better and the businessmen
will come up with new ideas
to help make up the loss of
one day's business.
(>od sent the snow and God
allows us to have troubles. But
He always sends the people to
help us shovel and friends to
help us solve our problems.
Sometimes the snow and the
troubles can bring great happi-
ness into our lives. Let’s not
be afraid of either.
50th Grandchild
For 1944 Mother
WASHINGTON (NC) The
nation’s Catholic Mother of 1944
is now a grandmother for the
50th time.
Mrs. Augustine B. Kelley of
this city, widow of a U. S.
Representative from Pennsyl-
vania, had to move fast on Dec.
4 to attend the baptisms of her
49th and 50th grandchildren.
The 49th, Sheila ■ Marie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Regis Kelley of Bethesda, Md.,
was bom at Providence Hos-
pital here a few weeks ago, two
days before the 50th grand-
child, Gregory Brown, sixth son
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry B.
Brown Jr. of Springfield, Md.,
was born at the very same
hospital.
Mrs. Kelley has six sons and
three daughters, all of whom
arc married.
PRONOUNCEMENTS of ecu-
menical councils, when issued by
the authority of the Pope as head
of the council, are infallible.
Mothers’ Guild
Gives Awards
MORRISTOWN Students of
Assumption School participated in
an awards ceremony at which
Rev. Francis J. Dooqan, pastor,
distributed cash prizes to winners
in the 1960 Mistletoe Ball poster
contest sponsored by the Mothers'
Guild.
The ball was held Dec. 9 in
Whippany.
Seventh and eighth grades par-
ticipated in the contest under
supervision of Sister Rose
Celeste, principal, and Blanche
Young, art teacher.
Winners were: first prize: Pat-
ricia Shepard, Austin Sheridan,
Mary Ellen Misko, and Roger
Doyle, second prize; Patricia
Carfaro, William Mickley, Linda
Hagel, and Katherine Mazzocchi;
and third prize: Jean Conners.
Cathlcen Bartholomew, Alice
Boyne, and John Cazzetto.
MERRY CHRISTMAS: The card shown above is a re-
production of the one offered by the National Council
of Catholic Women for $1.50 for a box of 12. The in-
scription reads: "Mav you share abundantly in the joys
of Christmas.” Proceeds from the sale go to the NCCW
Madonna plan which aids mothers and young children
throughout the world. Cards may be purchased by
sending the fee to the National Council of Catholic
Women, 312 Massachusetts Ave
,
N.W., Washington
5. D.C.
January Yule
At St. Bridget's
NEWARK Most parishes
run their Christmas party for
children on or before Dec 25.
In St. Bridget's Parish, how-
ever, where a larger proportion
of the parishioners arc from
Puerto Rico, the children are
looking forward to their annual
Christmas party Jan. 6, the
“Feast of the Three Kings." A
complete program of Spanish
music and dancing, as well as a
Spanish Christmas play pro
sented by the children under
the direction of Sister Bartholo
mew. M S SS.T., will be cli-
maxed by the -distribution of
gifts
Msgr Vincent P. Coburn,
parish administrator, will con-
duct religious services in Span-
ish prior to the party.
Westwood Club
Visits UN
WKSTWOOD Our I.ady of
Katima Club of grade Six, A of
St Andrew's visited the United
Nations. St Patrick's Cathedral
and the junior section of the
"Metropolitan Art Museum recent-
ly.
A report on the United Nations
was given to the student-body by
19 of the children.
LATER in the day a prognm
honored Our I.ady of Fatima dur-
ing which Rev. Francis A Hein-
on of the parish blessed Our
Lady's statue in the classroom
shrine.
In December the class will vis-
it the Museum of Natural History
and the Planetarium.
Women Staunch
Football Fans
WAYZATA. Minn. (NC) -
The Rose Rowl football game
Jan. 2 is too much competition
for 6,000 women who were In-
vited to attend a tea on the
same day
The bowl game between the
University of Minnesota and the
University of Washington will
be televised on schedule, but
the benefit tea for the Cenacle
Retreat House here has been
moved up to Dec 26.
St. Margaret’s Moms
Fete Teenagers
MORRISTOWN The Mother’s Guild at St. Mar*
garct's is in a celebrating mood after their successful Day
of Recollection sponsored recently for public high school
students and their friends. Rev. Vincent Puma, St. Mary’s,
Denville, conducted the day Dec. 8.
The mothers served breakfast
in the school hall following early
Mass and then prepared a lunch
consisting of hot dogs, hambur
gers, potato chips, and other
"teenage delights."
The program was so successful i
that the teenagers have requested
a repeat each year. The mothers
are hoping other groups may
want to imitate their project
Mrs. Francis J. Beyrent has in
formation for anyone interested
St. Joseph’s, East Orange—The
PTA will meet Dec. 16 at 8 p m
in the auditorium for a Christmas
party. V'inccnt Rispoli is chair
man. Dec. 18 at 3 p m. the par-
ents will return to the auditorium
for a program given by the chil-
dren.
St. John Kanty, Clifton The
PTA will hold a Christmas party
following the Dec. 15 meeting.
They will hold a Yule party for
the school children Dec. 22.
Paterson Youth
Entertain Aged
PATERSON Recently mem-
bers of the St. Thomas Aquinas
Civics Club of Our Lady of
Lourdes School combined their
energy and talents and presented
a variety show at the Paterson
Home for the Aged.
The announcers were Barbara
Zictarska and Frank Wicme. End
men and women were: Charles
Parr, Rocco Pagnillo, Diane Bak-
nnauskas, and Judy Edgecomb.
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I PLAN NOW
The Reading Center
AT PATERSON
Seton Hall University
offer*
Remedial Instruction in Reading for the younger
child. Reading Improvement for the older student.
New classes begin
February 11, 1961
Registration limited
t
For appointment and information
Call Ar 5-3425
or write to
Margaret G. Murphy
8.5., A.M. DIRECTOR
Seton Hall University
151 ELLISON STREET
PATERSON 2, NEW JERSEY
A Wedding Reception
PLAZA HOTEL
k. iaaaav C*y, M J.
• (HaaMaO bHMi'lMai
lie ta OOtt
• ITP irtl- Mk)
• Mi 0»al prim
• CmWaJ .WiUm la Mi
rw. r
Oldfield 3-0100
ASSORTED BUTTER COOKIES, ANISE DROPS,
CRISP DELIGHTFUL MACAROONS, SPICE
DROPS, CHOCOLATE, COCONUT SPINGLES
ALL KINDS OF CHOCOLATE DIPS
Baked, Dipped and Packard by ORATCEL'S
*«
*
Our own recipe for batter and Icing auuree you of qualify
holiday cooklei. Attractively packaged In tint, useful container! or
gaily decorated boxes, our cookie o»*ortmenf» make an Ideal
heeteu gift or remembrance for relatives.
Chock Full of Fruit
Cal-Hawaiian Confection Fruit Cake
in Gift Packed Tins $1.75 per lb.
PLUS . . . OUR POPULAR HARVEST FESTIVAL FRUIT CAKE
LEBKUCHEN, GINGER BREAD MEN AND SANTA CLAUSE
nee»e>wMSMuwMss»is»>y»«m» mm—
EVERYBODY LIKES OUR
FRUIT CUKE
Packed in Decorative Gift Boxes
Wl chockful of fino fruit* and null and it delicately flavored to give thot delight,
ful taile which make* you smack your lips. Keep tome of our Holiday Fruit
Cake on hand to »ervo to unexpected guests ... for Sunday evening »upper
.
. . Buy It In special holiday package) for u»o a$ gift).
474 Cedar Lane Teaneck
Teaneck 6-4049
CLOSEO EVERY SUNDAY AND CHIRSTMAS DAY DEC 25th AND 26th
My Advent Calendar
-A3L
Nella's
FASHIONS
ARE THE
GLAMOROUS
Git i S
THAT ARE
PRACTICAL
TOO!
You will find fashions and beauty priced
to rest lightly on your budget . . . at . .
Nella’i
HIS & Uliß LEATUERWARE
NEW AND EXCITING COLIJ.CI lON OF . . .
Sweaters, Hlouse with coordinated Skirts or Pants,
Imported Handbagi, Leather Jatkels A Coah.
535A West Side Ave., JERSEY CITY
Open every night 'til 9
Alterations done on all kinds of leather goods
the more Brookdale...
the IMl<einrii<er
your holiday will bel
VI
vt
&
mi ojp
CbftrJH*
BRISK AS A BROOK. . .
DELIGHTFUL AS A DALE
DELIGHTFULLY BRISK
S/iookdak
'PMCX of m VUtOt*STATI"
16 REAL FRUIT FLAVORS
Brookdale
Beverage Cos.
BLOOMFIELD
& CLIFTON . N. J.
PHONE ED 8-5757
No Luck Needed
when
you
invest
in a
Carteret Savings Account
The element of luck has no bearing on financial
matters here because, unlike many other forma of
investment, there is nothing speculative about a
Carteret savings account. Ideally, ita value steadily
growß—never fluctuate*, never drop*. And Carteret
permits immediate withdrawal of funds without
penalty.
In addition, these other important benefit* are
enjoyed by Carteret’s more than 69,000 "investors";
3H9c* per annum
dividends compounded and credited quarterly
savings cam from day of deposit
and are insured up to $lO,OOO by the
• Fodcral Savings & Loan Insurance Corporation
9 convenient office*
*om account*of ISO or man
LAMOCST IN N I W J [ R I I V
A WITH OVl* *2OO MILLION IN ASSET*
Carteret savings »di*A»«*.
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
and theit additional eight ofjicti:
NEWARK: 550 lloomllild Annul 744 Iroad Strut
SprisglUld lirgin: 359 Spnagftsld An. I»nnilt: 417 Oraags Strut
Commuter: Pin* liilioid Station City Ini: 712 Spri*|Md Arum
EAST ORANGE: Mi Central Are SOUTH ORANGE: lit Setffc Orufi An
tttttt;
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES
REMEDIAL AND
IMPROVEMENT SERVICES
For Children and High School Student*
READING
SPRING SEMESTER 1961
Seton Hall Univer»ity offers afternoon ond evening pro-
gram! in remedial and improvement services at the Uni-
versity Campus, South Orange. New Jerley, lm
READING
These services are provided for studenls between the
ages of eight and eighteen.
Children will be interviewed and tested and will then
be assigned to small group classes taught by spe-
cialists.
Interview* and testing will be held at University Campus,
South Orange. New Jersey, until January 14, 1961.
Twenty semi-weekly sessions will be held beglning Jan-
uary 16, 1961. Enrollement is limited,
for application and further information contact!
Mr. ANTHONY B. SURACI
Director of Remedial Service*
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SOUTH ORANGE, NEW JERSEY
Telephone: SO 2-9000 - Ext. 171
North Jersey Date Book:
Publicity chairmen ara Invltart to make uae of thin
■"* W*>l need the name of the speaker <lf anyl
ana topic, and the name of the chairman.
...info
.
rm,llon received by 10 am. on Monday of the
Ha*l °f publlc,llon w|l> b* included In the. Date Book
• .Information pertaining to achool groupa will ba foundIn the PTA column.
DEC. 16
St. Michael's Hospital Guild, Newark Christ-
rnas party, 1 p.m., hospital sewing room.
Carols by hospital nuns’ choir; Mrs. Thomas
Teeling. Harrison, and Mrs. Mary Keenan,
East Newark, chairmen.
4W. Mary’s Hospital Senior Auxiliary, Orange
Distribution of stockings to wards; trim
ming nf Christmas trees. Elizabeth Cooney,
Elizabeth
Diffily, chairmen.
Catholic Women’s Club of Elizabeth Musical
entertainment, 2 p.m., Hotel Winfield Scott,
Elizabeth. The Three Friars entertaining;
Rev. Laurence A. Burke, O.F.M ; Rev. Hu
• hert Woods, 0.F.M.; Rev. Felician A. Foy,
•O.F.M
DEC. 17
Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Women, Board
of Directors Meeting at Thomm’s Restaurant,
Newark, 11 a.m. followed by luncheon.
DEC. 18
St. Ann’s Home for the Aged, Junior Guild
Christmas party at the home, 2 p.m. Rita
Langan and Mrs. Vincent Tatulli, chairmen.
St. Theresa’s Rosary, Kenilworth Christmas
party for Sunday School children. Mrs. Con-
stantine Barbarese, chairman.
St. Clare’s Hospital Auxiliary, Denville, Christ-
mas party, 2 p.m., for nuns.
DEC. 19
St. Joseph's Guild for the Blind, Jersey City
Christmas party, 7 p.m., 537 PaVonia Ave.
Court B.iyley, CDA, Elizabeth Christmas
party, 8 p.m., Columbian Clubhouse. Rose-
mary Kane, chairman.
Court Gratia, CDA, Belleville Christmas
party. 8 p.m , Knights of Columbus Hall,
Nutley. Gifts to be presented to Little Sisters
of the Poor and Boys' Town, Kearny. Mrs.
Joscpii P. Mc.Menanam. chairman.
Court Henrietta McWilliams, CDA, Jersey
City Meeting. 8 pm, St. Michael’s audl
toriuin. Christmas party for St. Michael’s
faculty following meeting.
DEC. 20
Alrxian Brothers Hospital, Elizabeth, Ladies
Guild Christmas party, 8 p.m.
DEC. 21
St. Joseph's Guild for Boys and Girls, Rock-
loigh Christmas party for children of St.
Joseph's Village, Rockleigh.
Patrician Guild Christmas party following
5 p.m recitation of Rosary, St. Patrick’s,
Newark Gifts for St. Patrick’s School chil-
dren.
DEC. 22
St. Theresa's Rosary. Kenilworth Christmas
party for school children. Mrs. Eleanor Lee,
chairman.
Record-of-the-Month Club
Is Inaugurated for Nuns
ENGLEWOOD A unique
"rccord-of the month” club (or
English-speaking nuns through-
out the world has been launched
here by the Carmelite Fathers
Guild.
Each month, subscribing con-
vents will receive a 12-inch LP
record of religious "con-
ferences," transcribed by lead
ing Catholic preachers and re-
treat masters.
Cardinals in the Vatican, out-
standing members of the hier-
archy in the U S. and Canada,
religious writers, and mission-
aries of all Orders have been
invited to contribute to the ser-
ies, according to Rev. Ronald
F. Gray, 0. Carm., Guild di-
rector.
"EACH SPEAKER will pre
sent the one message he con-
siders essential for progress in
holiness and happiness," ' Fath-
er Gray commented, adding:
"In this way the best of reli-
gious instruction and inspira-
tion will be available to all con-
vents, whether they are on uni-
versity grounds or the edge of
a desert."
Called the Conference-A-
Month-Club, the series will be-
gin in January, with convents
invited to sign up for 12 or 24
conferences.
"In each convent the record-
ings will form a library of con-
ferences which may be used
for Days of Recollection, pri-
vate retreats shut-in Sisters,
Sisters on foreign missions, and
Sisters who, because of duties,
frequently miss the monthly
conferences," Father Gray add-
ed.
Do You Feel
Left Out?
If your article did not get on
this week's woman's page,
please forgive us and the mail-
men, but the snow pushed the
mail behind schedule. We had
to meet our deadline and go
to press anyway.
Fort Lee Rosary
Gives Car to Nuns
FORT LEE The Sisters
of Our Lady of Fatima School
received a check to purchase
anew car from the Madonna
Rosary Confraternity recently.
Mrs. Mae Di Larorc, president,
made the presentation to Sis-
ter Mary Alimira, S.S.N.D.,
principal
Artist-Nun
Is Featured
In McCall’s
NEW YORK (NC) Three
Christmas window decorations
designed by Sister Mary Jean
Dorcy, O. P., are featured in
this year's Christmas Make it
Book published by McCalls
It Is the second successive
year that the handbook of
Christmas decorations and gifts
has featured the nun's work.
THE WINDOW decorations
are silhouettes —a group of
three drawings depicting the
Holy Family, the Virgin and
Child and the Infant Jesus.
They are held to be specially
suited for the decoration of win-
dows in family, dining and
school rooms. The publishers
say that, using easily available
materials, school-age children
can make the decorations with
a little help from a teacher or
some other adult.
Sister Mary Jean is widely
known for her silhouette pic-
tures which have appeared in
numerous Catholic publications.
She is a member of the Domin-
ican community at the Convent
of St Peter Martyr, Pittsburgh,
Calif.
Roscmont Honors
Three From Jersey
ROSEMOKT. Pa. - Three
North Jer»ey girls are among
ihe twelve chosen by Rosemont
College here for membership
m Who's Whc in American Col-
leges and Universities.
The students recognized (or
their academic record, ex-
tracurricular achievements and
promise of future leadership
are Mary Ellen Marino of
Sou<h Orange; Patricia Slkora
and Carol Smith of Ridgewood.
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY: Bishop McNulty celebrated Mass Dec 8 at the mother-
house of the Missionary Sisters of the Immaculate Conception, Paterson to com-
memorate their 50th year of existence. Principals in the celebration are in the
usual order: Mother Provincial Candida Hiege, first U. S. provincia; Very Rev.
Celsus Wheeler, OF M , Provincial of St. Francis of Assisi, New York, speaker;
Bishop McNulty, and Mother General M. Venerande Bolden.
Hoboken Girl
Takes Vows
As Carmelite
GERMANTOWN, N Y. - Sis-
ter M Virginia Aloysius, 0.
Carm . made her profession as
a Carmelite Sister for the Aged
and Infirm at a ceremony in
which eight Sisters pronounced
first vows Dec 8 at St Teresa's
Motherhouse. here Auxiliary
Bishop Joseph M. Pernicone of-
ficiated at the ceremony and
the Mass.
Sister M Virginia Aloysius is
the daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Frank Russo of Our Lady of
Grace parish, Hoboken Mr and
Mrs. Russo have another daugh-
ter in religion. Sister M. Xavier
Francis. O. Carm., who pro-
nounced her vows in the same
community four years ago.
The Carmelite Sisters devote
their lives to the care of the
aged and infirm and are located
in many cities throughout the
U. S
St. Mary’s Head
Joins Committee
PASSAIC - Sister Eileen
Teresa, administrator of, St.
Mary's Hospital here, has been
named to the state committee
of the New Jersey Association
for Mental Health.
Call Them 'Dirty’ Books
.
r
HAL! FA
h
X . •Ni ' S- (NCi The Catholic Women's League
of ( anada has recommended that the word "dirty," instead of
sexy or salacious, he used to describe offensive reading matter.
The league, representing 146.000 Catholic women, submitted
a brief to the Royal Commission on Publications in which it
said the word sex" often is wrongfully applied.
"SEX ITSELF is a gift from God and therefore good .
the brief stated. "If instead of using the word 'salacious' to
describe certain types of reading matter, we would use the
stronger Anglo-Saxon word "dirty.' then these [objectionable]
magazines would immediately lose some of their appeal.”
Sister Kunigunde Heads
St. Michael’s Students
NEWARK Sister M. Kuni-
gundc. S. F. P., has been ap-
pointed director of St. Michael's
Hospital Scnool of Nursinq, it
was announced by Sister M. Fe-
licitas, S F. P., administrator,
this week. She succeeds Mrs.
Mary A. Bnheck, who has re
signed to become director of
nursing education at All Souls
Hospital, Morristown.
Sister Kunigunde is well
known at St. Michael’s, having
served as director of nursing
service from January to Sep-
tember, 1959, when she left to
accept a government trainee-
ship at St. John’s University.
She was awarded her master’s
degree in nursing education In
August, 1960, and since that
time has been associate director
of the School of Nursing. Sister
Kunigunde previously had
served at St. Michael's from
1943 to 1949
A NATIVE of Germany, Sis-
ter Kunigunde entered the con-
vent of the Franciscan Sisters
of the Poor at Aachen, Ger-
many, June 2, 1933.
Sister Kunigunde was gradu-
ated from St. Francis Hospital
School of Nursing, Jersey City,
in 1943 and earned her B. S. in
nursing education at Seton Hall
College in 1947.
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LISS*
announces
TOYS
and
CHRISTMAS
CARDS
AT COMPETITION
DEFYING
DISCOUNTS
LIS S’
DRUG DEPT. STORE,
SI Journal *q , J.C.
Optn 3i5 Dayt a Y«or
Opin Daily 'HI 1 AM.
Hlndtrton 5-1004-7*ll
dOHssnoi9mam\
•>||'ipjoj
'ijuoj
'u»J
I
THE MARIAN SHOP
616-618 Stuyvesant Avanus
ln.tr lprln.fl.ld Annvll
IRVINGTON 11, N.J. - ESs.x 2-4201
FRESH ROASTED COFFEE (Graan Coffaa to land abroad)
FRESH ROASTED JUMBO PEANUTS
FRESH GROUND PEANUT BUTTER (Salt fraa if dasirad)
IMPORTED PRUNE BUTTER
BAKING SPECIALISTS FOR THE HOLIDAYS
FINEST GRADE SHELLED NUTS • Ground to ordar
Ptcani, Brailli. AlmondW.lnuli Fllb.rti. Black Walnull. Foppr
Saadi. Vtrl.ua Aii.rlmtnf of Ctndiad Fruit.. Wabbi Vinim.
OSIICIOUS CASHIW CRUNCH « • FIANUT IRITTIi
INDIAN NUTS, PISTACHIO'S. SALTID MIXSD NUTS. CASHSWS
CALIFORNIA CLUSTIR RAISINS. DATIS. IMPORTSO FIOS
IT SAYS...
"THERE IS STIU TIME TO
RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION,
JUST Fill IN COUPON AND MAIL TO
CIRCULATION DEPT.
THE ADVOCATE
31 CLINTON ST.,
NEWARK 2, N.J.
I ENCLOSE $4.50 FOR MY RENEWAL
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE
12-15-AO
ALMOST
ANYONE
CAN DO IT!
by
Ban Gripaldi I
Director of '
Park Beauty
School
I'M NO ARTIST
A
k A
Molt ot tha man end women who
coniult ut ebout beeutv trelnlnf be
bln with thoio word! . . thyly.
apologetically At It we and never
heord the phrete beterel They Here
• t vl with ditbelief when we mvr
rrtor • Ot courte you're creafivel Jvtf
welt end tee
**
YOU CAN BE CREATIVE TOO
Oon't you often look twice et e
beautiful women or e hendeome
menf And hew often heve you looked
et en ert obioct end teid bet I
could have done it better*'* Theie
eaemplet prove rout perlenel eeed
teite. your love of line end color
You ten develop thete ouelltiei into
e reel creative flalrt
NO PAINT-POT NEEDED
Deam | lake a point bruih to prove
you're an arti»t nor e iketch p e«J
to drew out beautvi The kind of ert
we leech beomt with your own good
teite Once you leern the iimple.
lecret lectori thet eevern p'etai
llonel hair cfyllng. you'll lull nelur
•Hy Itert adding your own imegln
efign to come up with creetignii
Ygur own willing hand* will lurpriie
you with their tk*l| All It tekei u
SCIENCE, SIMPLIFIED
lined Wave cut out the non eiien
tieli. chopped the big werci down
to iiie. made the meet of the iwb
loct eeiy to digeit We petfern you'
cleiiei around a modern fun cwrn
culum meviet. ipeeihei. work
eemeni You will, m luit e few chert
money, with an art ell your ewnl
WHY DAWDIE?
Admit It aren t iou ink of run of
the mill
|ebk larefti nii» rulec end
t**e to wait* rour life thet way)
Nurrv even oaf
e look et our cchgol
find out what it i| that makec beauty
one of the fattengrowing big menei
oogortuMillet in syi buir modern
world It pa ? c off for ce many happy
tucceiful men and women Phone
MA J MM and aik S ueiHen» We ll
entwer them free
PARK BEAUTY SCHOOL
125 Halsey Street
Near Raymond boulevard'
MArkel 2-1575
Introducing Our
VILLAGE SHOP
Since 1903, Zaniprlla'a lint
been known for their traditional,
natural type men's wear . ..
NOW OUR VILLAGE SHOP
WE CATER TO THE
SPORT MINDED LADY
If you’re Inclined toward the
casual, natural and distinctive
look In Ladies’ Sportswear . . .
3N e would appreciate serving you!
ClamptCvL,
H /ame t i»oj
254 Newark Avenue, Jersey City
OL 3-1888
HE'LL LOOK BETTER
c<x!>vuoSLA\jo^
SWEATER
and so will YOU!
(we have ladies' sweaters to match)
You'll bo so proud to give him this
handsome orlon sweater. One of
many designs in white and colors
machine-washable. Sizes for HIM
and HER. . $8.98
caMudL-Ak
GARDEN STATE PLAZA, PARAMUS
roar of ftamborgor'i
214 MAIN ST., PATERSON
FIRM BROS. INC.
THE LARGEST RELIGIOUS GOODS STORE
IN THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
Offering New Jersey's
Most Complete Selection of
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
CLERICAL APPAREL
ROSARIES
STATUARY
CRUCIFIX AND SICK CALLS
HOLY WATER FONTS
MEDALS AND CHAINS
CHALICES AND CIBORIUMS
MISSALS ■ BIBLES
OTHER ASSORTED ITEMS
RELIGIOUS GREETING CARDS
PUT CHRIST IN YOUR HOME THIS CHRISTMAS
NATIVITY SETS
W * **«•(• y our Impaction of that* colorful ditploy. In our
highway ihowroom
4 inch FIGURES ~
0
kl $7.95compldf with .tablo
5 inch FIGURES
~t
°
.. $12.95
4 inch FIGURES,.,," $19.95
einch F1GURE5,..,"529.95
ond itublai may ba purchotad laporotaly.
Al»o woothar program
OUT NATIVITY DISPLAYS
Fabulous Outdoor Christmas Display
a
OUTDOOR NATIVITY AND CHRISTMAS DISPLAYS
In magnificont thraa dimaniionol. full, round figurai of woothar*
proof, chip-proof hord moldad rubbar
• 60** LIFE SIZE NATIVITY .tortor i«t only $79 50
• AOS LIFE SIZE NATIVITY
group* 13 pet without itobla ________________ $399 30
13 pci
w.th itobla
$419 93
• CHOIR GROUPS ony 3-42 high st 9 30
• JOLLY SANTAS and ra.ndaar .tartar tanm
SANTA'S SLED. 4 R.imiaar, plut Rudolph
(Tha Rad Non Ralndaar) $17930
Wrila for your frao Outdoor Duplay brochura No obligation to yN
Fraa Dal.vary on Outdoor Dl.ploy.
FERRI BROS., INC.
Offering New Jersey's Most Complete Selection of Religious Articles
S-124 ROUTE 17-PARAMUS
'< mile south of Route 4 in Paramui
(b.tween Bamberger's and Modoll'i)
STORE HOURS; Daily 9 to 9, Including Saturday*
Boston College, Georgetown to Test Peacocks, Pirates
SOUTH ORANGE Games
with two visiting Jesuit col-
leges on Dec. 17 should give a
clearer picture of what the
1960-61 basketball season holds
in store for Seton Hall and St.
Peter's College.
It is quite obvious at this
point that both teams have
tournament potentialities. And
we’re not referring to the holi-
day festivals in which each
will take part week after next.
Seton Hall's 84-76 defeat of
Cincinnati on Dec. 9 must have
made the NIT and NCAA selec-
tion committees put the Pirates
down as future book prospects.
St. Peter’s has scored no sin-
gle victory of this magnitude’,
but its three victories in a row
over Toronto (by 46 points),
Fairfield (by 19) and Catholic
University (by 10 on the road)
has marked it as a team to
watch for future developments.
THE OPPONENTS listed for
the Peacocks and Pirates on
Saturday could provide an acid
test. Georgetown is the St. Pe-
ter’s foe at the Jersey City Ar-
mory, while Boston College in-
vades the Seton Hall campus.
And, if that isn’t enough for the
Pirates, thero is the Dec. 21
date at Dayton to think about.
Georgetown is said to have
its finest team in years under
anew coach. Tommy O’Keefe
of Jersey City. The lloyas have
culled the rich North Jersey
market for many of their play-
ers and will have two in the
starting lineup, Paul Tagliabuc
of Jersey City, a St. Michael’s
(UC) alumnus, and Ray Ohl-
muller of West Englewood, a
Regis graduate. Among the
Hoya reserves are Tommy
O'Dca of Westwood and Jay
Force of West Orange.
No such local talent is on
the Boston College squad, but
the New England team, despite
its “gift” of Kevin Loughery
to St. John’s, is also on the up-
grade in basketball. Seton Hall
will not be able to afford the
almost inevitable psychological
letdown between the Cincinnati
and Dayton assignments.
GIVEN LITTLE chance
against Cincy (particularly aft-
er a sluggish 81 78 defeat of
Fairloigh Dickinson on Dec. 3),
the Pirates rose to the heights
to pay off an old score for
Honey Russell, who was among
the 14,037 spectators at Madi-
son Square Garden. Cincinnati,
it will be remembered, rubbed
it in to the tunc of 118-54 last
time the teams met.
Ken Walker was the hero of
the victory as he constantly
riddled the Bearcat defenses by
dribbling through the front line,
then passing off to Hank Gun-
ter or Art Hicks (unless he him-
self first drew a foul). When
outside shooting was needed to
keep the Cir.ey defense honest,
it was provided by A1 Scna-
vitis. The four players divided
7? points almost equally.
Even point distribution also
paid off for St. Peter's in its
victories over Fairfield and
Catholic U. In the first game,
five players hit double numbers
with Bill Smith’s 22 and George
Sullivan’s 21 topping the list.
In the second, four boys hit
10 or more paints and, though
Smith was way ahead with 27,
the Peacocks had to play with-
out him for the last three min-
utes and still managed to in-
crease their lead from one
point to 10 for a 75-65 victory.
SETON HALL (P), which
played three games in four
days last week, has three in
as many days this week, start-
ing with a visit to Monmouth
on Dec. 14 and continuing with
road games against Jersey City
State on the 15th and National
Aggies on the 16th.
The Bucs took two out of
three last weekend, including
an 85-84 overtime defeat of Pat-
erson State, in which John
Ebner's field goal with six sec-
onds left played the decisive
part. Ebner had 22 points in
this game, as did Fred Ny-
deggei.
Another victim was C.W rost.
by an 84 64 count on Dec. 7, as
A1 Pogorclec scored 18 points.
But Trenton State stopped the
Bucs, 75-73, on Dec. 8, despite
Nydcggcr's 21 points.
Two Upsets in North Jersey C. C. Race
Mark First Week of Cage Campaign
NEWARK Two upsets in the North Jersey Catho-
lic Conference provided the only major excitement during
the first week of the 1960-61 scholastic basketball cam-
paign.
Holy Trinity’s 61-57 defeat of St. Mary’s (R) on Dec. 9
and Walsh's 47-46 conquest of St.
Aloysius on Dec. 11 turned the
infant “A” division race upside
down and indicated a wild race
for the pennant. One “B” divi-
sion game had an expected out-
come, though St. Michael's (N)
gave quite a battle before yield-
ing to St. Anthony’s, 61-57.
This circuit should also pro-
vide most of the high notes of
the coming week, the last big
one before the Christmas tourna-
ment season descends upon us.
Six games are scheduled and
four of these, in the "A" division,
involve just four teams, each of
whom will play twice.
WALSH VISITS St. Mary's (JOI
on Dec. 16 arid is at home to
St. Michael’s (JC) on Dec. 18. St.
Aloysius is at St. Michael’s on
the 16th and plays host to St.
Mary’s (JC) on the 20th. Off its
close loss to St. Peter’s, St.
Michael's now shapes up as 'he
divisional favorite
Only one came was played in
the Tri-County Catholic Confer-
ence last week and this ended
as figured with Queen of Peace
c 55 46 winner over St. Cecilia’s.
The Irish also walloped Harri-
son’s defending state Group I
champs, 68-46, and Gary Flana
can had 41 points for the two
games. St. Cecilia’s was minus
the services of its best player,
Tim Toronoto, who may miss the
entire season
Perhaps the best week of all
was enjoyed by Don Bosco, which
scored close wins over two tough
rivals, Memorial (68-62) and Our
Lady of the Valley (55-53). Fred
Fischer led the Dons in both
games with a total of 37 points
ST. PETER’S also won twice
from city rivals, trouncing St.
Aloysius, 78-44, but having a
rough time with St. Michael's in
a 66-58 win.
St. Benedict’s opened comfort
ably, with a 75-40 rout of Newark
.Tech.
Top individual performance of
the week came from Fran Pin-
chot, a transfer student at Ora-
tory, who scored 42 points in a
74 58 defeat of Montclair College
High School. Phil Sheridan of St.
Mary's (R) had 31 in his team’s
Iloss to Trinity.
Don Bosco Tech, St. Joseph's
Favored in Passaic-Bergen Race
By Ed Grant
PATERSON A tall Don Bosco Tech team and a vet-
era St. Joseph's (P) squad are being touted as the favorites
in the Passaic-Bergen Catholic Conference’s 1960-61 bas-
ketball race, with St. Luke’s and DePaul as the possible
dark horses.
Last winter, St. Luke’s made a
runaway of the circuit, winning
all 12 of its games. This time,
things should be much closer,
with even the outsiders, St.
John's, St. Bonaventurc and St.
Mary's capable of pulling an up
set or two.
The standout players in the
league appear to be 6-5 John
Gleason of DePaul, who wound up
second in the scoring race last
year with a 19 8 average; Frank
Bua and Bill Taylor of Don Bos-
co, Bob Marmo of St. Bonaven-
ture, John Moore of St. Joseph’s,
George Duffy of St. Luke’s, Ray
Doychak of St. John's and Jack
Hopler of St. Mary's.
There follows a tcam-by-team
rundown on the prospects with
last year’s records and players'
heights listed in parentheses’:
DEPAUL (8-10) If coach Bill
Hogan can find the right boys to
put on the floor with Gleason,
this will be a tough team for
anyone to stop. Richie Delio (6-0),
John Duffy (6-2), Richie Lyness
(5-10) and Richie Bailey (5-9) are
back from last year, but will
have to hold off newcomers Mick-
ey Coen (6-2) and Tim Nagle (5-9)
for starting berths. Nagle, a soph-
omore, may be the playmaker the
Spartans need In reserve are
Chip O'Brien (5-9), Wayne Giles
(5-11), John Stutz (5-9) and Jim
Redfern (6-3).
DON BOSCO TECH (1110)
i On size alone, the Rams may
(overpower most league rivals.
Taylor is 6-3 and Bua, at 6-1, is
the smallest in the starting line-
up. They are joined by Bob Sehle-
gcl (6-2. Jack Barbour (6-2)
and Joe Sandri (6-5). In case a
small man is needed, there is 5-6
Dave Foran, a tireless runner
who starred for the cross-country
team. John Bazewicz (6-2) is the
other top reserve. Since the
Rams will get more“easy” points
than their rivals, they are 'he
pick for the title.
ST. BONA VENTURE (13 8)
On top of all the graduation los-
ses here, 6 3 soph Larry Rainey,
tallest player in the school’s his-
tory, has been sidelined for the
season with a had back. This still
leaves a fairly-seasoned, well-
balanced club with Marmo and
Bill Dueltgen (5-11) the top
hands Bob Delventhal (6-1), Tam
Zazzella (60) and Charles Di
minie (5-11) complete the lineup,
with Dennis O'Brien (6-0), Bill!
Rooney (5-11), Bill Kearns (5-9),!
Bernie Brennan (5-9) and Dan
Mongiardo (5-8) on the bench.
ST. JOHN’S (12-11)—Bad marks
have sidelined two veterans till
February and a third prospect
has joined the Air Force. Until
Duane Szczechowicz and Mike
Buraty return, the Ramblers will
line up with veterans Ray Doy-
chak (6-2) and Ron Lehansky
(5-6) and JV grads George Horn-
samy (5-10), Tom Clinton (6-3)
and Ed Miller (5-11). On the
bench are Butch Braunlich (5-9),
Bill McVeigh (5 10) and Jack
Fitzpatrick (5-9). It isn’t a bright
prospect.
ST. JOSEPH’S (6-11) —Six vet-
erans from last year, plus a
transfer from Bergen Catholic
add up to a very promising out-
look. Moore (6-3) will start with
John Mowry (5-10), John Tierney
(5-9), Walt Terkowski (6-0) and
Tom Finnegan (5-11). When more
height is needed, as it probably
will be against Don Bosco, Bill
Ruberry (6-3) is available. And
transfer John Riccebono might
crack the starting lineup. Com-
pleting the squad arc Vin Bros-
nan(6-2), Danny Dumas (5-7) and
John McLean
ST. LUKE’S < 19-3) Football
players hold the key to this club
with Tony D’Attilio (6-3), Walt
Vogel (5-10) and either Fred
Blanchfield (6-3) or Gary Rear-
don (6-2 1/2) duo to start with
Duffy (6-3) and Brad Balles (6-0).
Then there is Bob Conaty, whoso
thumb is in a cast from a grid
injury, but who will play regular-
ly once he recovers. Pat Carber-
ry (5 10) and Tom Downs, anoth-
er footballer, (5-9) are the re-
serves A late start will help a
team which figures to improve
rapidly as the season progresses.
ST. MARY’S (6-14)—An almost
incredibly small, yet very fast
squad, which could make trouble
for anyone on a given night. Hop-
ler (6-0) and Rusty Stengel are
the only boys on the squad over
5 8. The other starters are Bob
Klein (5-4), John Latrecchia (5-8)
and captain I-ou Macarowski
(5-6). The Lagos brothers, Buriy
| (5-5) and Jerry (5-3), Pete Ric-
cardo (5-7) and Bobby Neal (5-8)
will also see lots of action as the
Gaels employ a pressing, running
| style of play.
Plan Seminars
NEW YORK As the result
of a recent address on the subject
by John Q. Adams of Montclair,
the Newman Club of Columbia
University will hold a series of
seminars on "Christ in the Busi
ness World" next semester.
School, College
Sports
COLLICI
Thursday. Dec IS
Seton Hall (P> at Jersey City State
Friday, Dec. U
Seton Hall (P> at National Acctee
Saturday, Dec. 17
Georgetown at St Peter'a College
Boston College at Seton Hall
Monday. Dec It
St Peter's at Loyola (Md »
Wednesday. Dec. 11
Seton Hall at (>ayton
SCHOOL
Thursday, Dec. 1 f
Albertus Magnus at Don Rosen Tech I
Paterson Tech at St. Joseph's <P) I
Delbarton at Oratory (aft )
Friday. Dec. 14
••Sacred Heart at St Anthony's 1
••St Aloystua at St Michaels «JC>
••Walsh at St Mary’s (JC)
Bergen Catholic at Northern Valley ,
Don Bnsro at Mahwah
Pope Plus at Passaic
I.odl at St Cecilia's <E>
Barley Kllard at St Bonaventure
Holy Trinity at South Plainfield
St James at Essex Catholic
Rutherford at St. Mary's <R)
Msrlst at St Joseph's (W>
Sussex at Morris Catholic
Blalrstown at Our l-ady of the Lake
Orange at St Benedict's
Emerson at Seton Hall
St Mary's <E» at Cranford
Paterson Central at Don Bosco Tech
Saturday, Dec. 17
Paterson Central at Don Bosco Tech
Bayonne al St Peter's
Sunday. Dec. IS
(all afternoon games)
•St Joseph's (p) at DePsul (aft >
•St Mary's «P> at St Bonaventure
••St Cmcilia's <K» at St. Michaels
(Nl
••St Michael s (JO at Walsh
St Mary's *E» at Sacred Heart
Marlst at M Anthony's
Immaculate at St Mary's <H>
Monday, Dec. It
Don Bosco at PatersonEast Side (aft )
St Mi. hart's (N> at Valley
•••St Cecilia's <K> at Pope Plus (aft >
Seton Hall al Memorial
Tuesday. Dec 70
Pornplon Lakes at DePaul (aft >
•hi John's at Don Bosco Tech
••St Mary's 'JC) at St Aloysius
Roselle ( athollc at St James
) St Michael's (JO at Lincoln
St Benedict» al Irvington
Holy Kamil y at Essex Catholic
Wednesday. Dec. 11
•••Queen of Peace at Pope Plua
•Si at St Joecph e «P>
Don Bosco al Ridgewood
St Mary's si Newark Arts
•Passaic Bergen C C . ••North Jer
| sey ( ( *•• Tn( ountv C (
I NORTH WI ST JIItSIY CONFERENCE
TOURNEY
*at Our Lady of the Lake H. 8 >
Monday. Dec It
Blair slow n »• Hamburg. 043 pm.
Morn* Catholic vs Sussex. H 13 p.nv
Our I.ady of the Lake va Blair J V .
943 p m
Tuesday. Dec 70
Loser Blalrstown Hamburg va Loser
Our Lady of the Lake Blair Aca-
demy. 7 30 p m
Winner Blalrstown Hamburg vs Win-
ner Morris Catholic Sussex, 0 pm.
Wednesday, Dec 71
Consolation final. 7.30 p m
Championship final. • p m.
Four Get Grants
From Bowl Game
JERSEY CITY-Four Catholic
high school grads were among the
11 boys receiving scholarship as-
sistance from the second annual
College Scholarship Bowl football
game, sponsored by the Hudson
County CYO last August.
Gary Star.ton of Immaculate
Conception received $333 and also
got aid from George Washington,
where he is presently attending
school; Vince Liddy of St. Bene-
dict’s received $333 to use at a
school of his choice; Ralph La-
Monte of St. Joseph's received a
tuition scholarship from Freder-
icks College in Virginia and $lOO
for books from the bowl commit-
tee; Richie Brzenk of St. Peter’s
received $3OO from the committee
and is attending St. Peter’s col-
lege.
All of the boys who played In
the game will receive sports coats
at a banquet to be held during
the Christmas holidays.
St. Peter's Drops
First Rifle Match
JERSEY CITY - By the slim
mest of margins, a single point,
St. Peter's College dropped its
first rifle match in eight starts
to Kings Point, 1,389-1,388 on Dec.
7 at the winner’s range.
John Corrado topped the Pea-
cocks with 283 and Bob Vec-
chiotti, hitting 100 from prone
position, had a 280. No. 3 man
Pete Rimlinger missed the meet
due to sickness. St. heter's had
beaten Stevens, 1,398-1319, earlier
in the week.
Marquette Joins
Football 'Exes'
MILWAUKEE (NC) Mar-
quette University is dropping its
intercollegiate football and
track programs and cutting
down on other athletics.
Rev. Edward J. O'Donnell,
S.J., university president, told a
news conference the programs
will be dropped at the end of
this year to enable the univer-
sity to concentrate on a “dec-
ade of academic explosion.”
The university recently announ-
ced a 10-ycar building program
costing $3O million.
Marquette began football in
1892 and has played a major
intercollegiate schedule sinefe
1902. The university's football
teams were national powers in
the 19305, but fared badly in
recent years. Tho team won
three gamer and lost six last
season, Father O’Donnell said.
He said the deficit from last
season may reach $50,000.
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No 'Soft Touches' Loom
For NTCTC Championship
NEW YORK It is quite obvious that there are going
“soft touches” when the New Jersey Catholic
rack C onference holds its indoor championships in March
In their first major showing of the 1060-61 indoor sea-
son, conference teams produced top performances in everv
*vcnt at the seventh annual Bish-I
Op Loughlin invitation moot onI
oc- 11 at the 168th St. Armorv
The following were the top
items of interest:
A 10.4 100-yard dash by!
Wellington Davis of St. Peter's
TTop, putting him in an eight
man final.
2) A 33.0 300 by Frank Koch
of St. Peter’s Prep, establishing
an NJCTC all comers record, and
Riving him a bronze medal for
third place.
3) A 2:21.7 1,000-yard run by
Harry Gretzinger of St. Mary's
(JC), good for second place and
'run as a strictly solo effort in
an unseeded heat.
4) A 4:29 mile by Dave Hyland
of St. Peter's (NB) for a disap-
pointing fourth place effort in a
tactical duel with Ed Duchini of
Power Memorial, who finished
second.
5) AN 8.2 CLOCKING by Bar
ry Brock of St. Benedict's, win-
ning his 60-yard high hurdles
heat, and an 8.3 by Jim Spell-
man of St. Aloysius, doing like-
wise.
6) A 5-9 clearance in the novice
high jump by Gus Stritmater of
Don Bosco, good for a fifth place
tic.
7) a 50 8 3/4 effort by John
Fisher of St. Peter's (NB) in the
shot put, which earned him a
fourth-place tie. Teammate A1
Karchcr was over 48 feet.
E) An 8:19.1 in the two-mile re-
lay by the Seton Hall team of
Bill Kennedy, A1 Fraenkel, Ray
Wyrsch and Frank Shary. Fraen
kcl ran 2:01.9 and Wyrsch 2:02.3
to brinp the Pirates home in sec-
ond place.
THERE WERE other notewor
thy performances as well. Pete
Cnrtliello of St. Michael's (JO
ran a great 440-yard leg under
52 seconds though his team
went unplaced in the mile relay.
| Bob Gilvey of St. Peter's Prep
[turned in 1:18 1 for the 600. also
[going unplaced. St Cecilia's
[showed an able two-mile team
which won its section in 8:58 3.
In the one mile novice, Tony
Candelmo of St. Benedict's took
his first crack at the distance
and won his section in 4:49 4,
earning second place,
i This week, many conference i
teams will take part in the Mt.
St. Michael's meet at that
sihool's outdoor board track in
the Bronx and some will also run
in a special high school invitation
medley (600-220-440 880) relay at
the 168th St. Armory.
Don Bosco Sets
Track Meet
RAMSEY Don Bosco Prep
will sponsor an interscholastic
track and field meet for Bergen
County schools on Dec. 17 at its
campus gymnasium.
The events contested will in-
clude a 50-yard dash, 50-yard
high hurdles, 160-yard shuttle re-
lay, high jump, pole vault (using
a rope instead of a pole) and shot
put. There will also be two spe-
cial events: a 10-foot rope climb
for handicapped boys and a 12-
foot open rope climb.
This will be the first Indoor
meet held in Bergen County in
over a decade.
The meet will start at 9:30 a m.
DePaul Joins
Grid League
1101I0KUS The Big Five
Catholic Conference welcomed a
new member and also officially
crowned Our Lady of the Valley
and St. Mary's as co-champions
at a meeting held last week at
St Luke's High School, ,
DePaul is the addition to the
circuit, making it a six team
loop The Wayne school, which
Only began football in 1959, al-
ready plays several league teams
and hopes to have a full schedule
by 1961.
The league also announced that
it would confine its future ac-
tivities to football, with the
chance of an outdoor track and
field meet this spring Distance
between the schools makes a bas-
ketball and baseball league im-
practical. N
NJSIAA Snubs
Catholic Schools
In GridRankings
TRENTON A set of curi-
ous decisions by the New Jer-
sey State Interscholastic Ath-
letic Association has resulted
In no North Jersey Catholic
football teams getting recogni-
tion as sectional champions for
the 1960 season.
Phillipsburg Parochial was
crowned as North Jersey Cath-
olic "B" titlist over St. Mary’s
(R) and Our I.ady of the Val-
ley, but this school plays pri-
marily a West Jersey and
Pennsylvania schedule, meeting
only one area rival, Bayley-
Ellard.
No champion at all was
named in Catholic “A,” with
St. Michael's, the Colliton point
leader at 433, bring ineligible
due to Its three defeats in eight
games. St. Peter’s led the list
of rligibles with 378 and St.
Cecilia’s was next with 311.
In failing to name a champion
here, the NJSIAA explained
that since St. Michael’s had de-
feated St. Peter’s on the play-
ing field, and since St. Joseph's,
another Ineligible, had topped
St. Cecilia's, no team had regis-
tered a clear claim to the
honor.
Phillipsburg showed 302
points on the Colliton Board to
295 for St. Mary's. This is nor-
mally not enough of a margin
to prevent a tie, but evidently
the committee decided that,
since St. Mary's had been tied
by Our I.ady of the Valley,
which was too far behind to
gain recognition, it would have
to be left out also.
If this story leaves you con-
fused, so does the reasoning of
the NJSIAA committee leave
this reporter a little mixed up.
The Advocate had already
picked St. Michael's as its
North Jersey "A" champ, with
Valley and St. Mary's tied for
"B" honors. E.J.G.
Pick Scarpitto
In Pro Draft
DALLAS Bobby Scarpitto ol
Hahway. who starred at Notre
Dame (or the past three football
seasons, was drafted oy the I-os
Angeles Chargers of ihe Ameri-
can Football League last week.
A fine all around back, Scar-
pitto is also cxpecthd tube draft-
ed by some National Football
League team, possibly the New
York Giants, next month
Bob DeMarco oi Wood Ridge, a
graduate of St. Mary's (U), was
signed last week by the St. Louis
Cardinals of the N F L. Since his
original college class had been
graduated last June, Bob was
drafted by the Cardinals a year
ago.
Pfanner Named
To Irish Post
UNION CITY - George Pfan-
ner has been named to replace
Sam Monaco as head football
coach at St. Michael's High
School, as Monaco goes on to
replace Joe Coviello at Memorial
High School, West New York.
A graduate of St. Peter's Col-
lege, Pfanner had served as an
assistant to Monaco during the
past season and is also the head
track and field coach at St. Mi-
chael’s. He is a' mathematics
teacher at the school.
Monaco, whose record in nine
seasons at St. Michael's was 42-
30 2, is replacing one of the out-
standing coaches in New Jersey
football history. Coviello had
coached at Memorial for 15
years, during which time he won
over 100 games and last only 18.
Joe resigned from the Memorial
post to become head football
coach and vice principal at the
new North Bergen High School.
This will be the fifth North
Hudson school at which Monaco
has served as football coach. He
started at Emerson in 1947, later
moved to Demarest in 1949 and
then to St. Joseph’s in 1950 before
coming to St. Michael's.
St. Michael's announced last
week that Monaco’s post as ath-
letic director would he filled by
I rank Costanzo, who has served
as assistant football coach since
1956.
He will also continue In the
latter job
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Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
<E«t. 1893)
Delicious Luncheons and Dinners
served In Homelike
Atmosphere
Dally and SUNDAY Air Cond.
Convenient to Coliseum A Theatres
Choice Wines and Liquors Mussk
SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES
cACCOMMODATINO IS to <0
Fl» Eighth Ave., (at 4(th St.)
NEW YORK CITY
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It Makes Perfect Pictures
♦ • *»
Automatically Indoors anil Out!
H»m atUrv-M** Amvmlfra JV. Hm.hbmlb.
Mm&tmmi fMant I
A new kind of electric eye li llie nerve
center of this new land Camera. It is
small at a malchhead, yet at ten-
tative at a human
eye. It can even
"tee" Indoort at plght.
Becaute of itt radical detign thii new
camera workt automatically over the
widett range of any electric eye cam-
era from brightett beachet to thad-
Owy interiort.
Com# in for our latest price listings
on POLAROID KITS and ask for our
FREE Christmas Catalog of our com-
plete lin# of photo equipment.
SPECIAL PRICE
To Advocate Readers
With This Ad
"GUARANTEED PICTURE PLEASURE"
SCHAEFFER CAMERA
89 HALSEY ST.. NEWARK
at West Park St., Opp. Klein's
Open Mon., Wed. & Fri. Eves, 'til 9 P.M.— Tues.; Thurs., Sat. to 6 P.M.
SCHAEFFER CAMERA CO
OUARANTtt ANO SERVICE POLICY
•nd protector once a
*—■ ••■•cement it found
10 d«ri of purcheso
under Minufs
%
dividends
compounded
m
THt
Accounts insured up
to $lO,OOO.
Sowings received by
15th of month torn
from the lit.
3ri«by Mil. W« p«ypuSepi but
ARROW
SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
120 So. Oronge Avenue
Newark 3. N. J.
A GIFT OF
CHARTREUSE
Chartreuse liqueur is one
of the most elegant gifts
you can select for a friend
on your list who has a
taste for good living Thl«
rare liqueur has a color-
ful history dating hack
to lt>os Today, its secret
recipe is known only by a
handful of Carthusian
Monks who produce it
In Voiron near a secluded
1- rrnrh monastery. Char-
treuse Is delicious served
Straight, on the rocks or
over Ice cream or fruit.
f^O
11.11 CHARTREUSE
AAA 553 BROADWAY
bet. 25th and 26th Sts.
BAYONNE
Sport Centre
CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR ALL IN
SPORTING GOODS AND SPORTSWEAR
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL CHRISTMASI
FOOTBALL
HELMETS
With or Without Malic
JERSEYS
1.69-2.45
4.45-4.95
5.95-6.95
$2.45
$2.95
$3.75
M.45
SHOULDER PADS
$2.45
$3.95
WILSON
AND
CAMBRIDGE
$4.95
s5.95
s6.95
AND UP
FOOTBALL PANTS
BOYS'
WILSON
»*0. $3JJ
*3.95
OTHERS TO
*10.95
IN STOCK
FOOTBALLS
•SOWN or WHITS
IN STOCK
1.19
1.95
3.60
4.99-5.99- 4.45
And Others to 16.50
for exciting action and fun
In your own backyard, get a
PENNSYLVANIA
13
.50PLENTY $ <
OF FUN
Yavngiten art thrilled and odult*
refrtihed by the fun of thli action-
packed game ... and h takes
• minimum af playing space. Set
Includes three-piece polished iteel
pa«t, Nylen rope, and a rugged
Penniylvonie Hi-Point Tetherboll
phi* initallation and gameInitrvc-
Hen folder.
BASEBALL
AT REDUCED PRICES
SEE THIS ll
CRICKETT CLOTH
BASEBALL SUIT
PANTS AND SHIRTS
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Volci. ‘4.45
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FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
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1st BASEMAN MITT
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RUCK LEATHER
FIELDER GLOVE
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R.g.
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*2.95
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EQUIPMENT
'Volf
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In Stock
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#LB2 8.95—S5.95
Blem finith
#LB2Y 8.98—$6.95
Yellow Outdoor
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BASKETBALLS
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fee lee Quehty
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Nyiee Qwefcty
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WILSON AU-AMIRICAN
BASKETBALL
,"."m $2.95
Goal-Net & Ball Sets
AAA All Star Ball
$4.45
Pennsylvania Balls
FOR IN OR
OUTDOOR!
TH« BUT FOR MONIY
*PBS6Y $7.95
Brawn «r y.n.w
*PBS4
it. II-
* PBP6
$7.45
CIRCUMFIRINCI
$11.95
ALL
ARCHERY REDUCED!
BILLIARD BAR BELLS
IN STOCK
UP TO
740
LBS.
READ THIS LIST OF
TOY SUGGESTIONS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES
TABLE TENNIS SETS
*3.50 r
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RIO. $♦ »! KUZAN
KATHEDRAL
CHIMES
OUR
PRICE
$4.95
POOL TABLES
FOR YOUNG OR OLD
IN STOCK
5'x9' TABLE
TENNIS TABLES
ON ORDER
AAA SPORT CENTRE s,
553 BROADWAY, bet. 25th and 26th Streets, Bayonne, N.J.
'Messiah' at Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE Four guest soloists and a guest or-
ganist will join the combined glee clubs of Setnn Hall Uni-
versity at their annual Christmas concert at Archbishop Walsh
Memorial Auditorium
on Dec. 1R at 8 p m.
Feature of the program will be the presentation of the
Christmas portion of Handel's oratorio, "The Messiah.” This
is the first time it has been sung as th» university, but it
is now planned to make it an annual event.
The 45-voice men's glee club from the campus college,
under the direction of Rev. Joseph Jaremczuk, and the 120-
voice women's glee club from the University College, under
the direction of Mrs. Elizabeth Anderson, will also offer a
program of Christmas carols, several of which the audience
will be invited to join.
The guest soloists, who will participate in the singing of
“The Messiah,” are Joan Cunningham, a soprano, member of
the Actor’s Opera Company; Jeannette Murphy bf Jersey
City, alto, choir director at St. Paul of the Cross; Robert
Eckert, tenor, recent soloist with the New York Philharmon-
ic; and James Mulreed, bass, former member of the parish
choir at St. Antoninus, Newark.
ROSE FOR A LADY: James Capone Jr., left, of West-
field, New Jersey State Chief Squire, accepts a rose
from Norma Councilman, Mohawk Airlines stewar-
dess, at Newark Airport as Stewart Schoder, state
treasurer of the Knights of Columbus, looks on. The
rose was being flown 2,600 miles from Brockville, Ont.,
to Monterrey, Mexico, to be presented to Dr. Alfonso
Espinoy Silva, Archbishop of Monterrey, in observance
of the feast of Our Lady of Guadalupe, patroness of
North America. Columbian Squires of three countries
—Canada, United States and Mexico—took part in
the project.
Boston Student Named
Top Catholic Youth
WASHINGTON (NCI Anita Louise Giardullo of
Boston, vice president of the National Council of Catholic
Youth, is the Outstanding Catholic Youth of the Year
An honor student at Emmanuel College, Boston, Miss
Giardullo has been active in Catholic organizations both
in amt out of school
Msur. Joseph E. Schieder, di-
rector of the Youth Department,
National Catholic Welfare Confer
cr.re, said Miss Giardullo was
selected from among nominees
from thousands of parishes and
more than 100 Catholic colleges
and Newman Clubs.
The winner is selected by a
committee composed of the na
Itional presidents of the Catholic
Youth Organization, the National
Newman Club Federation and the
National Federation of Catholic
College Students.
MSGR. SCHIKDFR said Miss
Giardullo ‘exemplified many
thousands of Catholic youth
across the country who live their
daily lives honoring God and
practicing loyalty to their coun
try." Presentation of the youth
award will be made in Boston
next February, he said.
Miss Giardullo is majoring in
at Emmanuel College,
where she •: studying on a par
tial scholarship. She is president
of the senior class and a mem
ber of the dean's list.
Those receiving honorable men-
tion in the youth of the year
competition were: Angelc D.
Coyle, an education major at the
University of Southwestern Louis-
iana; Patricia M. Dorn, a 20-
year-old senior at Sacred Heart
Dominican College in Houston,
Tex.; Robert A. Gcsiakowski, a
junior at Chicago Teachers Col
lege; and Susan Mcurer, a part
time student at Del Mar College,
Corpus Christi, Tex.
Loyola Club Changes
Site, Day of Meetings
JERSEY CITY - The Loyola
Club of Hudson County has
changed its meeting schedule to
the first and third Wednesdays
of each month at the Greenville
Knights of Columbus hall.
At the Dec. 21 meeting, elec
tion of officers will be held and
Mr. and Miss Loyola of 1960 will
be named A Christmas party and
grab bap will also be held at
this meeting
Parish
CYO Briefs
Blessed Sacrament (Eliza-
beth) will hold a holiday dance
at the parish hall onDec. 17. . .
The juniors at Immaculate Con-
ception (Elizabeth) will have
their annual Christmas party
on Dec. 18, with each member
requested to bring a gift for
distribution to orphanages in
the Archdiocese. The group will
hold its monthly Communion
breakfast after 10 a m. Mass
the same day.
Dec. 14 is the date of the
yearly Christmas party for jun-
iors at St. Michael’s (Cranford),
with the seniors due to hold
theirs on Dec. 20
...
A spaghet-
ti
supper is planned for
juniors at Sacred Heart (Eliza-
beth) on Jan 14, with a "Win-
ter Wonderland" dance set for
Dec. 30.
The juniors at St. Eliza-
beth's (Linden) are planning a
semi formal dance for Dec. 28
...
A basketball game, bus-
iness meeting and dance will
feature the Dec 18 meeting at
St. John the Apostle (Clark-
I.inden). There will be a New
Year's dance on Dec. 30 in the
parish hall
St. Rose of Lima (Short Hills)
will hold its annual Christmas
dance on Dec. 28 in the school
auditorium It will be featured
by the election of a queen and
attendants.
Vocation Notes
How Different It Would Be
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
lie couldn't have both A choice had to be made. Would
it be the priesthood he had been planning upon for years, or
would it be the girl whom he had recently met and had so
easily learned to like? The seminarian was in the rector's
office to resign from the seminary It was his
way of saying tjiat he had chosen the girl.
"Very well," said the rector, "but I find
it difficult to understand how you can prefer
this creature to the Creator, because it is He
Who is asking you to give yourself to Him
completely in the priesthood. Whatever good
there is in that young lady is in her Creator
and to infinite degree, lie is all perfect
perfection itself. He is infinitely more mag-
nificent, more grand and more wonderful than
the young lady you have in mind. How then
can you prefer her to Him?"
After a brief pause the seminarian answered, "I guess,
Father, it’s because 1 can see the girl, and 1 can't see God."
And with that the young man left the seminary.
The Answer Perhaps
I wonder if that incident might explain why so many
young men and young women do not become the priests or
Brothers or Sisters that God planned for them to be. They
can see
persons and places and things —and how extremely
attractive they can be! —but they can’t see God.
You Would Too
How different it all would be if they could see even the
tiniest ray of the splendor that is God. How different it would
be if they could see what St. Thomas of Aquin saw. No one
ever wrote more beautifully about God than he. Then one day
he saw God in a vision, and God was so great, so grand, so
indescribably and overwhelmingly magnificent, that Thomas
realized how hopelessly impossible it would be ever to de-
scribe God adequately with words. And not only did Thomas
refuse to write another word, he wanted to burn everything
he had written as so much ‘‘rubble and straw”!
No Other Choice
How unattractive attractive persons, places and things
would be to young men and young women if they could see
what St. Teresa of Avila saw. She once wrote, "Since 1 have
had the happiness to know Jesus Christ, of beholding faint
glimpses of that ravishing beauty, nothing created can find a
place in my heart, all things earthly are distasteful to me.”
Follow in Faith
Preferring a creature to the (,'reator explains every lost
vocation to the priesthood or religious life. No one, however,
could make such a choice if they could have the experience
of a Blessed Angela dc Foligno. She wrote, "I beheld God
but If you wish to know what I beheld, I can tell you noth-
ing
... save that I beheld a beauty so great that 1 can say
naught concerning it, save that I saw the Supreme Beauty,
containing within Itself all goodness
...
So great was my
joy, that 1 took no heed of looking at the angels and the
saints I paid no attention to any creature."
Are you trying to make up your mind’ Your decision
will be the priesthood. Brotherhood or Sisterhood if with
Blessed Angela, you can say, "I paid no attention to any
creature
"
Apostolate for Vocations
Newark Archdiocese Msgr. William F. Furlong, Seton
Hall University, South Orange, N. J. Telephone: SOuth Or-
ange 2 9000
Paterson Diocese: Rev. John P. McHugh, DePaul High
School, Wayne, N. J. Telephone OXbow 4 5759.
Christmas Party
At St. Benedict's
NEWARK St. Benedict's
Prep will hold its traditional
Christmas party for parents on
Dec 15 in Conlin Auditorium
Abbot Patrick M. O’Brlerh
OS B , president of St Bene
diet's, Very Rev Philip C, lloov
er, OS B , headmaster, and
Richard Kochansky, senior class
president, will deliver Christmas
messages.
A score of Christmas music
from lands around the world will
be offered by the Monks' Choir
of St. Mary's Abbey, the school
Glee Club and an instrumental
group The program will also be
offered on Dec. 16 at a school
assembly.
Royal Wedding Display Captures
First Prize at CYO Hobby Show
JERSEY CITY Watching the royal wedding of Prin-
cess Margaret on television last summer gave Rarbara Ve-
lardi the idea for a display which won "best in show" hon-
ors at the annual archdiocesan CYO Hobby Show on Dec. 6
at the Jersey City CYO Center.
A shut-in, Barbara is an en-
thusiastic sewer and decided to
make costumes patterned on
those worn by Margaret and her
bridesmaids. When finished, the
nine dresses were placed on dolls
and arranged in a display which
took first prize over 83 entries
from the four counties of the
Archdiocese.
It was Barbara's sister Eileen,
a member of the CYO at St.
Francis, Hackensack, who talked
her into making her first entry
in the hobby competition. The
caughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Velardi of 89 Frederick St., 17-
year-old Barbara is confined to
a wheelchair and was unable to
visit the CYO Center to see the
show.
BLUE RIBBONS for first place
exhibits in the various categories
at the show were awarded these
girls:
Claire Daccurso, St. Elizabeth's
Wyckoff (paintings); Christine
Lipert, St. Patrick’s, Elizabeth
(drawing); Anne Van Doehren,
St. Francis, Ridgefield Park
(art); Anna Gacina, St. Vin
rent’s, Bayonne (sketching);
Mary Sikora, St. Johns, Hills-
dale (block printing); Patricia
Smith, St. Phillip, Saddle Brook
(stamp colle-lions); Karen Mc-
Cabe, St. Vincent's, Bayonne
(zoological collection); Cathy
Smith, St. John’s, Hillsdale (nov
city- jewelry); Janet McCoy. St
Genevieve's, Elizabeth (papier
machc),
Also, Joan Burawicz, St. Jo-
seph s, Bayonne (crocheting);
Barbara Drinkwater. Holy Trin
•|y. . Lee (embroidery);
Christine Ryan, Blessed Sacra-
ment, East Orange (weaving)-
Cathy Smith. Hillsdale (rugs);
Elaine Bologna, Holy Family,
Nutley (knitting); Maureen Mil
ler, Epiphany, Cliffsidc Park
(sewing); Barbara Dierguidi, St
Matthews, Ridgefield (sewing);
Suzanne DiStefano. St Francis
Ridgefield Park (miscellaneous);
and Anne Marie Gacina, St Vin-
cent's, Jersey City (miscellane-
ous).
! BOY S MHO picked up blue
ribbons included:
Anthony Da Luna. Holy Earn
ily, Belleville (painting); Al Ri
iof, St. Francis, Ridgefield Park
(art); John Elliot. St. Francis,
Ridgefield Park (sketching); Ed-
Wards Ewen, Holy Rosary, Eliza
beth (coins); Gregory O’Brien
SI Elizabeth. Wyckoff (stamps);
Alfred Eanelli. Holy Family, Nut
ley (woodcarving); John Hayer,
St. John's, Hillsdale, (metal
work); John Sentner, St. John's,
Hillsdale (furniture); Carl Toma-
st 110. Sacred Heart, Lyndhurst
(model auto); Patrick Cooney,
Madonna. Fort Lee (model boat);
and Charles Pcrillo, Epiphany,
Cliffside Park (miscellaneous).
Second place honors went to:
Bernadine Schultz, Lyndhurst;
Gail Gaede, Glen Rock; Joanne
Bucz.kowski, Hillside; Patricia
Quinn, Lyndhurst; Lynette
Runge, Ridgefield; Pamela
Paugh, Bayonne; Rosalie D1
Martino, Hackensack; Barbara
VacGrcady, Hillsdale; Angela
Kizzolo. Newark; Regina Gib-
bons, Bayonne; and Christine
Ryan. Newark;
Also: Anthony Inneo, Newark;
John Hayes, Hillsdale; T)ennis
Mallardi, Coytesville; Paul Mis-
tretta, Montvale; Anthony De
Rosa. Hackensack; Thomas De
! Martino, Hackensack; Richard
Cerino, Newark: John Romano,
I Nutley; and Charles Wagner,
Leonia.
Newman Dinner-Dance
CLIFTON' The Newman Club
for students attending Paterson
State College will sponsor a din-
ner dance on Dec. 18 at Burn’s
Country Inn, *tarting at 8 30 p.m.
The price per person is $3.
Entries Accepted
For Bowling Loop
MONTCLAIR Entries use
now being accepted for the Essex
County junior girls and intermedi-
ate boys bowling leagues, which
will begin plav on Jan. 15. • •
The leagues arc limited to boylt
and girls who were under If.
years of age as of Sept. 1.
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• SAVINGS INSURED • ACCOUNTS OPENED BY THE
UP TO $lO,OOO 10th EARN FROM THE lit
Your Neighborhood Savings Institution
©iKl
7k
mm
249 KEARNY AVE. (Near Bergen) KEARNY, N. J.
Hour*! Daily 9 to 3; Fri. 9 A M to 7 P.M. Continuously
iflSZtnS
AN ASSURED LIFE INCOME
with many spiritual remembrances by sharing in the work
S.V.D. Catholic Missionaries in Japan and the Philippines.
Invest your money through our
LIFE INCOME MISSION CONTRACT
• Never failed an interest obligation.
• Interest rates depend on you r age checks are mailed every
s« months. 7
• You receive a reliable income and help our Apostolic Cause.
A Sift That Comes Eath Week ofthe Year
A SUBSCRIPTION TO THE ADVOCATE
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
THE ADVOCATE
31 Clinton St., Nawark 2, NJ.
FIRST SUBSCRIPTION
- $4.50
ADDITIONAL SUBSCRIPTIONS
- $4 00
ADD $2.00 FOR FOREIGN; $l.OO FOR CANADA
PLEASE ENTER THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIPTIONS. I ENCLOSE S
□ SEND CHRISTMAS CARD
TO.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE. _STATE_
MMM
TO;
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE_STATE_
TO.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE
TO.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY ZONE STATE
MEDICAL
ASSISTANTS
•SECRETARIES
CHNOLoairrm
MT. WLsg^tntUm
CMNICIAMS
QuaIlf/ tor
D*/ Eva CUmm
Da/ E«A riAAAAt
Cos Ad
frM P IACAWAAI
N T. 4l.l«
Aa*uaa« Pro* CalaU« L Llr«nM4
SCHOOL
FOR PHYSICIANS' AIDBS
•4 4th Ati. (14 SfJ M Y J CH 11444
EASTERN
For Perton* Over 21
9:00 P. M. to 12:30 A. M.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Markot St., at tho Boulevard, (ait Paterion, N. J.
"TMI OtCMI JtBAS Of
JOE PAYNE and DUKE COILINS"
Direction*;
Driving South on Garden State Parkway, Exit 1 58
Driving North on Garden Slate Parkway, Exit 137
(One Minute from either Exit)
Jerome J. Stanley
★ CHURCH GOODS *
116 WASHINGTON STREET
MA 2 5071 NEWARK. N.J
ACADEMY Of
SAINT ELIZABETH
lICOHDASY SCHOOL SOS •ISLt
ISM r«U, AssrsSmi
Slsttrs H CSsrltr
Curnl N.w J irMf
JEffsrson 9-1600
a
c%)
Dedicate your life to Chriit
and Hit Bletted Mother in
helping teen-age girlt with
problemt . . . become a
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIKS:
Social Work, Teaching, Dletetkt,
Hurting, Clerical Work,
High School rtcommtndtd.
For further Information wrlto ta
MOTHER SUPERIOR
Convent of tho Good Shepherd
17i Suttex Avenwe
Merriitewn, N. i.
CALDWEU., NEW JBLSIY
CALDWELt COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited Offering A.B. and B.S. Dsgreea
Foundad In 1199 by tH# SUtan of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, Now Jariay
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited Liberal Art* College
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N. J.
BROTHERS OF CHARITY
Teachers - Social Workers - Craftsmen
Contact the Vocation Director
BROTHER BERTHWALD, F.C.
OUR LADY OF CHARITY NOVITIATE
7730 001 LANI. PHIIADIIPHIA 11, PA.
*™***~— 1 ■ ~~rmnnfnmnn
THE
TRINITARIAN FATHERS
oflar an opportunity to young man and boys of Grammar
School ond High School to become a prlatt or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lock of funds no Impedimant.
Write to.
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Be* 5741, Bahlmere I, Maryland
You are invited to enroll yourself or a
loved one
leatherette bound <ertifUate matted immediately
CUSTOMARY OFFERING:
Perpetual Individual Membership _ J 5 00
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY UNION
135 West 31st Street. New York 1, N.Y.
LOngacre 3-0077. If no answer, call
PE 6 2249
BE A FRANCISCAN PRIEST
Imitate Chritt la All Thins*
Do HIS Work In Periihet, Schooli,
Horn* A Foreign Minion*
Tor further Information write:
FRANCISCAN FATHERS.
h. llrMiJlMi Mon««U,r , 177
Helltdeyibuf
9,
Newark Family Life Program
Outlined at National Meeting
SI. LOUIS The operation of
Cana family Action in the New-
ark Archdiocese was described at
a meeting of diocesan family life
directors here by Rev. James F.
Johnson, director of the Family
Life Apostolate in the arch-
diocese.
PURPOSE of the meeting Dec.
13 14 was to study the possibility
of forming a national federation
of family life bureaus. The meet-
ing was called by Msgr. Irving
A. Dcßlane, director of the
NCWC Family Life Bureau, be
cause of the growth of such bu
reaps.
Where there were hardly 20
such bureaus up to a few years
ago, there arc now at least 75
with another 50 in various
stages of organization, he said.
The meeting, he added, was to
give particular attention to “the
need today for a formal, organiz-
ed. diocesan family program for
and ‘by’ the families”
IN THIS CONNECTION,
Father Johnson spoke and mod-
erated a panel on the various
family life programs which are
follow-ups to Cana Conferences.
A member of the national
Family Life Executive Com-
mittee and of the organization
committee of the National
Family Life Bureau, Father
Johnson described Cana Family
Action as “a natural follow-up
to the Cana Conference.”
He said it is “a movement of
apostolic lay people designed to
foster the family apostolate by
bringing married couples closer:
to Christ through a deeper reali-
zation of their vocation of mar-
riage.''
Under Cana Family Action,
husbands and wives whose "en-
thusiasm for marriage 'Christ's
Way’ has been aroused at a Cana
Conference,” he said, meet
monthly at homes in small groups
to "study, discuss, pray over and
try to produce real Catholic
Action.”
MORE THAN 1,000 couples of
the Newark Archdiocese partici-
pate in the program, he told the
family life directors. These cou-j
pies, Father Johnson said, cite
these advantages:
"The privilege of close asso-
ciation with their parish
priests, information, to help
solve life’s many problems, a
deeper appreciation of the vo-
cation of marriage, the plea-
sant companionship of like-
minded couples, a richer pray-
er life, and . . . more vibrant
Catholic Action, inspired by a
steady growth in the know-
edge and love and service of
fiod."
Father Johnson also discussed
programs employed in other dio-
ceses and specialized programs
for senior citizens, single women,
widows and widowers.
Also attending the meeting was
Rev. John Derricks, family life
chairman for the Paterson Dio
cese, and Rev. Neil Smith, assist-
ant director of the Newark pro-
gram.
Fr. Thomas Reilly
Given New Assignment
j NEW YORK Rev. Thomas
lii. Reilly of the Archdiocese of
I Newark, now serving as chap
lain with the U. S. Navy, has re
ceived anew assignment, ac
cording to the Military Ordinar
iate.
Father Reilly's new address is:
:Chaplain, Bldg. 117, U. S. Naval
IStation, Newport, R.I.
Ex-Mother Provincial
Of Salesians Dies
NEWTON A Solemn Requiem Mass was said at
Mary Help of Christian Academy, North Haledon, on Dec.
10 for Mother Antoinette Pollini, past provincial of the Sa-
lesian Sisters. Mother Antoinette, 76, died at the novitiate
here Dec. 8.
A native of Italy, Mother An-
toinette entered the novitiate
there and soon after was sent to
England where she worked with
working girls in and around Lon-
don before coming to the US.
She made her perpetual vows in
I'aterson in 1014 and spent the
rest of her life in the area.
Mother Antoinette's talents for
government and organization
were soon recognized and she
was given positions of trust and
responsibility, serving as mu
tress of novices and as superior
of various communities. Twice
she was elected to six-year terms
as American provincial, and
opened new Salesian Sisters’
houses in Paterson and North
Haledon.
For two days before the funeral
Mass, her body had lain in state
at the academy in North Haledon
Burial was in the Salesian Sis-
ters' cemetery on the academy
grounds.
Sr. Rose Veronica
CONVENT — A High Requiem
Mass for Sister Rose Veronica
Farmer of the Sisters of Charity
of St. Elizabeth was offered in
St. Anne Villa Chapel here Dec.
7 She died at the villa Dec 5
Daughter of the late Edward
and Adelaide Farmer of Boston,
she entered the Sisters of Char-
ity from Roxbury, Mass . in
1901 and was professed three
years later. She taught at Sa
cred Heart, Jersey City. St.
Peter's, Belleville; St Mary's,
Elizabeth, and St Patrick's,
Elizabeth, before retiring to St.
Anne's in 1955.
She is survived by a sister-in-
law. Mrs. Mary Farmer of
Brighton, Mass.
Mrs. HauMiiiami
LEON1A — A Requiem Mass
was offered at St John’s Church
here Dec. 9 for Mrs. Elizabeth
Hausmann, 90, formerly of Wee-
hawken.
Widow of the late Julius Haus-
mann and mother of the late
Rev Carl Hausmann, SJ , an
armed forces chaplain who died
in a Japanese POW ramp, she
is survived hy three sons and
three daughters, including Sister
Mary Julius of the Sisters of the
Blessed Sacrament, Cornwells
Heights, Pa.
Mother Antoinette
K. of C.
Bishop Wiggcr Council, Irving-
ton Maplewood The annual
Christmas party for children will
ho held in the clubhouse Dec. 18
at 2 p m. Bay Szymanski and
•Joe LiCausi are chairmen. Steve
Wolf will play Santa Claus At
Ihe Dec. 19 meeting, a collec-
tion will be taken for the benefit
of St. Peter's Orphanage, New
ark. A Christmas party for
members will follow the meeting
with caroling by the choir from
St Leo's, Irvington Party ar-
rangements are being made by
Slese FTschl.
Our I-ady of the Highway Coun-
cil, Little Kails A scholarship
fund for the children of deceased
members has been established as
a result of the recent dinner
dance. A Christmas party for the
children of members will be held
Dec. 17 at the Wayne Township
Kccreation Center. Kdward
McCallum has been named youth
activities chairman.
Gold Star Post
Treats Orphans
IRVINGTON Sacred Heart
Gold Star Post, Catholic War
Veterans, held its annual Christ-
mas party for a group of orphan*
from St. Peter's Orphanage, New-
ark, Dec. 11. Kdward Domanskl
was chairman of the affair
which featured a Christmas din-
ner
The post and members of Its
auxiliary participated in the an
nual Christmas gift wrapping at
Lyons Veterans Hospital Dec ft
and 9 and on Dee. 10 hrlped
stage the Christmas party held
there.
CiLI'TTONY Is one of the seven
capital sins.
Soldiers to Hear
Jersey Priests
WASHINGTON Two North
Jersey pi.ests arc among those
who will conduct institutes on
leadership and family life for
C.thohc personnel at 26 Army
posts in the L S. this month and
next March.
Each institute will last four
days. They will include discus-
sions on such topics as spiritual
qualities of leadership, the spir-
itual lives of soldiers, parent
child relationships, courtship and
icligious education
The Jersey priests who will be
among those giving the courses
arc Rev. Walter Dcbold of St
Joseph s. Jnsey City, and Rev.
Gerard Murphy, S.J., of St. Pc
ler s College
Alumni Party Held
CLIFTON The New Jersey
Chapter, St Francis College
(Brooklyn) Alumni Association,
held its annual family Christmas
party at Moose Hall hero
Dec. 11.
Anthony T. Renzo of Paramus
was chairman of*the party.
Mission Priest Realizes
Christmas Is in Heart
It was midnight in the jungles
of Bhagor, India. Every star was
out. Inside the church the wide
eyes of the near-black Christians
glowed in the candlelight. The
Divine Word Missionary arrived
to celebrate the Christmas Mass.
Not even a crih had been erected.
His heart sank.
“But then Mary walked In—-
into the heart of the priest—-
into the stable-like church
and the missionary understood.
This was Just the way it was
then. Stark reality,” mused the
missionary. -
"Shepherds with their long
staffs trooped in, having left their
flocks in the hills. Their lean,
lean, hungry dogs lay at the en-
trance to the church. A cow
looked in to stare in wonder. It
was a rough place for a baOy
to be born. But, there was the
altar for the crih. And, Mary had
come in Where she went He also
would go even though it be a
stable.
'When He came, the natives
drew up to the altar to receive
Him, too. Down from the altar
crib. He came to meet them. In
the chalice there was the In-
fant: in the server boy with whom
He had already become one.
there was the boy Jesus; in the
priest with whom He had also
become one, there was the Christ,
'the living bread which came
down from heaven' to feed His
people
"And the priest fed them all,
and all became one with Him
together. And in China, In Eur-
ope. in America, all are one
with Him together. Stark reali-
ty!”
Christmas is in the heart, where
gifts come from. Make this
Christmas a joyous feast hy re-
membering the poor in the mis-
sions and give to the Holy Fa-
thcr's Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith which helps all
missions, everywhere.
Catholic Center
For Oita
, Japan
The Catholic mayor of Oita,
Japan, Francis Xavier Tamotsu
Ueda, has called for the crea-
tion of a Catholic cultural center
worthy of this cradle of Japanese
Catholicism. St. Francis Xavier,
first apostle of Japan, visited this
city at the request of its reigning
lord It was then known as Funai
Many Christian martyrs arc
buried in bamboo graves sur-
rounding the city.
The center will include a
museum of Japan's early Chris-
tian martyrs, a research library,
a school of Christian arts and so-
cial welfare services.
ISot Abandoning
Congo Mission*
Bishop Toussaint of ldinlfa in
the Congo writes that the "situa-
tion is normal in all of our Ob-
late missions and at present the
Fathers and Sisters are at their
posts.
“There is no question of aban-
donment of a single mission.
“There is not the least sign of
hostility on the side of the Congo-
lese. . . The wprst crisis for the
moment is economical. We hope
that situation will become normal
again.”
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D., Ph.D., L.L.D.
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N. J. Phone MArket 2-2801
Hour*: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Wiiliam F. Louis: ARmory 4-0400.
24 DrGrasse St., Paterson 1, NJ. Phone: ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to lb* Socitly for th* Prop*t*lion of tb»
F*ilh art sitcom* tax dtductsbl*.
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WHITE MONUMENT CO.
Denman end Builders of
MAUSOLfUMt • MONUMENTS
• MARKER!
Quality Workmanship Guaranteed
• CEMETERY LETTERINO
II Maybaum Aye Newark. N.J
Robert Oaiiicchlo llaaea > 0771
InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
JOHN J. FEENEY & SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbster 9-0098
HENNESSEY
? FUNERAL HOME
■ 232 KIPP AVENUE
jIASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATlat 8-1362
IRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
.'•'MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
; HUbbard 7-3050
ESSEX COUNTY
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY,
Director
; 206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
; BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
. GRACE MURPHY, Director
: 301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
: HUmboldt 3-2600
■ FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
-Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
•„«- 112 So. Munn Ave.
!; Ea»t Orange, N. J.
*
ORange 4-4445
I; MArket 2-2530
OPACITY
); FUNERAL HOME
% 722 Clinton Avenue
Newark 8, N. J.
ESsex 4-6677
Michael J. Murray, Mgr.
WOZNIAK
:: MEMORIAL HOME
>,320-22 Myrtle Avenue
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woxnlak,
Director!
ESiex 3-0606
OORNY & CORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L. V. MULLIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
PLymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 .So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
ESsex 2-1600
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESsex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J
ORange 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
HUDSON COUNTY
WILIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N J.
HEnderion 4-041 1
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
.JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
necker-sharpe
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N J.
UNion 7-0820
UNion 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLdfield 9-1455
OLdfield 9-1465
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-1000
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
MORRIS COUNTY
TARTAGLIA'S
COLONIAL FUNERAL HOME
71 WASHINGTON ST.
MORRISTOWN, N. J.
JEffenon 8-6878
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PReicott 7-0141
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PReicott 7-3002
SUSSEX COUNTY
FERGUSON-HOUSE
FUNERAL HOME
Paul B Furguion, Owner
27 CHESTNUT ST.
SUSSEX, N. J.
SU.iex 2-4941
UNION COUNTY
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J
ELizabelh 2-6664
MASTAPETER
FUNERAL HOMES
400 FAITOUTE AVE.
ROSELLE PARK, N. J.
CHeitnut 5-1558
ELizabelh 8-4855
GORNY l GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELizabelh 2-1415
GROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
ELizabelh 2-1663
DANIEL J. LEONARD & SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELizabelh 2 5331
For listing In this taction call Tha Advocata, MArkat 4-0700
Vour Neighborhood
Pharmaeiit "Sayi"
NEWARK
A Baorpo Marforana. Prop*
LIU' PHARMACY
Eotah|loho<l our 30 roari
P«ut
Raglatorod rharmatlii*
Praa holl*ory Opaa «*orp f'or
Prom Ram to il o«
F94 Ml Proapoat Annuo nr
Montclair Annuo
HU »4Mt Newark, M J
JERSEY CITY
VALiNTI'I PHARMACY
lOIIPH VAL
INTI, Rm P*ar
Piooi rlpimna - Bahp Naode
Photo Oopt Pro# (>oli*orr
*** Woat lido Aoo opp Palroto*
Jar City. N J
PHONI, Dt | till
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Mlahaol J Coronolo. Re« Pkar
Proooriptlnna Carofultp
Compound^
Drodo Porfuoooo ( oooioUoo
Rlrk Boon RuppHoo
414 Contra 1 A»o., Wlatftaid lltll
NUTLEY
BAY ORU4 BO
JtMoa Rlaalo. Ro« Pkar
Baby Nooda
ProaoUptiooia Prompt)* PUiod
Cot Rato Orupo aod < oornottoa
114 Pranklln Avo. NOrth i l»Pt
ORANGE
ro*Di Diua non
P*«l D.n1.l Ph ■
r>*Milpllaa, Callad kt
•ad Ulllrirk
01 >lll7 7r„ o.n,
l» Mala Itratf Ora*,,
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As Long
As You Live
you will ractive a
frftLPENDABLE and
GOOD INCOME 1/
yoa invest jour uv
in fi la our
S.V.D. ANNUITY
PLAN.
You alao share In the
rraat work o/ tha Mkaalons
and kelp In educating
Prleeta and Brother* for
tka Mkaaiona.
• Cartaki tax advantages,
a A Laetlag Memorial and .
remembrances In many•
Maaaea and prayer*.
WIITI FOR FREE INfOtMATIOMi
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity Dept. GIRARD, PA.
/ .
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um akt urn t«s fifM
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Sill Of M K «MIJK
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ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMtNTf . MAUSOLEUMS
OppAtlU Mol» Cfttii Ctmtltry
IJ* 141 RIOGt ROAD no. ARLINGTON. N
Vl»lt Our ip<(loui Indoor Showroom
\\
c ilUl
NEW YEAR'S WEEK-END
RETREAT FOR WOMEN
DEC. 30th To JAN 1
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Conducted by the monk* of
Saint Paul'* Abbey
PUato mako reservation* early.
Write for Information toi
DIRECTOR OP RETREATS
Queen of Peace Retreat Haute
St. Paul'* Abbey, Newton, N.J.
Earn
0
OIVIDIND
ON
roui
SAVING!
ACCOUNTS INSURED UP TO SlO.OOO
AND lOAN ASSOCIATION
244 CHESTNUT STREET NUTIEY, N. J.
PERSIAN & EAST SYRIAN CHRISTIANS
who refused u accept the Church's condemnation of the teack-
hu> of Neatorlus. separated themselves from Home la the year
they are known aa Nestorlana.
More than a thousand years pasaet
before any ef these ChriatUna begat
eoeklax reanion. In the year IMI U*
-3
a"1 ,roap *>»<* the Chnrel
h~ mm I ,/wm m then they have been re
tnnaln* slowly; those who have re
J**t**t the N eatarias heresy and re
naited themselves with the See at
Peter are called Chaldeans la em
day more and mere Nestorlana art
Tit IV, [Vtn) Mmaa AH «U*Poeed to return to nnioa
(* tt* OmmH CMmk , P°‘“f;
U the vlllace at
KIIANIK la SYRIA there are a few
hundred Chaldeans and a few hundred Nestorlana. Neither
xroep
has a Cburrh allhouch there U a Protestant Church then
with a small membership. After yean of prayer for more voea-
Uoni the Chaldean Rlahop now haa a priest available for 'n
menl to KIIANIK. Ills Excellency has high hope that with a
resident print in the vtllafe all the Nestorlana will be won bark.
It Will takr It 000 U erect a soluble Church. Could von heIs
finance the building of It?
—A CHRISTMAS GIFT TO YOURSELF—-
GREGORIAN MASSES CELEBRATED AFTER YOUR DEATH
—ARRANGE EOR THEM NOW—-
CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTIONS One or mon of the
fWlowln* Sirred Articles. needed for Chapels and Churehm
U Mission l.and«. (Urn la the namo of a relative or friend:
Picture 111
Sanc’y Lamp
..
1!
Altar Linens . .11
fy* it
Altar Stone . . . ]|
Sane'y Ben |
... . _ irry oeauuruLit youwtah to civ. a Sacred Artieie aa a Christmas remembrance wo
will send the recipient one of oar Gift Cards tel line him a*
her af your irarraas thoufhlfulnraa.
MANY PRIESTS will be (citing new Cassocks for Chrtstmt
Would
you care
to
give a Missionary priest a Cassock as
Christmas present’ The coat la $23.
SISTER INFANT MARY b a aovlce of the CARMELITE
SINTERS la INDIA. The name "Sister Infant" sounds stratus
to oar rsrs but Sister has taken her re-
llslnua nsmr In honor of the Infant of Beth-
lehem The names THUMPAYIL and VA-
DAKFTIIAI.AKAI. are also strange to us
but PHILIP TIII'.MPAYIL and JOSEPH
V ADAKETII AI.AKAL ire two Catholic
boys studying for the priesthood at SAINT
JOSEPH'S SEMINARY In INDIA. Could
you. figuratively speaking, take one of these
strangers from a strange land Into your home
..... ..»m»
by "adopting" one of them? You can "adopt" one of them b]financing his or her rdurallon—sloo for Slater Infant. X6OO b
either Philip or Jooeph.
THE BABE OF BETHLEHEM
will bleaa you for remembering those people who were born
and Who
grew up In Ills own land but who are now exiled from
N liooo will help us bring some measure of happiness thb
Christmas to the Palestinian Refugees Will you help tw with a
donation!
*
PLEASE rrmembek god and his MISSIONS IN Try
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT.
(bi'TJcar HstGlissionsj^i
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPILLMAN, Proaldonl
Ma«r Peter P. Twehy, Nal’l SeCy
land ell (amatwnUalieos la
CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
480 Ldxington Ave. ol 46th St. New York 17 N Y
Archbishop Tells Holy Name
Of Need for More Vocations
ORANGE Archbishop Boland
discussed tho Holy Name apos-
tolate, the need for additional
vocations and the inadequacy of
current facilities at Immaculate
Conception Seminary in an ad-
dress at the December meeting
of the Essex-West Hudson Feder-
ation of Holy Name Societies.
THE ARCHBISHOP was male
ing his annual appearance at the
meeting, held at Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel parish here. His remarks
|on vocations and the seminary
Iwere promp'cd by presentation
of a check for vocation needs
Msgr. Cornelius J. Boyle, federa-
tion spiritual director, made the
presentation
The Holy Name man, the
Archbishop declared, "wants to
raise the elevation of the civili-
zation In which we are living.”
Citing lower moral standards
and the rise in crime reported
by FBI Chief J. Edgar Hoover,
the Archbishop said, "We are
certainly in need of a great
deal of elevation.”
"We should know," he addedr
"of some of the inroads that arc
being made on the morals of our
people" because of recent trends
in movies and literature. Active
Holy Name men, he asserted,
can bring their influence to bear
on these problems.
Tl RNING TO the need,for vo-
cations, the Archbishop pointed
to the tremendous Catholic
growth in Newark and Paterson
In Newark, he said, there arc
now about 14 million Catholics
end more than 250 parishes, but
more parishes arc needed.
\ocations, he said, are not
keeping pace with the popula-
tion growth. While this com-
plaint is common throughout
the country, he said that New-
ark has been blessed because
"vocations are increasing and
we will be able to take care
of our people.”
Turning to the seminary, he
said it was built more than 20
years ago and was intended to
serve the entire needs of tho
Newark Province (Newark. Pat
trson, Trenton and Camden), j
Since it was designed for 300
men. it was at first criticized be
cause it was too large.
"Now," he raid, "we have not
enough room We are not able
to take all candidates . . . from
Trenton and . very few from
Camden" Yet. he added, the >
seminary "is still too small."
FROM THE HOLY NAME: Msgr. Cornelius J. Boyle, spiritual director of the Es-
sex-West Hudson Federation of Holy Name Societies, presents the federation’s an-
nual check to Archbishop Boland at a meeting held Dec. 6 at Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel, Orange. From the left arc Rev. Joseph Mczzanotte, O.F.M. Cap., pastor
of Mt. Carmel; Msgr. Boyle; Thomas Carey, federation president; the Archbishop,
and Rev. Norbert Catagni, O.F.M. Cap., of Mt. Carmel.
Archbishop’s
Appointments
MONDAY, DEC. 19
11:30
a.m.. Meeting, East Or-
ange Catholic High School,
East Orange.
12:30 p.m.. Luncheon, Mt.
Carmel Guild, followed by toy
display at four renters of the
Guild.
3 p.m., Meeting of School
Board, Chancery Office.
8 p.m., Christmas entertain-
ment, Immaculate Conception
High School, laidi.
TUESDAY, DEC. 20
11:30
a.m., Meeting, Essex
Catholic High School, Newark.
SUNDAY, DEC. 25
Midnight, Solemn Pontifical
Mass, Sacred Heart Cathedral,
Newark.
New Convent
In Northvale
NORTHVALE Plans
have been completed for tho
! erection of anew convent in
St. Anthony's parish here,
land construction is expected
lo start in January, it was an-
nounced this week by Rev. James
IF. Johnson, administrator.
The building, designed by M
George Vuinovich, will be erected
at Franklin St and Philadelphia
Ave.
Of contemporary design,
matching the recently erected
school, it will have an exterior
of brick and block construction,
with aluminum windows and
asphalt shingle rpof.
THE FIRST floor will contain
a largo foyer, parlors for visitors,
chapel and sacristy, community”
room, kitchen and refectory. The
second floor will provide a suite
for the mother superior and
accommodations for 10 additional
Sisters.
In the basement there will be
a laundry room, storage rooms,
boiler room, recreation room and
various utility rooms. The con
vent also provides a two-car gar
age.
St. Leo's Ending
Debate Series
EAST PATERSON
- The last
in a scries of three debates on
approaches to communism in the
international
community and the
UN will be presented at St. Leo's
auditorium here Dec. 18 at 8 30
p m
The speakers will be William
F Buckley Jr., editor of the Na
tlonal Review, and William Clan
cy, of World View, who
was formerly associate editor of
The Commonweal.
The debate scries is being pre-
sented as a public service by St.
Leo's Holy Name Society. Tran-
scripts and tape recordings of the
Oct. 23 BucklcyClancy debate on
Catholics and modern problems
are now available, the society
announced.
Await Action
On Tie-in Sales
TRENTON Among the bills
awaiting action by Gov Robert
B. Meyncr is one raising the
penalty for the tie in sale of
magaitnet.
The bill, passed In May by the
Assembly and last month by the
Senate, makes it a mlsdrmeanor
to force objectionable publications
on a newsdealer by a tie-in ar
rangemenl with other publica
lions Previously this was pun
ishable under the disorderly per
ions act
A misdemeanor is an Indict
able offense in New Jersey, pun
Ishable by a term in slate prison
"lhe penalty for disorderly con
duct could not exceed 30 days in
Jail or a Jloo fine
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Ta CHRISTMAS
LAND
FOR
mviminiiiminidcicidddciiiiiiiniiKiiiddiD^ii^i,,,,
SPORT & DRESS
SHIRTS
ALL
STYLES
MEN
uon<mici
NECKWEAR
LTD
From $2.95 to 10.85 \ From 85c to $4 - 85
SWEATERS f JEWELRY
DOMESTIC ft IMPORTED j Qlld WALLETS
a.
From $7.85 to 24.85$ From $2.95 to $12.95
nmwinidiiHiiidtviiiHiniimininmniidnvvnnn
SUITS
All Wool
Ivy
Continental
Conventional
SUBURBAN COATS
& ZIPPER JACKETS
Quilted
l
Pile
Lined k
From $44.85 to $135.$ From $16.85 - $44.85
««<dKi(i(i|iii(i(ini(Mi(«i|inininimini(iH««««m
A COMPLETE SELECTION OF
UNDERWEAR - PAJAMAS - ROBES - HOSIERY
kkkkkkkMMikkMi>iMMiMikMiMiMliMik».).>i, M), )l
SPORT JACKETS f SLACKS
All Wool
Ivy
Continental
Conventional
Continental
V Ivy
Conventional
From $24.85 - $44.85 gFrom $7.85 to $22.85
kmoAumk
s
$39.85 to $12485
GIFT CERTIFICATES
COATS
CONVENTIONAL
CONTINENTAL
AIL WOOL
HATS
>c/ea!
From $5.00 sFromslo.Bs - $14.85
FOR YOUR C6NVE N IE NJ**
*'“'*****
Op«n lt»ty Evanlng Until ClwWlmat
Dot. 22. 23 A 24 Until 10 P M
MOVING?
m FLORIDA
CALIFORNIA
//„ MID WEST
/<•/«
ii •'< r iiim iiiiii'i mil
ENGEL BROTHERS
MOVING jnd STORAGI
Wl V* ? Ill* m u*«fl IW |.>
iIV) HI tin Un lick ■« iktl* ii
* ~:t*- 4o»yi<" «llAiS:»d I**!- % '
Christmas
Jtasses at
ST. FRANCIS
of ASSISI
fUATIOMAA. IM«IN| #r »T. AWTHONT)
midnight MASS
SOLEMN HIGH-UPPER
church
Celebrant Ritr. Bernard Tobin, 0 F M.
f*»TO«
.< lI.M tM.
CHRISTMAS DAY MASSIS
•«.*,
; Ah«tM«a M*mm
J-». 4. i.«. 7,1. », J lIJI.N, U.OfM.
• All, lI.MAM. : II M. UI.U K^htba
ST. FRANcis of ASSISI
'133 WIST 31,» ST. (and W..t 32nd StJ
l(B«tween 6rh & 7th Avanu«t)
ill mmtmiI, m,v.
AAA SPORT CENTRE
553 BROADWAY
between 25th & 26th St*.
BAYONNE
CHRISTMAS GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR ALL
COLD WEATHER SPECIALS!
HIGH SCHOOL
SWEATERS
Nlcknam. Fro Ovir Pork.t
CHENILLE LEnERS EXTRA
BAYONNE HIGH —
MARIST —
HOLY
FAMILY
it PITIM
SNYDER
ST. MARY'S H S
ST. OOMINICS
ST ALOYSIUS
DICKINSON
R.g S12.95
$9.45
R.g *13.95
s 10.45
R.g SIS 95
*11.95
R.g SI695 R, g J27O0
$ 12.95 ‘16.95
WOMEN'S. BOYS' and 01*1*'
CORDUROY
CAMPUS COATS
Z.pp*'
Heavyweight
Quilt l -.rf
I H I. Morotn,
H F A 0art
OtM", Mariat
loyal
If 0rmy. Bl.ck. Nary*
CKartaal. ted and Other CtUn
NICKNAME FREE!
CHENILLE LITTERS EXTRA
Tnaa Caralag
Val.a SI9S0
$ n.95
BOWLING BML
SPECIALS
o
Brunswick
FRANCHISE DEALERS
Block BRUNSWICK"
Pitted
K««ded. Ft*m Ovt IimI
BOWLING BALL
Reg. $24.95
BOWLING BAG
Reg. $ 8.80
Reg. $33.75
s 28.95
“IN S aad WOMIN S t J 9}
IOWWNO SMOII. *f'
l.N P..d«d taarUag ikni la nark
KIDDY ICE SKATES
POl BIOIMNIM
HID ITTl| *1.19
De.kU
Imm*
n.98
STREET SKATES
OIOSS - UNION - CHlCAOO
SIOINNItl
,AU
KAHNS
‘1.69 ‘2.89
WOMEN'S
WASHABLE
MIUIKEN
VELTONA
WARM
PLAID
AND SOLID
SLACKS
R.g 57 95
s3.95
MISS OR
WOMEN'S
ALL WOOL FLANNEL
Tapered Slacks
Siiat 10 ta JO Ap
Charcoal. Block,
Light Cray
REG. $10.95
OIRIS' and WOMEN'S
WINTERWEIGHT
Corduroy Slacks
Black, Cray. Turquoiia,
Kayol and Other Color*
REG.
$5.95
$ 3.95
III OUR VIIY LARGI
IIUCTION OF
SPORT and SKATING
WOOL HOSE
R.g. 11.30 I) P.rf.«t
Rad. Ilu., Gr..n
WOOL SKATE
HOSE / TC pr>
Na Sariawa Defect*
Other Wool & Nylon
SKATING OR GYM
SPORT HOSE
69c..‘1.50
KNEE HI-HOSE
WVif.
69c
hit* and Calar*
3 Prs.
$2.00
Triple Roil Hose
Mor-Pul Heavy Cotton
Whit# and Calare
59c 2 Prs
$1.00
RUBBER OR IRON
QUOIT SETS
FOR SON OR DAD
’2.75 •• ‘6.75
RUBBER OR IRON
HORSESHOES
SETS IN STOCK
‘4.95 • ‘9.95
JCV) Mill
Ml AV Y
DUTY
Bag U
9S
$4.95
ICE SKATES
AT REDUCED PRICES
HOCKEY — FIGURE
FOR BOYS'—GIRLS’
MEN and Women
FUR
EAR
MUFFS
98c
Black Wool Police Style
EAR
MUFFS 39c
SKATERS
TURTLE NECK
COMBED COTTON JERSEY
SEVERAL COLORS
INCLUDING BLACK I, WHITE
s 1.95
All Wool
Heavy
Shaker
Turtle
NECK SWEATERS
Red. Navy, White
REG.
$15.95. ‘12.95
AH Weal lightweight
TURTLE NECK
SWEATERS
REG.
$5.95 $4.88
MEN'S ALL WOOL
Sport Cardigans
•
REG. 9.95
‘7.45
All Wool Navy Blue
Watch Caps
69cReg.99c
MEN S - BOYS* - GIRLS'
WINTER
9
HATS
Knits
Skulls
fCampusSkis
AND
OTHERS
79c-*1.00
M.49-*1.99
HEAVY ALL WORSTEDS
Extra Long and Wide
100% PURE WOOL
SCARFS
In Popular School Color
True Value
to 5 95
**2.95
s 3.45
s 4.45
Maroon, White,
Green and Tan
Blue and Gold
WOMEN S
ALL WOOL TURBANS
Many
Colon
$2 00
VALUE
58c
DOUBLE THICK
HOOD
SWEAT
SHIRTS
BOYS*
R.g.S7 98
*2.45
R.g. S4.45
MEN’S
$3.45
ALL POPULAR COLORS
.
INCLUDING WHITE
RUBBERS-BOOTS-
INSULATED PACS
FOR MEN -
WOMEN -
BOYS' - GIRLS'
and
CHILDREN
AT LOW
PRICES
SPECIAL CLOSEOUT
MEN S LEATHER TOP
RUBBER
CREPE SOLE
HUNTERS
BOOTS
ALL RUBBER PACS
VALUES
$16.95 *6.99
Nal All Siia. In All Styla.
SEE OUR LARGE VARIETY
ENGINEER - INSULATED
and WELLINGTON BOOTS
ALL LEATHER TOP
COMBAT SKY BOOTS
Bays' Siiet
*5.95REGS7 9S
MEN'S
Rtf 1991
*6.95
GLOVES - MITTENS
KIOS - BOYS'
- MEN'S
POR COLD WEATHER
49c
TO
*4.95
$8.95
BOYS’ HEAVY DUTY
LACED STYLE
FIELD BOOTS
REG.
$10 00
_^lot^AN^Siie»^Availabl^^
MEN i IOYS'
ENGINEER BOOTS
MEN'S BOYS'
*9.95 *8.95
RAINCOATS
FOR
BOYS
Imported
Pure Rubber
with Matching
CAPE HAT
Site 6 to 18
Yellow
- Black
$4 95 VALUE
*2.95
DOMESTIC
MADI *3.89
WE REDEEM DAIRY MAID STAMPS TOWARD LAYAWAY
AAA SPORT CENTRE
OPEN
IVERY NITE TILL
CHRISTMAS EVE
553 BROADWAY
ietween 25th and 26th Ste.
BAYONNE. N.J.
LAY-A-WAYS
WITH SMALL DKPOSIT
WILL Bl HELD TIL
CHRISTMAS
FI 9-7800
